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ABSTRACT
The correlation method of finding a system's impulse 
response weights, based on the Wiener— Hopf integral, was 
studied for its application to the tuning of feedback, 
feedforward, and decoupling control elements in closed 
loop operation using only ordinary operating data. Also 
included in the work is a thorough study of actual data 
for eight typical stochastic disturbances taken from a 
refinery light ends unit. A disturbance signal typical of 
these actual signals was used throughout the tuning 
studies to make results obtained more practically 
meaningful. These actual signals were also used to 
demonstrate the desirability of differencing input and 
output data prior to use of the correlation method.
The correlation method was applied to the tuning of 
feedback and decoupling controllers by using it to find 
the closed loop impulse response of a system's output to 
set point changes. Given knowledge of the control 
structure and control elements, equations are derived 
which use this closed loop response to obtain the open 
loop impulse response. Many existing methods are 
available to design feedback controllers or decouplers 
given open loop responses. The correlation method was 
applied to the tuning of feedforward controllers by 
finding the closed loop impulse response of the system's 
output to disturbance changes. Equations are derived
xviii
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which convert this closed loop response directly into an 
improved feedforward controller given the control 
structure and control elements. An approximation of the 
manipulated variable transfer function is also required. 
The equations derived for both problems are applicable to 
a 2x2 interactive process such as a distillation column 
with or without feedback elements, feedforward 
controllers, and partial or simplified decouplers. Less 
complex processes and/or control schemes allow the 
equations to be significantly simplified. A criterion 
called the Impulse Confidence Ratio (ICR) is proposed 
which when interpreted properly will allow the 
determination of the value of a test result.
The correlation method of impulse response 
determination and the tuning techniques were subjected to 
numerous tests of robustness in the face of various non­
ideal situations which might be expected to arise in real 
application. The tuning techniques are applied 
successfully to a nonlinear distillation column model.
XIX
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CHAPTER .1 
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Current State of Industrial Control
Recently, process control computers have become 
commonplace in the chemical process industry.
Sophisticated control techniques such as feedforward and 
decoupling are now easily accomplished. Local 
optimization of units with the computer is also becoming 
more common. One of the most time consuming tasks for a 
control engineer in a computer controlled plant is the 
tuning of these sophisticated control schemes. In a 
refinery, distillation columns are especially time 
consuming to tune because of the complex control schemes 
they require and their slow dynamics. The greatly 
increased power of control computers expected in the near 
future makes the use of the computer to aid in the tuning 
process both practical and desirable.
1.2 Scope of this Research
The goal of this research is to find ways to use a 
process control computer tc aid in the tuning and retuning 
of feedback, feedforward, and decoupling controllers in 
complex combinations with minimum disruption to plant 
operations. Past work in this area has been concentrated
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
in the development of recursive algorithms which use data 
as they become available to keep a loop well tuned. While 
this is desirable the methods require a level of expertise 
to apply that is generally not available at the plant 
level.
This research concentrates on applying the 
correlation approach to the tuning problem. The method 
proposed works in closed loop and requires only the normal 
disturbance and set point activity generally present in a 
plant to work. By its nature, it allows engineering 
intervention before changing tuning constants as it is not 
recursive. It is, however, automatic in the sense that 
the procedure could be carried out completely by computer 
with the optional intervention of the engineer to check 
the reasonableness of the result. Application of the 
method to feedback, feedforward, and decoupler tuning is 
discussed. A model of a distillation column is used to 
study the method as it is a common but difficult control 
application.
The correlation method has been used in the past to 
determine open loop impulse response functions. The idea 
and approach to using the method to tune combinations of 
feedback, feedforward, and decoupler controllers while in 
closed loop operation is new.
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1.3 Structure of Dissertation
The literature search and theory review appear in 
Chapter 2. In Chapter 3 the statistical nature of eight 
typical disturbance variables from a refinery light ends 
unit are examined using the methods of Box and Jenkins. 
Chapter 4 applies the correlation method to open loop 
impulse response estimation and investigates its 
robustness with respect to a number of parameters.
Chapter 5 applies the method to feedback and decoupler 
tuning. Chapter 6 applies it to feedforward tuning. 
Chapter 7 uses the techniques of Chapters 5 and 6 to tune 
dual feedback and feedforward control elements for a 
nonlinear model of a distillation column.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE SEARCH AND PRESENTATION OF RELEVANT THEORY
2.1 Introduction
This chapter will briefly review common advanced 
control techniques with emphasis on distillation control. 
Tuning techniques for these strategies are reviewed. 
Process identification, generally the first step in tuning 
any controller, is reviewed with an emphasis on the 
correlation method. Finally the scope of this research is 
discussed
2.2 Distillation Control Techniques
Of all the types of process equipment present in the 
typical refinery or chemical plant the distillation column 
probably holds the greatest potential for energy savings 
through the use of advanced control strategies such as 
feedforward, decoupling and dual composition control.
These savings can come in an existing column by adjusting 
the product purities to just meet specifications and by 
variable (usually minimum) pressure operation. Adjustment 
of product purities is, of course, possible without 
advanced control. The advanced controls, however, make it 
much more practical by allowing control of both top and 
bottom product composition close to specification limits.
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Advanced controls are also required for a minimum pressure 
operation. While it is relatively easy to minimize column 
pressure, advanced control is required if product 
qualities are inferred from temperature in order to adjust 
the temperature set points for pressure changes.
Feedforwarding of pressure, feed rate, and other 
disturbances make dual composition control much easier. 
Fauth and Shinskey (1975) demonstrate in a typical 
deethanizer-depropanizer train with a 70,000 BPD capacity 
savings of $1269/day with fuel valued at $1.00/million btu 
through the use of advanced control.
Today there are two basic feedback control schemes 
for dual composition control of two product distillation 
columns. In the conventional or energy balance scheme 
(EEC) reboiler duty is used to control bottom product 
composition and reflux controls top product composition. 
Bottom and distillate products are used to control bottom 
and accumulator levels respectively. A newer approach is 
material balance control (MBC) in which one of the two 
composition loops is controlled using the product flow 
from that end of the column and level control is 
accomplished with the energy balance variable at that end 
of the column (reflux or reboiler duty). One of the level 
control loops must always be controlled with the product 
flow to close the material balance for the column. Figure
2.1 illustrates both schemes.



































Material balance control structure
TC, FC, LC = Temperature, flow, and level controllers 
Figure 2.1 Tower control schemes
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While Shinskey (1977, pp. 223-227) presents a 
persuasive argument for the superiority of MBC controls in 
any column, Gordon (1982) concludes that the EBC scheme is 
still quite prevalent. One possible reason for this is 
that in most industrial columns no attempt is made to 
control composition on both ends of a column. Instead, as 
pointed out by Luyben (1970), the problem is skirted by 
other expensive means such as building columns with more 
trays than necessary, or by running them at higher reflux 
than required. The primary advantage of MBC over EBC 
controls is the decrease in interaction which results when 
both compositions are controlled (Shinskey 1977, pp. 223- 
227). Cheung and Marlin (1902) studied MBC versus EBC and 
found that each had advantages in certain situations.
They found that MBC responds better to energy upsets while 
EBC responded better to feed rate and composition upsets. 
They present guidelines which recommend EBC for reflux 
ratios of less than 0.5 and MBC for reflux ratios greater 
than 5.0. More recently, Skogestad and Morari (1987) 
review these schemes and some schemes utilizing ratios as 
manipulated variables. They recommend for most columns 
that the ref lux/top product be used for controlling top 
composition and vapor boilup/bottom product for bottom 
composition. The energy balance control scheme is most 
common in industry and will be applied in this research.
The difficulty in dual composition control is in
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handling the interaction between the top and bottom 
feedback control loops. This interaction can be 
quantified by using the notion of relative gain first 
proposed by Bristol (1966). The relative gain (r^j) is 
defined for a manipulated variable (Xj) and a controlled 
variable (Yi) in a system of at least two of each as :
SYi. all other X's constant (2.1)
6Xj
rij = ---
SY.1 all other Y's constant
6Xj
For a system with two manipulated and two controlled 
variables such as a two product distillation column the 
relative gain matrix is a 2 X 2 square matrix with a 
relative gain for each possible pairing of manipulated and 
controlled variables. Figure 2.2 shows a typical relative 
gain matrix. For a control linked pair (Xi,Yi) the ideal 
relative gain is 1» This means that a change in Xi has 
the same effect on Yi whether or not the Xz^Ys control 
loop is open or closed. If the relative gain is zero, Xi. 
has no direct effect on Yi and can not be used to control 
it. At the other extreme a relative gain of infinity 
means that while Xa. will control Yx when the X^jY^ loop is 
open, it will have no effect on Yx when the Xz^Yz loop is 
closed. A negative relative gain is also unacceptable as 
it suggests that the proper control action of the Xx,Yx 
loop would be dependent on whether the X2 ,Yz control loop







Figure 2.2 Relative gain matrix for a system consisting 
of two manipulated (Xi, Xe ) and two 
controlled variables (Yi, Y^)
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was closed or open. A control linked pair with a relative 
gain less than 1.0 indicates positive interaction exists, 
a relative gain greater than 1.0 indicates negative 
interaction exists (Shinskey 1977, pp. 289-296).
Decoupling is the technique used to break 
interactions between control loops. The three types of 
decoupling as applied to distillation column are (see 
Figure 2.3) a
Ideal - As described by Luyben (1970) each composition 
controller outputs through decouplers to the manipulated 
variables. The four required decouplers are designed such 
that the transfer function for each composition loop is 
the same as it would be if the other composition loop were 
open and no decouplers were present.
Simple - As described by Luyben (1970) each composition 
loop's output is feedforwarded through a decoupler to 
adjust the other loop's output such that the other 
composition is not affected. This differs from ideal 
decoupling in that the effect of the output with the other 
composition loop closed and the decouplers present will 
not be the same as it would with the other composition 
loop open and no decouplers. This scheme requires only 
two decoupling elements.






Ideal decoupling Simplified decoupling
C = Feedback controller 
D =» Decoulping element 
G « Transfer function
C, D, G are all functions 
of backward shift variable 
B (BXt = Xt-i).
Partial decoupling
Figure 2.3 Block diagram of common decoupler schemes
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Partial - As described by Shinskey (1977, pp. 320-321) only 
the more important loop is insulated from actions by the 
other. Shinskey states that partial decoupling is much 
easier to implement than the other types yet has most of 
the benefits of the others. Only one decoupling element 
is required.
Luyben (1970) reports that simple decoupling yields 
feedback controls which are less sensitive to errors in 
decoupler gains than those which result from ideal 
decoupling. This is confirmed by Waller (1974). McAvoy 
(1979) reports that decouplers designed for EBC controls 
are more sensitive than those designed for MBC controls.
EBC decouplers designed for high purity columns are 
particularly sensitive. He also shows an EBC control 
scheme with partial decoupling is approximately equivalent 
to MBC control without decoupling in a high purity 
column. Relative gain has been used by McAvoy (1979) to 
analyse the sensitivity of decoupling schemes to decoupler 
gain errors.
Decoupling is a means of reducing the interference 
between two feedback loops. Unfortunately in high purity 
distillation columns only partial decoupling is practical 
if instability is to be prevented. In this situation 
feedforward control becomes particularly important as a 
means of giving the feedback composition loops as little
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to do as possible. In principle, if all the potential 
upset variables are known and measured and their transfer 
functions with respect to the controlled variable known, 
it is possible to design a control system without 
feedback. Such a system would control without creating 
instability. While one should strive to handle all 
process upsets with feedforward elements, perfect 
feedforward control is unattainable and some feedback with 
integral action will always be required to handle unknown 
upsets and errors in the feedforward control actions.
2.3 Controller Tuning
Design and tuning methods for feedback controllers 
are many and varied. The proportional-integral- 
derivative (PID) controller is the most well established 
in industry. This controller may be written in discrete 
velocity form as (Corripio 1982, p. 65) s
Xt - Xt-i = Kc: [ Et - Et-1 + TEt/Ti (2.2)
+ Tn( Et — 2Et—1 + Et—=3 ) /T ]
Xt = Manipulated output at time t
Et = Error at time t
Kc = Controller gain
TI = Controller reset time
To = Controller derivative time
T = Controller sample time
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There are many published closed loop methods for tuning 
the constants in these controllers. The oldest well 
established method is that by Ziegler and Nichols (1942). 
They suggest raising the controller gain without any 
integral or derivative action until the loop is marginally 
stable. This gain they call the ultimate sensitivity.
The period of oscillation they call the ultimate period. 
They then propose simple relationships between these 
values and actual controller constants to give quarter 
decay ratio response (QDR). They also present formulas 
for converting the characteristics of a process reaction 
curve to tuning constants. A process reaction curve is a 
plot of the open loop response of the controlled variable 
to a step change in the controller output. Other on-line 
closed loop methods have been presented by Nishikawa 
(Nishikawa et al. 1984), Yuwana and Seborg (1982), and 
Jutan and Rodriguez (1984).
Most tuning methods require the parameters of a 
simple dynamic model of the process found by methods such 
as those discussed in the next section. The most commonly 
used models are first-order plus dead-time (FOPDT) and 
second-order plus dead-time (SOPDT). As there is no exact 
way to quantify the quality of a feedback control action, 
a number of criterion have emerged such as lAE (integral 
of the absolute error), ISE (integral of the square of the 
error), ITAE (integral of the time weighted absolute
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error) and 5% overshoot in the time domain. In the 
frequency domain phase margin, gain margin and maximum 
closed loop modulus (LM) are used. Many of these 
criteria are calculable for disturbance or set point 
inputs. A partial listing of the various model based 
tuning methods is shown in Table 2.1.
Some other model based tuning methods use a model of 
the process but include an adjustable parameter to allow 
the designer to customize the response. The Dahl in 
controller (1968) as applied by Martin (Martin et al.
1976) and internal model control (Rivera et al. 1986) have 
been adopted for this purpose. A method by MacGregor and 
others (1975) considers the open loop effect of the 
disturbance on the controlled variable as well as the 
process model.
A multivariable process such as a distillation 
column with two composition feedback loops which interact 
is a much more difficult tuning problem. The tightness of 
the tuning of one of the composition loops will affect 
response of the other loop. A number of much more 
difficult methods have been developed for this problem 
such as Characteristic Loci (Macfarlane and Belletrutti 
1973), Inverse Nyquist Array (Rosenbrock 1969), and 
Internal Model Control (Garcia and Morari 1985). These 
methods are not restricted to systems with only two 
loops. More practical methods have been developed by
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Table 2.1 Criterion and model for various tuning methods
Developer
or source Model Tvoe inout Cri terion
Smith (1966) FOPDT Disturbance IAE,QDR
Lopes (1967) FOPDT Disturbance ISEjIAE
ITAE
Rovira (1969) FOPDT Set point IAE,ITAE
McAvoy (1967) SOPDT Disturbance I SE
Luyben (1973) Any Set point LM
Cohen (1953) FOPDT Disturbance QDR,IAE
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Bhalodia and Weber (1979) and Luyben (1986).
The method by Bhalodia is called the Continuous 
Cycling Method and is similar in nature to the method of 
Ziegler and Nichols for a single input, single output 
system in that an ultimate gain is determined for each of 
the two feedback loops and these used to develop tuning 
constants. The advantage of the method is that it does 
not require a knowledge of the process transfer function 
matrix. It has the disadvantage of requiring a lot of 
time on-line to determine the ultimate gains. During this 
period the column operation would be severely disrupted.
It is also somewhat limited in that both composition loops 
are assumed equally important. This is generally not the 
case.
The method proposed by Luyben is called BLT (Biggest 
Log Modulus Tuning). Following Luyben (1986) if a 
multivariable process is given by :
Y(s) = G(s)X(s) (2.3)
Y(s) = Vector of controlled variables
G(s) =» Matrix of open loop transfer functions
X(s) = Vector of manipulated variables
The closed loop response to a set point change is given 
by :
Y(s) = [I + G(s)C(s)]-iG(s)C(s)Y— (2.4)
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C(s) = Matrix of feedback controllers 
I = Identity matrix
Since the inverse of a matrix has the determinant of the 
matrix in the denominator, the closed loop characteristic 
equation of the multivariable system is the scalar 
equation :
det(I + G(s)C(s)) = 0 (2.5)
Luyben then defines a function W(s) which is the 
multivariable analog of the single input, single output 
(SISO) open loop system transfer function G(s)C(s) :
W(s) = -1 + det(I +• G(s)C(s)) (2.6)
He then defines a multivariable closed-loop log modulus 
( Lcsm ( 3 ) ) »




He then multiplies the Ziegler— Nichols integral time and 
divides the Ziegler— Nichols gain for each of the diagonal 
elements of G(s) treated as a SISO loop by a factor F.
The proper F is that which gives a maximum Lc=m(s) over all 
frequencies of +4 db for a 2x2 system. This method is 
almost the same as the SISO log modulus method of tuning 
as described by Luyben (1973, pp. 407-410) except that
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Luyben recommends a maximum log modulus of +2N db where N 
is the dimensionality of the system, thus, +2 db is that 
used for a SISO loop. Luyben claims that the quality of 
control resulting from this technique compares favorably 
with many other much more difficult techniques proposed 
previously.
In a noninteracting situation feedforward control 
tuning methods are well established. Given that one has 
the manipulated variable transfer function and the 
disturbance transfer function the design in the LaPlace 
domain of the feedforward controller (F(s)) is :
—G v(s )
F(s) = ------  (2.8)
Gp(s)
G(s) is a transfer function in terms of the LaPlace 
variable s. Subscript P refers to the manipulated 
variable and V to the disturbance variable. The typical 
industrial feedforward controller consists of a gain (K), 
lead (Ti_d ), lag (t l q ), and sometimes a dead time (9) s
K(ti_d S + l)e-*™
F(s) = -----------------  (2.9)
( Ti_o3 + 1 )
If both the disturbance and manipulated variable transfer 
functions can be modelled with a first order plus dead 
time model an exact feedforward design would be :
K ™ “ Vs V / f=*




@ 3 — ©(=.
where k , T, and 9 are the transfer function gain, lag, and 
dead time.
Modern controllers are computer algorithms which 
accept discrete inputs and produce discrete outputs. Box 
and Jenkins (1976, pp. 357—358) show that for a pulsed 
input there exists a discrete linear filter with an output 
which will exactly match the output of a continuous 
process at the start of each discrete interval. They also 
show that a continuous model represented by an rth order 
differential equation can be represented in this way by a 
discrete model of the form :
S(B)Yt = w(B)Xt-b-i (2.10)
Yt is the output, Xt is the input, and b is the dead time 
in terms of number of samples. If the dead time is not an 
even integer number of samples, b is the greatest whole 
number of samples smaller than the dead time. B is the 
backward shift operator defined as follows :
BXt = (2.11)
The order of the polynomial 6(B) and the polynomial w(B)
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required will be r for each. In the special case that the 
process dead time is an integer multiple of the sample 
time the required order of w(B) is r-i, The continuous 
first-order plus dead-time model written in discrete form 
is :
(1 - 6iB)Yt = WeB^-iXt (2.12) 
where : T is the sample time.
6 a. = g-T/T
Wo = k ( 1 - 61 )
q = 8/T, © assumed an integer multiple of T
Note that w(B) is zero order and fi(B) is first order as © 
is an integer multiple of the sample time.
A manipulated variable transfer function clearly can 
be written in this way as its input is a train of pulses 
from the computer controllers. A disturbance transfer 
function can also be modelled in the same way if the 
continuous input can be approximated well by a train of 
pulses with a width the same as the sample time (Box and 
Jenkins 1976, pp. 361-362). In such a case the ideal 
discrete feedforward controller can be written as :
—W v (B )Gp(B )
F(B) = ------------  (2.13)
6V (B )Wp(B )
The tuning of a feedforward controller can be done 
if the manipulated and disturbance transfer functions can
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be found. This is not difficult for the manipulated 
variable transfer function as a test signal can be 
introduced and many methods used as described in the next 
section. The disturbance transfer function is more 
difficult. Often the control engineer cannot manipulate 
these variables, or, if he can, it will often affect an 
upstream unit adversely.
Very little effort has been made in the development 
of tuning methods for feedforward controllers. Schumann 
and Christ (1979) present a method utilizing a recursive 
algorithm. It requires a prior knowledge of the transfer 
function orders and dead times. A problem is that if the 
feedback loop between the manipulated and controlled 
variable is closed then either the feedback controller 
constants must be time varying, a perturbation signal must 
be added to the manipulated variable, or the set point 
must vary for the manipulated variable transfer function 
to be identified.
2.4 Process Identification
A simple and very practical method of identifying a 
process model is by the process reaction curve. With the 
output variable's feedback control loop in manual, the 
manipulated variable is step changed to a new value. The 
times for 28.37. (ti) and 63.2% (t=) of the steady state 
change in the output variable are noted and the following
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formula used to find the lag time (t ) and dead time (6) of 
a FOPDT approximation of the process (Smith and Corripio 
1985, pp. 219-220) :
T = 1.5(t= - tx) (2.14)
© = t= - T (2.15)
The gain is calculated by dividing the final value of the 
output variable by the magnitude of the step input. While 
easy to perform this method requires that the output 
feedback control loop be in manual and that the process be 
upset. It is usually not possible to step a disturbance 
variable. It is also difficult to determine reliably the 
constants of any model greater than first order with this 
method (Smith and Corripio 1985, p. 220).
A second method capable of finding the parameters of 
higher order models is a pulse test (Smith and Corripio 
1985, pp. 329-335). By the definition of a transfer 
function (8(s)) s
Y(s)
G(s) = ----  (2.16)
X(s)
Y(s) =» Laplace transform of output deviation from 
steady state
X(s) = Laplace transform of input deviation from 
steady state
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Substitute s = iw to find :
Y(iw)
G(iw) = -----  (2.17)
X(iw)
w = Frequency in radians per unit time
Y(iw) and X(iw) are the Fourier transforms of the output 
and input respectively if Y(t) and X(t) are zero for 
negative time. A pulse is applied to the input and the 
Fourier transform found for both the input and output 
signal. From Equation 2.17 the magnitude and phase angle 
of G(iw) can be generated for any frequency w, thus a Bode 
plot can be constructed. As with the process reaction 
curve method this method requires that the process be 
disrupted and that the output feedback loop be in manual 
and it may not be possible to apply a pulse to a 
disturbance input. Analysis is much more difficult than 
for the process reaction curve but computer programs are 
available.
Another technique based originally on work by Wiener 
(1949) which in principle does not require any test signal 
is correlation analysis. The method is based on the 
Wiener— Hopf integral :
C x v (t ) = H(6)Cxx(T-fi)d« T > 0 (2.18)
C x v (t ) = Estimated value of ( X(t)*Y(t+T) )
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Cxx(T-G) = Estimated value of ( X(t)&X(t+T-G) )
H(6) is the impulse response function, it is defined by 
the convolution integral which if the physical system 
being modelled is causal (does not depend on future 
values) may be written for a SISO system :
Y(t) H(fi)X(t-6)dS + E(t) (2.19)
O
X(t), Y(t) =a Input and output as a function of time 
H(t) = Continuous form of impulse response function 
E(t) = Random error added to response
In discrete form this may be written (Box and Jenkins 1976, 
p. 378) 9
Yt = H(B)Xt + Et (2.20)
H(B) = ho hiB + hœB^ + ...
Xt, Yt, Et => Input, output, and noise time series
H(B) is the discrete form of the impulse response 
function. Et is a noise term assumed to be independent of 
Xt. Yt, Xt, and Et are assumed to be ARIMA processes 
(autoregressive integrated moving average) which means 
that the series are possible realizations from passing 
gaussian white noise through a linear discrete filter and 
that they may or may not be stationary. If one defines Xt
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=> y t =» and St = (l-B)^Et with d such
that X t, yt, and @t are stationary series with zero mean, 
then on multiplying through by Xt-k after having 
differenced each term d times one obtains (Box and Jenkins 
1976, p.379) :
xt-kyt =» hoXt-kXt + hj.Xt-kXt-1 + (2.21)
h s 2 X t “ f < X t ” 32 ^  . . .  X t —"k*“ t
If it is assumed that @t is uncorrelated with xt-k as 
stated previously then taking expectations over a large 
number of samples one obtains (Box and Jenkins 1976, p. 
379) :
Cxy(k) = hoC««(k) + hiCMk(k-l) ■+• (2.22)
hac^x(k-2) + ...
Cxx(k) = Autocovariance of input series at lag k 
Cxv(k) = Cross covariance of input with output at lag k
The auto and cross covariances can be estimated from the 
time series (Box and Jenkins 1976, p. 32, 374) :
M—M
2 ( Xi,Xi.-f-k)
c'xx(k) =   (2.23)
N
N = Length of time series
c'xx(k) = Estimate of autocovariance of input 
series at lag k (k = 0, 1, 2, ...)
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N—k
S ( >{±yi.-K )
(k) =   (2.24)
N
c'«v(k) = Estimate of cross covariance of input 
with output (k = 0, 1, 2, ...)
In 2.23 and 2.24 x and y are assumed to have a zero 
mean. These covariance estimates are biased as the 
denominator of the summations should be N-k for an 
unbiased estimate. The unbiased estimate would, however, 
have a higher mean square error (Jenkins and Watts 1968, 
p. 179). As N -> ® the difference between the two 
estimators disappears. If it is assumed that the weights 
hj are zero beyond k = K then K+1 equations of the form of 
Equation 2.21 can be written as in Figure 2.4. These 
equations may be used to solve for the impulse response.
Box and Jenkins (1976, p. 379) state that the 
equations in Figure 2.4 are not statistically efficient in 
the sense that the estimate of H(B) may not have minimum 
variance compared with all possible estimates. Jenkins 
and Watts (1968, p. 423, 426) criticize it on the grounds 
that many weights must be determined and that adjacent 
weights are correlated. Himmelblau (1970, p. 378) states, 
however, that Equation 2.18, the continuous form of these 
equations, provides an unbiased estimate of H(G) if the 
error E(t) in the output of Equation 2.19 has a mean of 0,
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Cwy(O) C X M ( O ) c X X ( i ) Cxx(2) C x x (3)
C k v (1) C X X ( i ) Cxx(O) Cxx(l) C x x (2)
c«v(2) c X X ( 2 ) Cxx(l) Cxx(O) C X X ( 1 )
C«y(3)
a
c X X ( 3 ) C x x (2) C X X ( i ) C x x ( O )
c«v(K) C x x ( K )
c ^  ( K ) 
C m «(K— 1) 
C m k (K-2 ) 
c««<K-3)









Figure 2.4 Equations for finding impulse response weights
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and for the special case in which E(t) is white noise the 
estimate has minimum variance among all linear 
estimators. For many other random errors, this least 
squares estimate asymptotically approaches the minimum 
variance estimate as the time record is extended 
(Himmelblau 1970, pp. 373—379). In Appendix E( of a book 
by Wiener (1949) Levinson shows that the equations in 
Figure 2.4 give a least squares estimate of the impulse 
response weights if the covariance and cross covariance 
estimates are the unbiased versions of 2.23 and 2.24.
Box and Jenkins (1976, p. 379) recommend that as a 
first step in identification of a transfer function model 
one should find a discrete filter which will convert the 
input series to white noise. Both input and output series 
are filtered in this way. This process is called 
prewhitening. When the equations in figure 2.4 are used 
with the auto and cross covariances of the prewhitened 
series the impulse response function is obtained without 
requiring the simultaneous solution of the equations as 
all of the autocovariances of the input series except that 
at zero lag are zero. The formula for the impulse 
response weights becomes (Box and Jenkins 1976, p. 380) :
C'='xv( k )
hw. = -------- (2.25)
C=>xx(0)
c‘=’xx(0) = Variance of prewhitened input
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C=*xv(k) =» Cross covariance of prewhitened input 
with prewhitened output at lag k
The prewhitening process does not make the equations in 
Figure 2.4 statistically efficient. Box and Jenkins use 
this estimate to determine the order of w(B) and 6(B) and 
the dead time of a parsimonious model of the form (Box and 
Jenkins 1976, p. 370) s
W  ( B ) X-t —b>
Yt = --------- (2.26)
6(B)
w(B), 6(B) => Polynomials in backward shift operator B 
b = Dead time in number of sample periods
The estimated impulse response is used to generate 
estimates for the parameters of w(B) and 6(B). These 
parameters are used to generate the noise series for the 
data. An ARMA model for the noise series is found using 
the autocorrelations and partial autocorrelations of the 
series. Statistically efficient estimates of the 
parameters of both the transfer function model of the 
process and the noise model are found simultaneously by a 
non-linear least squares search technique with the 
original parameter estimates as starting guesses (Box and 
Jenkins 1976, pp. 388-391). This method has been applied 
to data from a distillation unit by Tade and Bacon (1984).
Equation 2.25 can be used directly for
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identification if a special test signal is added to the 
input. This is an approach which has been discussed 
mostly in the electrical engineering literature. These 
methods have been called correlation methods. A pseudo 
random binary signal (PRBS) is the most commonly used 
signal. It is possible to identify the impulse response 
for more than one input with two PRBS signals which 
besides the properties noted above are also uncorrelated 
with each other (Briggs and Godfrey 1966).
2.5 The Correlation Method as Applied in this Work and 
a Criterion for Judging the Quality of the Results 
Assuming values of x are available k samples back at 
the point in time at which the covariance data collection 
begins, and as n becomes large, Equations 2.23 and 2.24 
for the calculation of auto and cross covariance can be 
approximated by :
N
2 ( X k X - t  )
(k) =   k = 0 to K (2.27)
N
2
c'*y(k) =   k = 0 to K (2.28)
N
X, y = Input and output after differencing and 
subtracting the mean 
c'„„(k) » Estimated autocovariance at lag k
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c'«v(k) = Estimated cross covariance of input with 
output at lag k 
N = Number of samples 
' = Indicates an estimated quantity 
K = Truncation point
The auto and cross covariance sums at lag k may be defined 
as :
N
s«x(k) = S Xt-kXt k = 0 to K (2.29)
t — X
N
s«v(k) =» S Xt-kyt k = 0 to K (2.30)
If Xt and Yt are the input and output respectively, Xt 
( Xt - Xt-i ) and yt ( Yt - Yt-i ) are the differenced 
input and output. In this work input and output will be 
differenced once and the mean of the resulting differenced 
input and output assumed to be zero. The reasons for 
differencing are discussed in Chapter 4. While the 
assumption of a zero mean for the differenced series 
should be valid in most situations ,(Box and Jenkins 1976, 
p. 388), Section 4.4 discusses how to adjust Equations 
2.29 and 2.30 for the case where the time series mean is 
nonzero even after differencing.
If Equations 2.27 and 2.28 are substituted into the
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equations shown in Figure 2.4 and each is multiplied by N 
the equations shown in Figure 2.5 are obtained in which 
the covariance sums replace covariances. These equations 
are obtained directly in a least squares derivation in 
Appendix I which extends the result to the case of more 
than one input variable. The determination of the impulse 
response by the solution of these equations will be 
referred to as the correlation method in this work. The
step response at lag k when required will be obtained by 
summing impulses O to k.
Hayashi (1968) presents confidence limits for 
individual impulse response weights as :
hmM "" tiM— <K-f-i>m--a.(r)cr (C(i^i) i hm&< —
hmk' + tN-<K*i.)m-x(r)ct'(C(i,i) (2.31)
N , k , K = As above
M = Number of input variables, m = 1 to M
hmk = (m-l)#(K+l) + k + 1 element of the parameter
vector of impulse response weights described in 
Appendix I
tN-(K+i)m-i(r) =» rth point of the t distribution
with N-(K+l)m-l degrees of freedom 
i = (m— 1)&(K+1) 4- k -t- 1
C = Inverse of the matrix of covariance sums 
(r in Appendix I)
Note that this result is consistent with the covariance
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Figure 2.5 Equations for finding impulse response weights 
utilizing covariance sums
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matrix for the parameter vector found in Appendix I. cr= 
is the variance in the output, yt, which is unexplained by 
the impulse response function(s) found. An estimate of 





ESS = 3vv(0) - S S hij'SMy(j) (2.33)
i=l j=0
Note that the denominator of 2.32 is N-(K+l)m if the means 
of all the input and output time series after differencing 
are assumed to be zero. These confidence limits are 
meaningful only if the matrix of auto covariance sums is 
diagonal (the inputs have the same autocovariance 
structure as white noise) (Hayashi 1968).
In this research test step response results are 
compared to actual step responses by using the absolute 
step mean percent error (ASMPE) (see Wright 1986, p.
172) !
K
ASMPE = (1/K+l) i S I Sk-=* - Sk"=t I ] (100/IskI)
».:—0 ' I I I
(2.34)
Sk*=^ and Sk"-'*: are the actual and estimated step response 
at the kth sample obtained by summing the impulse response 
weights 0 to k . s k is the sum of all of the impulse
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weights 0 to K.
Another similar criteria will be called the absolute 
impulse mean percent error (AIMPE). It is defined by s
AIMPE = (1/K+l) C S I ik«=t - ik— I ] (100/|im««l)I I I
(2.35)
ik*‘=^ and ik™"'^ are the actual and estimated impulse 
response weights at the kth sample. im«« is the impulse 
response weight with the greatest absolute value.
In a plant environment the correct step and impulse 
response functions would be unknown making it impossible 
to calculate the ASMPE or AIMPE, therefore, in this work 
extensive use will be made of the Impulse Confidence Ratio 
(ICR) for judging the quality of the impulse response 
weights found by the correlation method. It is defined 
for an input variable m by :
hmp>
Impulse Confidence Ratio = -------------  (2.36)
cr(C(q,q) )^^ =
where : q = (m-l)$(K+l) + p + 1
p is the lag number (k) of the maximum impulse response 
weight for the input variable after taking the absolute 
value of each. C(q,q) is the corresponding diagonal 
element in the inverse of the covariance sum matrix (T). 
The ICR has the same value as a t statistic with N-(K+l)m
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degrees of freedom which would be used for a test of the 
hypothesis that hmp' > 0.
2.6 Spectral Analysis
A technique used in this work to compare input 
signals with white noise is spectral analysis. The 
spectrum of a stationary signal can be obtained from the 
estimated autocovariances of the signal by (Jenkins and 
Watts 1968, p. 243) :
C„«(f) w(u)c'«»(u)e-j=™^"du (2.37)
This is the Fourier transform of the autocovariance 
function multiplied by a weighting function w(u). C«K(f) 
is the smoothed spectral estimator, f is the frequency and 
u is the lag number. w(u) is a weighting function which 
is set up to weight the lower lag autocovariances more 
heavily than those with large lags. The smoothed spectral 
density estimate is obtained from 2.37 by dividing by the 
variance of x. A typical weighting function is that of 
Tukey (Jenkins and Watts 1968, p.244) :
w(u) = 0.5*( 1 + cosTtu ) |uj i L
w(u) = 0 |u| > L
(2.38)
w(u) is usually called the lag window in the time domain 
and its Fourier transform the spectral window. L is its
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truncation point. The choice of L is critical. A large L 
allows a very detailed spectrum with large variance in the 
power estimated at any one frequency. A small choice of L 
will give a much smoother spectrum with lower variance at 
any one frequency but may obscure some peaks. The value 
for L is generally chosen by trial. The spectral window 
is necessary because although sample autocovariances are 
unbiased estimates of ensemble autocovariances, they will 
yield a biased estimate of the ensemble spectral density 
if used directly with w(u) = 1. The smoothed 
autocovariance function w (u )c 'k «( u ) by contrast is usually 
a poor estimate of the ensemble autocovariance function 
but will yield a good estimate of the ensemble spectral 
density if w(u) is properly chosen (Himmelblau 1970, p. . 
383 ) .
2.7 Summarv of this Research
The goal of this research is to find practical ways 
to use a process control computer to tune and retune 
feedback, feedforward, and decoupling controllers in 
complex combinations with minimum disruption to plant 
operations. Distillation control is used as an example in 
this work because it is a very common and important unit 
operation which requires sophisticated control 
techniques. An energy balance dual composition control 
scheme is used throughout this work for the example
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distillation column as this is in more widespread use in 
industry than the material balance scheme and according to 
the criterion of Cheung and Marlin (1982) either method 
could be used.
An identification method requiring only routine 
operating data will be proposed. As it shares a basis in 
the Wiener-Hopf integral (Equation 2.13) with 
identification methods discussed in the electrical 
engineering literature which are called correlation 
methods, the tuning method proposed will be called the 
correlation method. It differs from these methods in that 
the equations of Figure 2.4 are not simplified to a form 
such as Equation 2.25 by using an induced PRBS signal and 
that identification can be done in closed loop. Equations 
will be derived to tune control schemes with complexity 
from a single input, single output system with feedback 
and feedforward control, to a 2x2 interacting feedback 
scheme with feedforward elements and either simplified or 
partial decoupling. Ideal decoupling is not considered 
because it is too sensitive to errors in calculated 
decoupler gains to be of practical use in most 
situations. The proposed method produces an open loop 
impulse response when used for feedback tuning. It is 
possible to use it in conjunction with any of the feedback 
tuning methods noted in this chapter. Luyben's BLT tuning 
method is utilized in this work to tune interacting
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controllers as it seems the most practical.
An important advantage of the correlation method as 
it is described in this work is the fact that it will 
utilize disturbance and set point change activity already 
present in the system to improve controller tuning. This 
does not mean that every set of data gathered will provide 
sufficient information to permit controller retuning. A 
criterion called the Impulse Confidence Ratio is proposed 
for determining when a set of data has sufficient 
information content. It is valid when a differenced input 
resembles white noise. The spectral density of the 
differenced input will be used to determine when this is 
the case. The information for it to be calculated is 
obtained in the process of finding the impulse response.
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CHAPTER 3 
THE NATURE OF PLANT DISTURBANCES
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter eight disturbance signals from a 
large refinery light ends plant are studied using 
techniques proposed by Box and Jenkins (1976) and Jenkins 
and Watts (1968). The SAS/ETS (SAS Institute, Inc. 1980) 
time series analysis procedure ARINA, which is based on 
programs 1-4 of part V in Box and Jenkins (1976), is 
used.
3.2 Eight Typical Plant Disturbance Time Series
Actual data from a refinery light ends unit for 
eight typical disturbance signals were taken from a 
process control computer which supervises the unit. The 
data for each signal consist of 1020 consecutive samples 
taken at one minute intervals over 17 hours of operation. 
Each sample is an instantaneous value, not an average. A 
portion of each time series is plotted in Figures 3.1-8. 
As the exact operating rates and conditions for this unit 
are proprietary the mean is subtracted from each series 
prior to plotting.
The eight disturbances studied are :
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Figure 3.2 Stripper charge rate (mbpd) (mean subtracted)
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Figure 3.4 Debutanizer reflux temperature (°F) (mean 
subtracted)
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Figure 3.5 Debutanizer overhead liquid rate (mbpd) (mean 
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Figure 3.6 Debutanizer charge rate (mbpd) (mean 
subtracted)
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1) Absorber vapor charge rate: This is a light 
hydrocarbon vapor stream charged to the bottom of an 
absorber which removes propane, propylene and heavier 
hydrocarbons from it with a gasoline absorbing media.
2) Stripper charge rate: This is the gasoline charge to a 
column in which ethane and ethylene is removed.
3) Stripper overhead pressure: This is the pressure in
the overhead vapor line of the stripper column.
4) Debutanizer reflux temperature: This is the 
temperature of the overhead reflux stream returned to 
the debutanizer.
5) Debutanizer overhead liquid rate: This is the overhead 
product from the debutanizer which removes C3 and C4 
hydrocarbons from the gasoline leaving the stripper. 
This stream is fed to an alkylation unit in which it 
is converted to gasoline.
6) Debutanizer charge rate: This .is the charge rate of 
gasoline from the stripper to the debutanizer.
7) Refinery fuel gas pressures This is the pressure of
the refinery fuel gas system.
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8) Reactor outlet temperature: This is the temperature of 
the vapor product stream leaving a fluid bed catalytic 
cracking unit.
3.3 Method of Analvsis
A stationary series is one which remains in 
equilibrium about a constant mean level and with constant 
variance independent of absolute time (Jenkins and Watts 
1968, p. 147). A stationary time series Xt which is a 
realization of a stochastic process can be modelled as the 
product of a white noise series at and a linear filter.
9(B)
X t    at (3.1)
#(B)
9(B) = 1 - — 0zB^ — ... — 0qB^
§(B) = 1 - #iB - #sB^ - ... - #pBe
0(B) is the moving average operator with order q and $(B) 
the autoregressive operator with order p. The right hand 
side of Equation 3.1 is called a stochastic model of Xt. 
Many stochastic processes have no natural mean and are 
therefore considered to be nonstationary. A nonstationary 
time series cannot be analysed directly. Often, however, 
such a time series can be reduced to a stationary series 
by differencing.
The first step in determining a stochastic model is
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to determine whether or not to difference the time series 
and how many times. This decision is based on how fast 
the autocorrelation function dies out. The proper degree 
of differencing is reached when the autocorrelation 
function dies out relatively quickly. An autocorrelation 
at lag k is calculated by finding the autocovariance at 
lag k from Equation 2.23 and dividing by the 
autocovariance at lag 0. Consider the absorber vapor 
charge rate signal. Box and Jenkins (1976, p. 175) 
suggest plotting autocorrelations for the first 20 lags. 
If, as is shown for this signal in Figure 3.9, the 
autocorrelation function does not die out quickly the data 
are differenced and the autocorrelation function of the 
differenced series plotted (see Figure 3.10). As the 
differenced series' autocorrelations are well within two 
standard errors of zero by lag 20, one differencing 
appears to be adequate.
The resulting stationary series is stochastically 
modelled by first identifying the autoregressive and 
moving average order using the autocorrelation and partial 
autocorrelation functions which are plotted in Figures 
3.10 and 3.11 for the absorber vapor charge rate signal 
after differencing. The partial autocorrelation at lag k 
for a series is the coefficient of the kth order term in a 
kth order autoregressive model of the series. The method 
used for calculating this function is from program 1 in
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part V of Box and Jenkins (1976). An autoregressive 
process of order p will have a autocorrelation function 
which tails off gradually while its partial 
autocorrelation function cuts off after lag p. A moving 
average process of order q will have a partial 
autocorrelation function which tails off gradually while 
the autocorrelation function cuts off after lag q. If 
both the autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation 
functions tail off a mixed autoregressive - moving average 
process is suggested. A combination of judgement based on 
these principles and trial and error were used to 
determine the best stochastic model of the differenced 
series for the absorber vapor charge rate. It is shown in 
Table 3.1 along with the best first order autoregressive 
models for both the differenced and undifferenced series. 
Tables 3.2-8 show results for the other series. These 
results are discussed further in Section 3.4. Plots of 
the autocorrelations of the undifferenced and differenced 
series and of the partial autocorrelations of the 
differenced series of the other seven signals are shown in 
Appendix II,
Standard errors for the partial autocorrelations and 
autocorrelations of a series are required for many of the 
judgements made in stochastic model identification. For 
partial autocorrelations the standard error a for lags 
greater than p for an autoregressive process of order p is
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Table 3.1 Absorber vapor charge rate stochastic model
estimation results
Variance of series (Xt) : 94.5
Variance of differenced series (xt) : 9.04
Best AR(1) model of series :
(1.0 - 0.954B)Xt = at Variance of residuals = 8.864
Best AR(1) model of differenced series :
(1.0 + 0.169B)Xt = at Variance of residuals = 8.789
Best model of differenced series :
(1.0 + 0.265B + 0.284B= + 0.065B= - 0.210B*
- 0.108B=)Xt = at
Variance of residuals = 7.356







Probability of white 
noise realisation
6 1 1.6 0.200
12 7 11.3 0.126
18 13 24.7 0.026
24 19 39.9 0.003
30 25 47.7 0.004
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Table 3.2 Stripper charge rate stochastic model estimation
resu1ts
Variance of series (Xt) : 3.238
Variance of differenced series (xt) : 0.0226
Best AR(1) model of series :
(1.0 - 0.997B)Xt = at Variance of residuals = 0.0251
Best AR(1) model of differenced series :
(1.0 - 0.517B)xt = at Variance of residuals = 0.0166
Best model of differenced series :
(1.0 - 1.670B + 0.850B= + 0.083B= - 0.198B*)
(1.0 + 0.115B^)xt =» (1.0 - 1;370B + 0.668B=)at 
Variance of residuals = 0.0143







Probability of white 
noise realization
12 5 13.1 0.023
18 11 15.7 0.153
24 17 25.5 0.083
30 23 31.6 0.109
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Table 3.3 Stripper overhead pressure stochastic model
estimation results
Variance of series (Xt) : 2.515
Variance of differenced series (xt) : 0.0946
Best AR(1) model of series :
(1.0 - 0.981B)Xt = at Variance of residuals *» 0.0937
Best AR(1) model of differenced series :
(1.0 - 0.121B)xt = at Variance of residuals = 0.0933
Best model of differenced series s
(1.0 - 0.419B + 0.616B= - 0.289B= - 0.182B*)Xt =
(1.0 - 0.301B + 0.465B=)at
Variance of residuals = 0.0726







Probability of white 
noise realization
12 6 2.7 0.840
18 12 15.0 0.239
24 18 29.8 0.040
30 24 43.4 0.009
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Table 3.4 Debutanizer reflux temperature stochastic model
estimation results
Variance of series (Xt) : 4.187
Variance of differenced series (xt) : 0.0116
Best AR(1) model of series :
(1.0 - 0.997B)Xt = at Variance of residuals = 0.0229
Best AR(1) model of differenced series ;
(1.0 - 0.291B)xt = at Variance of residuals = 0.0106
Best model of differenced series :
(1.0 - 0.190B + 0.026B= - 0.011B= - 0.168B*
- 0.223B® - 0.093B^)Xt = at
Variance of residuals = 0.0094







Probability of white 
noise realization
12 6 4.2 0.651
18 12 16.3 0.178
24 18 20.3 0.315
30 24 26.1 0.350
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Table 3.5 Debutanizer overhead liquid rate stochastic
model estimation results
Variance of series (Xt) : 0.03619
Variance of differenced series (>?t) : 0.000683
Best AR(1) model of series :
(1.0 - 0.988B)Xt = at Variance of residuals = 0.000879
Best AR(1) model of differenced series :
(1.0 - 0.287B)xt = at Variance of residuals => 0.000627
Best model of differenced series :
(1.0 - 0.994B + 0.262B= + 0.070B= - 0.219B*)Xt =
(1.0 - 0.723B)at
Variance of residuals = 0.000584







Probability of white 
noise realization
6 1 1,3 0.262
12 7 5.7 0.577
18 13 16.2 0.237
24 19 21.7 0.301
30 25 27.2 0.346
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Table 3.6 Debutanizer charge rate stochastic model
estimation results
Variance of series (Xt) s 0.2373
Variance of differenced series (xt) : 0.0179
Best AR(1) model of series :
(1.0 - 0.961B)Xt =» at Variance of residuals = 0.0187
Best AR(1) model of differenced series :
(1.0 + 0.110B)xt = at Variance of residuals = 0.0177
Best model of differenced series :
(1.0 + 0.270B + 0.438B= + 0.077B= - 0.284B*
- 0.122B“ )Xt = at
Variance of residuals = 0.0106







Probability of white 
noise realization
6 1 0.7 0.389
12 7 9.3 0.235
18 13 20.4 0.087
24 19 29.0 0.067
30 25 30.0 0.224
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Table 3.7 Refinery fuel gas pressure stochastic model
estimation results
Variance of series (Xt) : 9.358
Variance of differenced series (xt) 3 0.1643
Best AR(1) model of series :
(1.0 - 0.992B)Xt = at Variance of residuals = 0.1677
Best AR(1) model of differenced series :
(1.0 + 0.253B)xt = at Variance of residuals = 0.1540
Best model of differenced series s
(1.0 - 1.719B + 0.767B=)Xt => (1.0 - 0.567B - 0.360B=)at 
Variance of residuals = 0.0393







Probability of white 
noise realization
6 2 8.0 0.018
12 8 14.8 0.064
18 14 22.8 0.064
24 20 26.6 0.146
30 26 32.6 0,175
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Table 3.8 Reactor outlet temperature stochastic model
estimation results
Variance of series (Xt) s 1.541
Variance of differenced series (xt) a 0.2153
Best AR(1) model of series a
(1.0 - 0.932B)Xt = at Variance of residuals = 0.2085
Best AR(1) model of differenced series a
(1.0 + 0.028B)xt == at Variance of residuals = 0.2154
Best model of differenced series a
(1.0 - 0.913B)(1.0 + 0.092B=*)xt = (1.0 - 0.991B)at 
Variance of residuals =» 0.2069







Probability of white 
noise realization
6 3 14.6 0.002
12 9 16.4 0.060
18 15 20.9 0.139
24 21 26.5 0.188
30 27 o6.6 0.103
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(Box and Jenkins 1976, p. 178) :
cr = (3.2)
where N is the number of samples in the time series. For 
autocorrelations the standard error cr for lags greater 
than q for a moving average process of order q is (Box and 
Jenkins 1976, p.177) :
cr = (N-i/ = )(l + 2(ri= + r== + ... + rq=))i/= (3.3)
where r^ is the estimated autocorrelation of the time 
series at lag k.
If large autocorrelations are present at regular 
large multiples of the sample time a structure of the form 
of Equation 3.4 (Box and Jenkins 1976, p. 305) may be 
needed :
8(B)0(B=)
— — .....  a-t (3.4)
$(B)r(B=)
«(B)  = 1 -  OiB= -  0=B=s -  . . .  -  flcB°® 
r ( B)  » 1 -  PiBs -  r=B=a -  . . .  -  FpB^e
0(B) and §(B) are as in Equation 3.1. S is an integer 
called the period of seasonality by Box and Jenkins.
«(B®) is the seasonal moving average operator with order Q 
and r(B®) the seasonal autoregressive operator with order 
P.
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Once a tentative stochastic model structure is 
determined, least squares estimates of the parameters can 
be obtained by the methods described in program 3 of part 
V of Box and Jenkins (1976). Given the orders q , p, Q, P, 
the period of seasonality, and the order of differencing 
and seasonal differencing this method finds the parameter 
values minimizing the sum of squares of the residuals.
Once the parameters are estimated the residual errors not 
explained by the stochastic model should be white noise.
To check this the autocorrelation function of the 
residuals is calculated. A test of the adequacy of the 
model can be made considering the first m autocorrelations 
of these residuals by calculating a value Q(r) up to a 
given lag m (Ljung and Box 1978).
Q(r) =» N(N + 2)2 (N - k)-ir^= (3.5)
i.
rk is the estimated autocorrelation of the residuals at 
lag k. N is the number of residuals. Q(r) is distributed 
as a chi-square distribution with m-p-q degrees of freedom 
where p is the autoregressive order, and q the moving 
average order of the proposed stochastic model. The 
probability obtained is the probability that the residuals 
are a realization of a white noise process. The results 
of this test on the final stochastic model of each of the 
time series is shown in Tables 3.1-8.
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, The spectral density of the time series (Xt) before 
and after differencing are shown in Figures 3.12-19. It 
was calculated using the following equation derived from 
Jenkins and Watts (1968, pp. 259-260) :
Rxx(f) = 2jj^ 1 + 2 2  rxx(k)w(k)cos(2nfkT) J (3.6)
0 i f < 1/2T
Cxx(f)
where : Rxx(f) = ------  = Smoothed spectral density
C x x (0)
estimator of X
Cxx(k)
rxx(k) =>   = Autocorrelation of X at lag k
C x x (0)
Cxx(f), C xx ( k ) ,  w(k), and f are the smoothed spectral 
estimator of X, the autocovariance of X, the lag window, 
and the frequency in cycles per unit time. L is the 
truncation point expressed in terms of integer number of 
sample times. The Tukey lag window (see Equation 2.39) 
was used for w(k) with 64 as the truncation point, L. 
Therefore :
w(k) = 0.5 » ( 1.0 + cos (Ttk/L) ) (3.7)
k = 1 to L-1
T is the sample time which was 1 minute for the series 
analysed in this chapter. The number of points f in the
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Figure 3.18 Refinery fuel gas pressure spectral density 
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Figure 3.19 Reactor outlet temperature spectral density 
  Not differenced — — — Differenced
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interval 0 to 1/2T at which the spectral density is 
calculated is arbitrary but 2 to 3 times L is typical 
(Jenkins and Watts 1968, p. 260).
3.4 Results and Conclusions
Tables 3.1-8 show the results for the analysis of 
each of the eight plant time series. The best stochastic 
model obtained for each series along with the variance of 
the resulting residuals and a test for the probability 
that the residuals are a realization of a white noise 
process are shown in the tables. Note that the process of 
differencing alone reduces the variance of the residuals 
to be almost as low as that of the residuals of the best 
structure for the differenced series. This indicates that 
a random walk structure (integrated white noise) is almost 
all that is needed to stochastically model these series. 
Also note that the spectral density of all the differenced 
series (see Figures 3.12-19) are much more evenly 
distributed over all frequencies than before 
differencing. In fact for most of the series the power 
level for the differenced series stays close to that of 
white noise which is constant at 2.0 over all frequencies 
when T = 1.
Disturbance signal variations in a plant are caused 
by set point changes made by operators in upstream units, 
changes in feedstocks, and to a much lesser extent by
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weather changes. All of these sources have the 
characteristic that the best prediction of their value at 
the next sample is that at the present sample. This is a 
property of a random walk signal. Changes are step-like 
and occur at infrequent intervals. When changes do occur, 
however, they are usually sudden and large compared to 
changes resulting from any other causes. Such a signal 
after differencing would consist of infrequent impulses 
and would have the same autocovariance function as a first 
order autoregressive (AR(1)) stochastic process with 
$1 = 1.0 ( This is a random walk signal.):
(1.0 — ™ a-t (3.8)
where : at = White noise
Xt = Disturbance signal before differencing
A random walk signal is nonstationary and will have 
infinite variance. To be stationary an AR(1) process must 
have -1 < $1 < 1. Unlike a random walk signal, plant 
disturbance signals in the very long term will tend to 
center around average operating conditions and have finite 
variance. Therefore such disturbances if modelled with an 
equation of the form of 3.8 must have § close to, but less 
than, 1.0. The situation is complicated by upstream 
process units which act as low-pass filters and 
integrating controllers which act to remove low frequency 
drift from a controlled variable. These insights may
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explain why the best first order autoregressive model of 
these eight undifferenced plant disturbances have in 
the range of 0.930 to 0.997 at a sampling frequency of 1 
minute. At typical controller sampling times of 30 
seconds or less would be expected to be even closer to 
1 .0 .
It is interesting to note that even the reactor 
outlet temperature which was under feedback control 
displayed almost a random walk behavior. Under tight 
control one would expect a controlled variable to display 
a structure approaching white noise with the set point as 
the mean if sampled at intervals equal to or more than the 
controller sample time (which was 1/3 second in the case 
of the reactor temperature controller). Tade and Bacon 
(1984) found it desirable to difference the top and bottom 
product purity signals of a refinery distillation tower 
sampled only every 12 minutes even though these variables 
were under feedback control with a sample time of 6 
minutes.
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CHAPTER 4
IDENTIFICATION OF SYSTEM OPEN LOOP RESPONSE BY CORRELATION
4.1 Introduction
The correlation method is applied to the problem of 
finding system open loop impulse and step responses to 
single and multiple inputs of a structure typical of real 
plant disturbances. Linear and nonlinear distillation 
column model simulations were used to test the tolerance 
of the method to various problems which might be expected 
to arise in a plant environment. The method's performance 
is compared to the more rigorous procedures of Box and 
Jenkins and Jenkins and Watts on examples presented by 
these authors. The Impulse Confidence Ratio defined in 
Chapter 2 is demonstrated to be a method to determine the 
accuracy of the calculated impulse response weights.
4.2 Nonlinear Distillation Model and an Interface 
to Commercial Control Software
An important consideration in this work is that any 
tuning method developed should be practical. To this end 
a real time nonlinear simulation of a distillation tower 
was constructed in the LSD Chemical Engineering Department 
IBM computer using IBM's ACS (Advanced Control System) 
software. This had the advantage of allowing some testing
79
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to be done in an industrial control environment on a 
nonlinear model.
The simulated ACS column had 10 equilibrium stages 
separating two hypothetical components. The equations and 
assumptions used are similar to those used by Luyben 
(1973). The simulation is described in some detail in 
Appendix III. The ACS software required for 
identification by the correlation method is also described 
in Appendix III. Level control in the accumulator and the 
reboilei*— column bottom was assumed to be accomplished by 
manipulation of the top and bottom product rates 
respectively. Levels were assumed to be maintained 
exactly at the equilibrium conditions of Table 4.1.
Table 4.2 shows open loop process gains 
of the tray 10 and reboiler temperatures to feed rate, 
feed composition, reboiler duty, and reflux around steady 
state reference equilibrium conditions shown in Table
4.1. These gains were found by subjecting the nonlinear 
ACS column model to step changes in feed rate, feed 
composition, reboiler duty, and reflux rate. Tests were 
made with both positive and negative step inputs. Note 
the nonlinear response to changes in the signs of the step 
inputs.
This column model was used only for the test 
detailed in Section 4.6.
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Table 4.1 Steady state conditions for ACS distillation 
model
Feed rate (Ibmol/hr) : 2400
Feed composition (mol fraction light component) 
Reflux rate (Ibmol/hr) : 1700 
Reboiler duty (mbtu/hr) : 18756
0.500










Accumulator 30.0 107.9 0.962
Tray 10 5.6 112.4 0.882
Tray 9 5.5 119.9 0.766
Tray 8 5.5 129.5 0.641
Tray 7 5.4 138.4 0.539
Tray 6 6.7 144.8 0.471
Tray 5 6.7 151.7 0.404
Tray 4 6.7 161.4 0.316
Tray 3 6.6 172.8 0.220
Tray 2 6.6 183.4 0.136
T ray 1 6.6 191.6 0.074
Column reboiler 30.0 197.0 0.036
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Table 4.2 Open loop gains of ACS distillation model 
responses to plus and minus steps
82
Tray 10 (top tray) liquid temperature : 
Disturbance
+48 Ibmol/hr feed rate 
-48 Ibmol/hr feed rate 
+0.01 mol fraction It. comp. 
-0.01 mol fraction It. comp. 
+34 Ibmol/hr reflux 
-34 Ibmol/hr reflux 
+375 mbtu/hr reboiler duty 




-57.3 »F/(mol frac) 
-67.6 “F/(mol frac) 




Reboiler liquid temperature s 
Disturbance
+48 Ibmol/hr feed rate 
-48 Ibmol/hr feed rate 
+0.01 mol fraction It. comp. 
-0.01 mol fraction It. comp. 
+34 Ibmol/hr reflux 
-34 Ibmol/hr reflux 
+375 mbtu/hr reboiler duty 




-40.3 »F/(mol frac) 
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4.3 Linearized Distillation Model
A linear second-order plus dead-time transfer 
function model of the nonlinear distillation model 
described in the last section was constructed with ACSL 
(Advanced Continuous Simulation Language) (Mitchell and 
Gauthier, Assoc., Inc. 1981). The linearization was done 
around the equilibrium conditions of Table 4.1. Plus and 
minus step test results, used to find the gains in Table
4.2, were averaged and the best second-order plus 
dead-time fit found by using the Fit 2 criterion discussed 
later in this chapter. A block diagram of the column is 
shown in Figure 4.1. Controllers are shown in this 
drawing as they are utilized in Chapters 5-7. The 
transfer function matrix for this linearized model is 
shown in Table 4.3.A. Its relative gain matrix is shown 
in Table 4.3.B. This column displays negative interaction 
as is usually the case with energy balance controls. A 
number of tests were made of the sensitivity and 
robustness of the correlation method with this model.
These are detailed in Sections 4.5, and 4.7 to 4.15.
4.4 The Reasoning Behind Differencing Data Once for 
Application of the Correlation Method
It was noted in Section 2.5 that in this research









PR => Feed rate
TT = Tray 10 temperature
G = Process transfer function
C,S = Feedback control elements
F = Feedforward control element
FC = Feed composition 
RB = Reboiler temperature 
V => Disturbance
G, C , S, and F are all functions of the backward shift 
variable B.
Figure 4.1 Block diagram of linear distillation model 
with associated controllers
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Table 4.3.A Transfer function matrix for linearized 
distillation model
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(0.25s + 1)(6.25s + 1)
—62.45 
-0.625 #
(0.87s + 1)(7.79s + 1)
-0.0263 
-1.973 «





(1.62s + 1)(3.01s + 1)
—40.70 Q—O.eom
-0.407 #
(2.04s + 1)(4.42s + 1)
-0.0149 e-i 
-1.118 *
(1.61s + l)(4.35s + 1)
0.00310 
2.519 *
(0.49s + 1)(7.37s + 1) (1.15s + 1)(4.38s + 1)
Variable definitions and assumed instrument ranges :
TT - Tray 10 liquid temperature 
RB - Reboiler liquid temperature 
FR - Feedrate to column 
FC - Feed composition 
RF - Reflux rate 
DT - Reboiler duty
Span => 40 ®F 
Span = 40 ®F 
Span => 3000 Ibmol/hr 
Span = 0.2 mol fraction 
Span = 3000 Ibmol/hr 
Span = 32500 mbtu/hr
* Gains in %/% assuming spans indicated above
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Table 4.3.B Relative gain matrix for ACS distillation 





Ref lux Reboiler Duty
2.288 1.288
-1.288 2.288
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input and output would always be differenced once prior to 
covariance sum accumulation with the mean of the 
differenced series assumed to be zero. Differencing data 
has the advantage of requiring less data collection and 
less computing precision. The correlation method 
equations of Figure 2.5 can be applied to undifferenced 
input (X) and output (Y ) data. Product sums (S) are 
calculated as in Equations 2.29 and 2.30 with X and Y (x 
and y before differencing) substituted for x and y .
N
Sxx(k) = 2 Xt-kXt k = 0 to K (4.1)
M
Sxv(k) = 2 Xt-kYt k = 0 to K (4.2)
If the means Xu and Y are defined as follows s
— N
Xk = (1/N) 2 Xt-k k = 0 to K (4.3)
— N
Y = (1/N) 2 Yt (4.4)
t "• i
then the K auto and cross covariance sums can be estimated 
as :
Bxx(k) — Sxx(k) ~ NXClXKr (4.5)
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s x v ( k )  =  S x v ( k )  -  N X k Y  ( 4 . 6 )
The use of undifferenced data require that K+l average 
values of X and the average value of Y be calculated.
This can be done without storing the X and Y pairs 
themselves with K+2 accumulators. Equations 4.5 and 4.6 
can involve the difference between two numbers large 
compared with the result. Control computers often have 
low precision, therefore if X and Y have large magnitude 
means compared with the deviations from the mean, Sxx and 
Sxv may not be calculated accurately. Equations 4.3 and
4.4 are not required if the series means are assumed to be 
zero. A non-zero mean in a series which has been 
differenced once indicates an average trend. Note that 
any variable encountered in a stable real plant process 
will not show any average nonzero trend over an infinite 
time frame (or it would not be stable). It is assumed in 
this work that over the time frame in which covariance 
sums are gathered any such trends will be insignificant.
Another advantage of using differenced data is that 
it does not have as much low frequency power. This can be 
seen in Figures 3.12-19 of Chapter 3. The presence of a 
large amount of low frequency power indicates that a root 
of the autoregressive portion of the stochastic model of 
the process is close to one. A root of one indicates a 
nonstationary process, a stationary process only has roots
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greater than one. Jenkins and Watts (1968) show that if 
two series a and (3 can be modelled as first order 
autoregressive (AR(1)) processes :
(1.0 - = at (4.7)
(1.0 - §raB)(3t = bt (4.8)
where at and bt are independent white noise processes then
the variance of the cross covariance estimators can be 
estimated by (Jenkins and Watts 1968, p. 338) :
(1 + §«§o)
Var[c^e(k)] « ------------------------- (4.9)
N (1 - $«$m)
where and are the variances of at and bt. If §«
and §13 are of the same sign and especially if they 
approach 1.0 the variance of the cross covariance 
estimator is inflated compared to the situation where both 
processes are white noise (§i = 0) even if the processes 
are independent. If §,=, and §r are of opposite sign the 
variance is reduced. In Chapter 3 it was shown for eight 
real refinery disturbances that if modelled with an AR(1) 
structure § was in the range 0.93 to 0.997. The sample 
frequency of 1 minute used was about what would be 
employed for covariance sum accumulation. First order 
autoregressive models of the differenced time series gave 
§1 values of varying sign and values much closer to zero. 
Although a first order autoregressive model is not the
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best choice for some of these differenced series, and at 
and bt in Equations 4.7 and 4.8, if they represent the 
process input and output, are clearly not independent, 
this is an indication that the variance in the cross 
covariance estimates for real process inputs and outputs 
should be much less for the differenced series than for 
the undifferenced series from real plant processes, thus, 
impulse response weights calculated from differenced data 
should also be more accurate. Note also in Figures 3.12- 
19 how much more closely the differenced series' spectral 
densities resemble white noise than the original series. 
Jenkins and Watts (1968, p. 340) recommend filtering time 
series to convert them to vfhite noise before checking for 
the significance of cross correlations between them. Liu 
and Hanssens (1982) also note that if a root close to 1.0 
is present in the autoregressive portion of a stochastic 
model of an input, filtering input and output with a 
common filter to remove this root (the differencing 
operator, 1-B, is such a filter) can make the 
autocovariance sum matrix on the right hand side of the 
correlation method equations of Figure 2.5 more well- 
conditioned .
4.5 A Comparison of the Performance of the Correlation
Method with Differenced Versus Undifferenced Data
In order to check the desirability of differencing
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data the correlation method equations of Figure 2.5 were 
used to determine the open loop response of the reboiler 
and tray 10 temperature to a step change in feed rate 
using the linearized version of the distillation model. 
Generally the procedure of Appendix IV was followed in 
each test to gather data with the following changes.
Cross and autocovariance sums were calculated in two 
different ways :
1) Data not differenced, means calculated as in Equations
4.3 and 4.4, Equations 4.5 and 4.6 used to calculate 
cross and autocovariance sums
2) As in Section 2.5
Feed rate input signals with the same structure as was 
identified for the actual plant disturbances in Chapter 3 
were used. In addition to these inputs, two AR(i) inputs 
with §i. = 0.4 and = 0.99 were included. For each 
structure five different white noise series with a 
standard deviation of 8 Ibmol/hr (at in Equation IV-1) 
were used to generate feed rate disturbance realizations 
with the input value being updated every 1.0 minute in the 
case of the simulated plant disturbances (this was the 
data collection frequency in Chapter 3) and every 32 
seconds in the case of the AR(1) inputs. An independent
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interfering unmeasured feed composition signal with the 
same structure and update frequency as the feed rate 
disturbance was used for all tests with the white noise 
magnitude set at 1/4 that required to have approximately 
the same magnitude effect on the reboiler temperature as 
the feed rate disturbance. This unmeasured disturbance 
had about the same magnitude effect on the tray 10 
temperature as the feed rate disturbance. Covariance sum 
accumulation was done every 32 seconds for all inputs.
All controllers shown in Figure 4.1 were in manual.
Figures 4.2.A-J show spectral densities from 
Equations 3.6 and 3.7 for each of the inputs after 
differencing. A Tukey lag window is used with a 
truncation point of 16. In Equation 3.6 T is set to 1.0 
even though the autocovariance sums are gathered at a 
frequency of once every 32 seconds. The units of the 
horizontal axis of the spectral density plot are therefore 
cycles / covariance sum sample time. This is done because 
it allows direct comparisons of spectral density values 
for which the covariance sum accumulation sample time is 
different. Note that it is the spectral density 
distribution of the signal with respect to the,covariance 
sum sample time that is of interest. The spectral density 
for the AR(1) input with - 0.99 and a 32 second update 
time typifies well the actual plant disturbances. For 
this reason it will be used to generate typical
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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disturbances for all of the tests in th^ remainder of this 
chapter.
Tables 4.4.A and B show the accuracy of step and 
impulse response calculations. The results are an average 
of the results obtained in the five tests noted above made 
with each feed rate and composition realization. The 
results are compared by using the absolute step mean 
percent error (ASMPE) and the absolute impulse mean 
percent error (AIMPE) as explained in Section 2.5. 
Generally a result sufficiently accurate for controller 
design is obtained if the ASMPE is less than 10%. The 
Impulse Confidence Ratio for the result with the 
differenced data is also shown. It is clear that 
differencing led to an improved estimate of both the step 
and impulse response for all simulated plant inputs and 
the AR(i) input with §i. = 0.99. Differencing made the 
results worse for the AR(1) input with §1 = 0.4. It would 
appear that as the structure of the input before 
differencing approaches a white noise character that 
differencing of the data is no longer desirable.
Calculated and actual step responses generally agreed well 
when the data were differenced.
The Impulse Confidence Ratio results will be 
discussed at length in Section 4.17. Note that a high ICR 
tends to correlate with a low AIMPE. The results for the 
AR(i) input with §1. = 0.40 are not as good as one might
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Table 4.4.A Calculation of open loop response of tray 10 
temperature to feedrate with and without data 
differencing
not differenced differenced
Input structure AIMPE ASMPE AIMPE ASMPE ICR
AR(1) with § = 0.4 6.0 5.4 8.8 10.7 29.7
AR(1) with # = 0.99 48.9 28.7 5.9 6.7 10.3
Abs. vapor charge 115.8 74.8 10.8 6.9 11.4
rate structure
Stripper charge 442.4 111.5 15.5 12.7 2.7
rate structure
Stripper overhead 442.7 87.4 12.7 7,9 6.0
pressure structure
Debutanizer reflux 999+ 426.7 14.5 12,9 4.1
temp, structure
Debutanizer overhead 999+ 206.6 12.2 11.0 5.2
liq. rate structure
Debutanizer charge 116.7 74.3 10.8 7.3 12.3
rate structure
Refinery fuel gas 999+ 87.4 14.4 9.1 2.7
pressure structure
Reactor outlet temp. 30.1 22.3 9.6 '6.0 10.8
structure
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Table 4.4.B Calculation of open loop response of reboiler 
temperature to feedrate with and without data 
differencing
Input structure





AR(1) with § = 0.4 1.7 1.5 11.8 10.2 67.0
AR(1) with $ = 0.99 33.0 10.5 1.8 2.7 29.3
Abs. vapor charge 
rate structure
54.0 19.2 5.: 2.5 38.7
Stripper charge 
rate structure
171.5 52.0 7.8 2.9 12.9
Stripper overhead 
pressure structure
419.9 34.0 6.4 2.5 48.9
Debutanizer reflux 
temp, structure
999+ 359.8 7.8 3.2 18.6
Debutanizer overhead 
liq. rate structure
999+ 154.5 6.5 3.3 23.6
Debutanizer charge 
rate structure
51.2 18.7 5.1 2.0 37.2
Refinery fuel gas 
pressure structure
447.0 28.1 8.9 3.3 6.8
Reactor outlet temp, 
structure
18.4 5.2 5.7 2.6 32.0
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expect for an ICR of about 30 based on results for the 
other inputs. This is not unexpected as this input was 
not converted to a signal with white noise characteristics 
by differencing as was required by Hayashi (1968) for his 
confidence limits of impulse response weight estimates to 
be meaningful (see Figure 4.2.A). In general, this effect 
was seen when estimating open loop responses when the 
input after differencing had predominantly a high 
frequency character.
4.6 Use of the Correlation Method to Calculate the Step 
Response of the Nonlinear ACS Column Model
The correlation method was used to predict the open 
loop impulse and step response of the reboiler temperature 
of the nonlinear ACS column model to feed rate. No 
interfering feed composition disturbance was introduced in 
these tests. The feed rate input after differencing had 
the spectral density shown in Figure 4.3. The input was 
updated every 16 seconds. The structure of this input 
was :
Xt — l.lOXt— A  “ U.14X-tr.—3 ! + O.SOat— 1  + 0.30at—33 + a tr.
(4.10)
where at was a white noise signal with amplitude 4 
Ibmol/hr. The system was allowed to run for 30 minutes 
with the input prior to gathering data. Data were
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Figure 4.3 Nonlinear ACS model test — differenced input 
spectral density
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gathered for 26 lags with a 32-second sample time and 200 
total samples. Auto and cross covariance sums were 
calculated from the differenced input and output as in 
Equations 2.29 and 2.30.
The calculated impulse response weights were summed 
to find the predicted step response of the reboiler 
temperature which is plotted in Figure 4.4 versus actual
results from plus and minus step tests on the ACS column
under the same control conditions. Note the close 
agreement.
4.7 Test of the Effect of Truncation Point
It might reasonably be suspected that the truncation 
point K in the correlation method equations of Figure 2.9 
would have a strong effect on the accuracy of the 
calculated response. Using the linearized column model, K
was varied from 6 to 26 keeping data accumulation sample
time constant at 32 seconds. Otherwise the test procedure 
of Appendix IV was followed. The disturbance was feed 
rate without any feed composition disturbance. Exactly 
the same feed rate realization was used for each test.
The response of the tray 10 and the reboiler temperature, 
with all controllers of Figure 4.1 in manual, to feed rate 
was calculated.
Table 4.9 shows the results. Note that at K = 6,
K#T was much less than the settling time of the system.
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Figure 4.4 Reboiler temperature response to 100 Ibmol/hr 
increase in feedrate - open loop
Ac tua1 — Calculated
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Table 4.5 Calculation of step and impulse response with 
varying truncation points
Truncation point (K) Output AIMPE ASMPE ICR
6 Tray 10 temp. 4.6 3.9 12.9
13 Tray 10 temp. 2.1 0.8 26.5
26 Tray 10 temp. 0.9 0.4 117.9
6 Reboiler temp. 6.9 6.8 9.8
13 Reboiler temp. 3.3 1.1 17.1
26 Reboiler temp. 1.0 0.3 139.3
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The effect was to increase the apparent noise in the 
system which led to a decline in the accuracy of the 
calculated responses (although the results are still 
excellent) and that only the part of the response spanned 
by the covariance calculations (K*T) was found. The ICR 
is a good relative indicator of the quality of the 
calculated response as measured by the AIMPE.
4.8 Test of the Effect of Varvinc Disturbance
Amplitude and Structure during Data Collection
The linearized column model was used to investigate 
the situation in which the disturbance character is 
changed radically midway during the gathering of data. 
Again the response, with all controllers of Figure 4.1 in 
manual, of the tray 10 and reboiler temperature to feed 
rate was calculated. In one test the standard deviation 
of the white noise exciting the feed rate input was cut 
from 8 to 2 Ibmol/hr after 300 of 600 data accumulation 
samples had been taken. The structure of the feed rate 
disturbance was AR(1) with = 0.99 throughout this 
test. In the other test the amplitude was kept constant 
but the input structure was changed from AR(1) with 
§ 1. = 0.99 to = 0.40 after 300 of 600 samples had been 
taken. No interfering feed composition disturbance was 
introduced in these tests. Otherwise the test procedure 
of Appendix IV was followed.
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Note in Table 4.6 that in both cases the agreement 
of the correlation method calculated step response with 
the actual is excellent and compares well with a reference 
case in which the input amplitude and structure are kept 
constant with § = 0.99 and a white noise amplitude of 8 
Ibmol/hr. There appears to be no requirement that input 
amplitude or structure be constant throughout data 
accumulation for good quality step and impulse response 
estimates. The ICR is a good relative indicator of the 
quality of the calculated response as measured by the 
AIMPE.
4.9 Test of the Effect of Number of Samples
The linearized column model was used to find the 
effect of changing the number of samples used for data 
collection while keeping the covariance sum accumulation 
sample time at 32 seconds. The response, with all 
controllers of Figure 4.1 in manual, of the tray 10 and 
reboiler temperature to feed rate was calculated. Aside 
from the variation in the number of samples the test 
procedure of Appendix IV was followed. Five different 
tests were made at each level of this variable each with a 
different white noise series (with a standard deviation of 
8 Ibmol/hr) used to excite the feed rate disturbance. An 
independent interfering unmeasured feed composition noise 
signal with the same structure and update frequency as the
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Table 4.6 Calculation of step and impulse response with 
varying input amplitude and structure
Input description Output AIMPE ASMPE ICR
Constant input Tray 10 temp. 0.9 0.4 117.9
Input amplitude cut 
from 8.0 to 2.0 
after 300 samples
Tray lO temp. 0.9 1.5 134.9
$ cut from 0.99 to 
0.40 after 300 
samples
Tray 10 temp. 0.5 1.2 379.3
Constant input Reboiler temp. 1.0 0.3 139.3
Input amplitude cut 
from 8.0 to 2.0 
after 300 samples
Reboiler temp. 0.8 1.5 79.5
$ cut from 0.99 to 
0.40 after 300 
samples
Reboiler temp. 0.5 1.4 141.2
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feed rate disturbance was used for all tests with the 
white noise magnitude set at 1/4 that required to have 
approximately the same effect on the reboiler temperature 
as the feed rate disturbance. This unmeasured disturbance 
had about the same effect on the tray 10 temperature as 
the feed rate disturbance.
The results are shown in Table 4.7. They are the 
average of the five tests made at each level. As would be 
expected the greater the number of samples the better the 
results as measured by both the AIMPE and the ASMPE. The 
ICR is again a good measured of the quality of the 
calculated response as measured by the AIMPE.
4.10 Test of the Effect of Data Collection Sample Time
The linearized column model was used to find the 
effect of changing the sampling time for the covariance 
sum accumulation. Sample times of 16, 32, and 64 seconds 
were used. The response, with all controllers of Figure
4.1 in manual, of the tray 10 and reboiler temperature to 
feed rate was calculated. The time spanned by the 
covariance sums was kept the same by varying K from 52 for 
the 16-second sample time, to 26 for the 32-second sample 
time, to 13 for the 64-second sample time. The elapsed 
time of data collection was kept constant by collecting 
300 samples for the 64 second sample time test, 600 for 
the 32-second sample time test, and 1200 for the 16 second
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Table 4.7 Calculation of step and impulse response with 
varying number of samples
No. of samples Output AIMPE ASMPE ICR
150 Tray 10 temp. 19.5 23.7 4.0
300 Tray 10 temp. 12.4 12.2 6.6
600 Tray 10 temp. 5.9 6.7 10.3
900 Tray 10 temp. 5.2 4.5 13.2
150 Reboiler, temp. 11.2 11.0 16.1
300 Reboiler temp. 6. 5 5.8 23.5
600 Reboiler temp. 2.8 2.7 29.3
900 Reboiler temp. 2.2 1.7 36.9
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sample time test. Aside from this the test procedure 
followed Appendix IV. In all cases the feed rate 
disturbance was updated every 32 seconds using Equation 
IV-1 with #1 = 0.99 and the magnitude of at set to 8 
Ibmol/hr. No interfering feed composition disturbance was 
introduced in these tests.
As can be seen in Table 4.8, changing the sample 
time for a given disturbance signal does not have much 
effect on the accuracy of the calculated impulse and step 
response if it is less than the disturbance update sample 
time. Some deterioration is evident if it is increased to 
be greater than this update sample time. This is due to a 
loss of information as disturbance signal changes are 
considered as groups of two. The ICR is a good relative 
measure of the quality of the calculated response as 
measured by the AIMPE.
4.11 Test of the Effect of Allowing Input Signal to
Approach a Continuous Signal
In the previous tests the noise signal was treated 
as a pulse train with a pulse width of 32 seconds. In an 
actual process a noise signal would be continuous. To 
test the effect of allowing this signal to approach a 
continuous signal, the update time (or pulse width) of the 
feed rate noise signal was reduced from 32 seconds to 16, 
3, and 4 seconds. Equation IV-1 was used as the signal
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Table 4.8 Calculation of step and impulse response with 




sample time (sec) Output AIMPE ASMPE ICR
16 Tray 10 temp. 0.9 0.4 119.9
32 Tray 10 temp. 0.9 0.4 117.9
64 Tray 10 temp. 4.8 2.2 68.5
16 Reboiler temp. 1.0 0.3 139.8
32 Reboiler temp. 1.0 0.3 139.3
64 Reboiler temp. 4.8 2.1 84.0
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structure for all sample times. was adjusted upward
(from 0.99) and the white noise amplitude downward (from 8 
Ibmol/hr) to keep the spectral density and the variance of 
the differenced input at the 32-second sample time the 
same. The sampling time for covariance sum accumulation 
was kept at 32 seconds. Aside from these changes the test 
procedure followed Appendix IV. As before the open loop 
response of the tray 10 and reboiler temperature to feed 
rate is calculated with all controllers of Figure 4.1 in 
manual. No interfering feed composition disturbance was 
introduced in these tests.
As can be seen in Table 4.9, while the results 
deteriorated slightly as the noise update sample time 
decreased to less than the data collection frequency, they 
are still excellent and there is no further reduction in 
the quality of the calculated response if the noise update 
sample time is reduced further. This indicates that the 
results obtained in this research, in which discrete input 
signals were used exclusively, should be applicable to a 
plant situation in which continuous inputs would be 
sampled. The ICR is again a good relative estimate of the 
quality of the calculated response as measured by the 
AIMPE.
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Table 4.9 Calculation of step and impulse response with 
varying feed rate noise update sample times
Feed rate noise 
update
sample time (sec) Output AIMPE ASMPE ICR
32 Tray 10 temp. 0.9 0.4 117.9
16 Tray 10 temp. 4.0 2.1 59.2
8 Tray 10 temp. 5.3 3.2 38.1
4 Tray 10 temp. 4.6 2.0 51.1
32 Reboiler temp. 1.0 0.3 139.3
16 Reboiler temp. 3.9 2.1 70.5
8 Reboiler temp. 5.7 3.2 29.9
4 Reboiler temp. 3.9 1.6 52.5
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4.12 Test of the Effect of White Noise Errors in Input 
Measurement
The linearized column model was used to find the 
effect of a white noise signal, independent of the white 
noise exciting the feed rate disturbance, being added to 
the measurement of the feed rate used to calculate the 
covariance sums. This simulates measurement noise which 
often has a white noise character at the frequency at 
which covariance sums would be collected. As in the other 
tests the response of tray 10 and reboiler temperature, 
with all controls of Figure 4.1 in manual, to feed rate is 
calculated with the correlation method. White noise error 
signals with amplitudes of 0, 8, 16, and 32 Ibmol/hr were 
used. As in Appendix IV the actual feed rate signal was 
an AR(1) process with § = 0.99 and the magnitude of at set 
to 8 Ibmol/hr. Five series of tests were performed, each 
with different seeds for the white noise series. In each 
test the white noise series used to generate the feed rate 
input was independent of that added to it to simulate 
measurement noise. No interfering feed composition 
disturbance was introduced in these tests. Aside from the 
addition of white noise to the measured input signal the 
test procedure of Appendix IV was followed.
The results are shown in Table 4.10. These are
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Table 4.10 Calculation of step and impulse response with 
varying amounts of white noise interference 
added to input measurement
Magnitude of 
white noise 
added to input 
measurement
(1bmol/hr) Output AIMPE ASMPE ICR
0 Tray lO temp. 1.5 1.3 95.5
8 Tray 10 temp. 4.3 3.2 45.0
16 Tray 10 temp. 7.8 8.9 34.1
32 Tray 10 temp. 14.6 21.5 24.2
0 Reboiler temp. 1.7 1.3 93.5
8 Reboiler temp. 4.0 2.5 53.2
16 Reboiler temp. 7.3 5.8 42.5
32 Reboiler temp. 14.6 15.7 30.0
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average results of the five tests at each noise level. 
Figures 4.5.A and 4.5.B show one realization of the 
measured input without noise addition and with the 16 
Ibmol/hr white noise error. Even with this severe 
measurement error the accuracy of the results is still 
excellent. As in the tests of Table 4.4 with the AR(1) 
input with = 0.40, the AIMPE is higher than would be 
expected for the calculated ICR. The spectral density of 
the measured input of Figure 4.5.B is shown in Figure 
4.5.C. Note that as before high frequencies predominate 
in this signal after differencing. Note also that 
increasing the input interference does decrease the AIMPE 
as would be expected.
4.13 Test of the Effect of White Noise Errors in Output
Measurement
The linearized column model was used to find the 
effect of a white noise signal, independent of the white 
noise exciting the feed rate disturbance, being added to 
the measurement of the output variable (in this case tray 
10 and reboiler temperature). This simulates measurement 
noise in the output. Again the response, with all 
controllers of Figure 4.1 in manual, of tray 10 and 
reboiler temperature to a change in the feed rate is 
sought. White noise signals with amplitudes of 0, 0.02, 
0.08, and 0.32 “F were added to the actual output. Five
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sets of tests were performed, each with different seeds 
for the white noise series. In each case the white noise 
series used to generate the feed rate input was 
independent of that added to the output to simulate 
measurement noise. No interfering feed composition 
disturbance was introduced in these tests. Aside from the 
addition of white noise to the actual output signal, the 
test procedure of Appendix IV was followed.
The results are shown in Table 4.11. Again these 
are average results of the five tests at each noise 
level. White noise interference in the measurement of the 
output has the effect of making the calculated impulse 
weights oscillatory in nature. The step response 
agreement is not affected very much for the reboiler 
temperature even when the measurement noise is as extreme 
as is shown in Figures 4.6.A and 4.6.B for one of the 0.32 
tests. The effect on the step response identification is, 
however, greater than that of measurement noise in the 
input. The ICR is a good measure of the relative quality 
of the calculated response as measured by the AIMPE.
In this case and in the case of white noise errors 
in the input measurement, filtration of input and output 
to remove high frequency components in addition to 
differencing would probably be an effective method for 
improving the results provided the same filter was applied 
to both input and output to avoid changing the calculated
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Table 4.11 Calculation of step and impulse response with 
varying amounts of white noise interference
added to the output measurement
Magnitude of 
white noise 
added to output 
measurement 
(deg F) Output AIMPE ASMPE ICR
0.0 Tray 10 temp. 1.5 1.3 95.6
0.02 Tray 10 temp. 33.8 2.7 3.2
0.00 Tray 10 temp. 135.0 8.7 2.4
0.32 Tray 10 temp. 540.0 33.7 2.3
0.0 Reboil'er temp. 1.7 1.3 93.5
0.02 Reboiler temp. 15.0 1.6 6.7
0.08 Reboiler temp. 59.4 3.5 2.9
0.32 Reboiler temp. 237.4 12.3 2.3
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impulse response.
4.14 Test of the Effect of Unmeasured Disturbances
The effect of an unmeasured disturbance input was 
investigated with the linearized column model. The 
unmeasured disturbance was assumed to be feed 
composition. The response, with all controllers of Figure
4.1 in manual, of the tray 10 and reboiler temperature to 
feed rate is calculated using the test procedure of 
Appendix IV. The structure of both the feed rate and feed 
composition disturbance was AR(1) with §.i. = 0.99.
In the first set of tests the white noise signals 
exciting each disturbance were independent. The results 
are shown in Table 4.12.A for four different relative 
strengths of the unmeasured disturbance signal. Each 
result shown is an average of five tests each with 
different seeds for the white noise series. This type of 
interference has only a moderate effect even when the feed 
composition disturbance has as much effect on the output 
as the feed rate.
In a second set of tests the white noise exciting 
the feed composition disturbance is made partially 
correlated with the noise exciting the feed rate 
disturbance. Tests were performed in which both feed rate 
and feed composition inputs were present with equal 
magnitude (as measured by the effect on the reboiler
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Table 4.12.A Calculation of step and impulse response 
with varying amounts of an independent 
unmeasured disturbance signal interfering
Magnitude of 
feed composition
interference # Output AIMPE ASMPE ICR
0.0 Tray 10 temp. 1.5 1.3 95.5
0.25 Tray 10 temp. 5.9 6.7 10.3
1.0 Tray 10 temp. 23.0 23.9 2.1
4.0 Tray 10 temp. 91.8 93.4 1.2
0.0 Reboiler temp. 1.7 1.3 93.5
0.25 Reboiler temp. 2.8 2.7 29.3
1.0 Reboiler temp. 8.6 7.5 7.2
4.0 Reboiler temp. 33.6 26.7 1.6
Üt Magnitude of unmeasured feed composition interference in 
terms of the effect on reboiler temperature as a 
multiple of the effect of the measured feed rate 
disturbance
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temperature) and an AR(1) structure with §1. = 0.99. The 
white noise exciting both disturbances was varied from 
being totally independent to a 987. dependence. The 
equations describing the white noise exciting the feed 
rate (ct) and feed composition (dt) disturbances were :
Ct = a-t (4.11)
dt = (l-F)bt, - Fat (4.12)
where : at, bt = Independent white noise signals
When F is 1.0, ct is equal in magnitude (in terms of the 
effect on the reboiler temperature) and opposite in sign 
to dt. This was done to make the effect of the 
disturbances on the reboiler temperature nearly cancel.
The results are shown in Table 4.12.B for three 
different levels of correlation between the signals. Each 
result shown is an average of five tests each with 
different seeds for the white noise series. In this 
situation, as would be expected, the correlation method 
performs badly as it finds the net effect of the feed rate 
disturbance and the dependent part of the feed composition 
disturbance. This is illustrated in Table 4.12.C by 
calculating the ASMPE and the AIMPE relative to the net 
response expected for a step or impulse of magnitude 30 
Ibmol/hr (17. of range) in feed rate superimposed on an 
impulse or step in feed composition of -F * the feed
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Table 4.12.B Calculation of step and impulse response 






interference Dt Output AIMPE ASMPE ICR
0.0 Tray 10 temp. 23.0 23.9 2.1
50.0 Tray 10 temp. 88.9 122.2 4.3
90.0 Tray 10 temp. 149,0 201.0 25.3
0.0 Reboiler temp. 8.6 7.5 7.2
50.0 Reboiler temp. 29.8 31.4 9.5
90.0 Reboiler temp. 49.2 50.8 43.8
A For all tests the magnitude of unmeasured feed
composition signal is set to give an effect on reboiler 
temperature equal to that of the measured feed rate 
signal. At 100% dependence the effect of the two 
signals on reboiler temperature approximately cancel.
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Table 4.12.C Calculation of step and impulse response 
with a dependent unmeasured disturbance 




feed composition AIMPE ASMPE
interference Output * üc ICR
90.0 Tray 10 Temp 3.0 0.9 28.2
90.0 Reboiler Temp 0.7 0.9 41.6
* Calculated results are the same as for Table 4.12.B. 
AIMPE and ASMPE in this table are found by comparing 
with the actual response of the system to a step in 
feed rate and a simultaneous 907. cancelling 
feed composition step.
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composition step required to give the same steady state 
effect. The agreement as measured in this way is 
excellent. This is further illustrated in Figures 4.7.A 
and B in which the actual and calculated net responses are 
plotted for one test on Table 4.12.C. Note that this net 
response would be useful for calculating a feedforward 
controller if two signals were always correlated in the 
same way. As shown in Table 4.12.C the ICR predicts the 
quality of the net response as measured by the AIMPE 
we 11.
4.15 Simultaneous Identification of More than One 
Disturbance Input 
In order to filter out the effect of a dependent but 
measurable interfering disturbance or to find the effect 
of two disturbances simultaneously the correlation method 
can be extended to more than one disturbance input. 
Equations analogous to those shown in Figure 2.5 are 
derived in Appendix I and shown in Figure AI.l. Tables 
4.13.A and B demonstrate that used in this way the 
correlation method does an excellent job of determining 
the response of reboiler temperature to both feed rate and 
feed composition even when the effects of the two nearly 
cancel. The results for tray 10 temperature are 
satisfactory when the two disturbances are independent but 
not satisfactory when they are 90% dependent. Fortunately
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Figure 4.7.A Tray 10 temperature response to a +30 
Ibmol/hr step in feed rate and -0.009 mol 
frac lighter component step in feed (will 90% 
cancel effect of feed rate step on reboiler 
temperature at steady state)
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Figure 4.7.B Reboiler temperature response to a +30 
Ibmol/hr step in feed rate and -0.009 mol 
frac lighter component step in feed (will 90% 
cancel effect of feed rate step on reboiler 
temperature at steady state)
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Table 4.13.A Calculation of step and impulse response of 
the system to feed rate with a dependent 
feed composition disturbance signal 





interference * Output AIMPE ASMPE ICR
0.0
90.0
Tray 10 Temp 9.7 9.9 12,0









For all tests the magnitude of the feed composition 
signal is set to give an effect on reboiler temperature 
equal to that of the feed rate signal. At 1007. 
dependence the effect of the two signals on reboiler 
temperature approximately cancel.
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Table 4.13.B Calculation of step and impulse response of 
the system to feed composition, same tests 





interference * Output AIMPE ASMPE ICR
0.0
90.0






Reboiler Temp 3.9 3.2 51.6
Reboiler Temp 4.4 2.6 56.1
% For all tests the magnitude of the feed composition 
signal is set to give an effect on reboiler temperature 
equal to that of the feed rate signal. At 100% 
dependence the effect of the two signals on reboiler 
temperature approximately cancel.
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the ICR is a good indicator of the quality of the 
calculated response in all cases. The tests shown were 
the same as those used to obtain the results in Table 
4.12.B.
4.16 Comparison of Correlation Method Efficiency 
with that Suggested by Box and Jenkins
In Tables 4.14.A-B and 4.15 the correlation method 
efficiency is compared with methods recommended by Jenkins 
and Watts (1968) and Box and Jenkins (1976) which, 
although yielding more more efficient impulse response 
weights, require the input and output series (not just 
covariance sums) and more expert judgement to use.
In Table 4.14.A Series J from Box and Jenkins (1976, 
pp. 532-533) is analysed with the correlation method.
These data are from a gas furnace operation. The air feed 
is constant in this furnace, methane gas input rate is the 
input variable and the percent COa the output variable. 
Figure 4.8.A and B show the spectral density of the raw 
and differenced input calculated in the same way as for 
Figures 4.2.A-J. Note that the differenced input yields a 
spectral density plot much more like white noise 
indicating that differencing will improve the results 
obtained by correlation. Column 1 shows the result of 
converting the efficient model parameter estimates 
obtained by the methods advocated by Box and Jenkins into
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Table 4.14.A Comparison of results of correlation method 
and method recommended by Box and Jenkins on 
Series J from Box and Jenkins









Lag Impulse step Impulse Step Impulse Step
0 0.000 0.000 0.030 0.030 —0.068 —0.068
1 0.000 0.000 -0.444 -0.414 0.064 -0.003
2 0.000 0.000 0.791 0.377 -0.001 -0.004
3 -0.530 -0 u530 -0.718 -0.341 -0.561 —0.566
4 -0.672 -1.202 —1.616 -1.957 —0.665 -1.230
5 -0.893 -2.095 0.191 -1.766 -0.857 -2.087
6 -0.509 —2.604 -0.540 -2.306 -0.509 -2.596
7 -0.290 -2.894 -1.195 -3.501 -0.365 -2.961
8 —0.165 -3.060 0.981 -2.519 -0.048 -3.009
9 -0.094 -3.154 —1.256 -3.776 -0.006 -3.015
10 -0.054 -3.208 1.300 -2.476 -0.147 -3.162
11 -0.031 -3.238 -0.969 -3.445 -0.034 -3.196
12 -0.017 -3.256 0.171 -3.274 -0.050 -3.247
13 -0.010 —3.266 -0.124 -3.398 -0.097 -3.343
14 -0.006 -3.272 0.061 -3.337 0.020 -3.323
15 -0.003 -3.275 . 0.680 -2.657 —0.006 -3.329
16 -0.002 -3.277 -1.007 —3.664 0.044 -3.285
17 -0.001 -3.278 0.666 -2.998 -0.005 -3.290
18 -0.001 -3.278 -0.048 -3.046 -0.014 -3.304
19 0.000 -3.279 -0.328 -3.374 -0.191 -3.496
20 0.000 -3.279 0.085 -3.289 0.084 -3.412
21 0.000 -3.279 -0.029 -3.318 -0.063 -3.475
22 0.000 -3.279 -0.206 -3.524 -0.113 -3.588
23 0.000 -3.279 0.209 -3.316 0.072 -3.516
24 0.000 -3.279 -0.168 -3.484 0.014 -3.502
25 0.000 -3.279 0.108 -3.376 0.053 -3.450
26 0.000 -3.279 -0.031 -3.406 -0.049 -3.498
AIMPE 53.7 6.0
ASMPE 8.7 2.8
(1) (1.0 - 0. 57B)Yt = (-0.53 -• 0.37B - 0.51B=)Xt-:3
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Table 4.14.B Comparison of results of correlation method 
and method recommended by Box and Jenkins on 
Series J from Box and Jenkins









Lag Impulse step Impulse step Impulse step
0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
3 -0.530 -0.530 -0.561 -0.561 -0.562 -0.562
4 -0.672 -1.202 -0.665 -1.226 -0.749 -1.312
5 -0.893 -2.095 -0.867 -2.093 -0.722 -2.034
6 -0.509 -2.604 -0.496 -2.589 -0.474 -2.507
7 -0.290 -2.894 -0.284 -2.873 -0.311 -2.818
8 -0.165 -3.060 —0.162 -3.035 -0.204 -3.021
9 -0.094 -3.154 -0.093 -3.128 -0.134 -3.155
10 -0.054 -3.208 -0.053 -3.181 -0.088 -3.242
11 -0.031 -3.238 -0.030 -3.211 -0.057 -3.300
12 -0.017 -3.256 -0.017 -3.228 -0.038 -3.338
13 -0.010 —3.266 -0.010 -3.238 -0.025 -3.362
14 -0.006 -3.272 -0.006 -3.244 -0.016 -3.378
15 -0.003 -3.275 -0.003 -3.247 -0.011 -3.389
16 -0.002 -3.277 -0.002 -3.249 -0.007 -3.396
17 -0.001 -3.278 -0.001 -3.250 -0.005 -3.400
18 -0.001 -3.278 -0.001 -3.251 -0.003 -3.404
19 0.000 -3.279 0.000 -3.251 -0.002 -3.406
20 0.000 -3.279 0.000 -3.251 -0.001 -3.407
21 0.000 -3.279 0.000 -3.251 -0.001 -3.408
22 0.000 -3.279 0.000 -3.251 -0.001 -3.408
23 0.000 -3.279 0.000 -3.251 -0.000 -3.408
24 0.000 -3.279 0.000 -3.251 -0.000 -3.408
25 0.000 -3.279 0.000 -3.251 -0.000 -3.407





Z . o 
2.6
(1) (1.0 - 0.57B)Yt =» (-0.53 - 0.37B - 0.51B=)Xt-=
(2) (1.0 - 0.57B)Yt => (-0.56 - 0.34B - 0.49B=)Xt-=
(3) (1.0 - 0.66B)Yt = (-0.56 - 0.38B - 0.23B=)Xt-=
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Table 4.15 Comparison of results of correlation method 
and parametric method recommended by Jenkins 
and Watts on series from Appendix AlO.l in 
Jenkins and Watts
Actual Parametric Correlation
(1) (2) direct est.
Lag Impulse Step Impulse Step Impulse Step
0 1.000 1.000 1.100 1.100 1.044 1.044
1 0.250 1.250 0.276 1.376 0.330 1.374
2 -0.438 0.812 -0.458 0.918 -0.487 0.887
3 -0.234 0.578 -0.235 0.683 -0.207 0.680
4 0.154 0.732 0.160 0.843 0.053 0.733
5 0.055 0.787 0.153 0.996 0.232 0.965
6 -0.066 0.721 -0.038 0.958 -0.113 0.853
7 -0.044 0.677 -0.083 0.875 -0.136 0.71,7
8 0.022 0.699 -0.003 0.872 -0.101 0.616
9 0.028 0.727 0.039 0.911 0.095 0.711








Fit 1 (3) Fit 2 (4)
Lag Impulse Step Impulse Step
0 1.052 1.052 0.973 0.973
1 0.289 1.340 0.292 1.265
2 -0.454 0.886 -0.436 0.829
3 -0.271 0.614 -0,288 0.541
4 0.156 0.771 0.148 0.689
5 0.180 0.951 0.199 0.889
6 -0.030 0.921 -0.020 0.869
7 -0.100 0.822 -0.113 0.756
8 -0.012 0.809 -0.023 0.732
9 0.047 0.857 0.054 0.786
10 0.019 0.876 0.029 0.815
AIMPE 4 .0 4.5
ASMPE 15 .0 8.2
(1.0 - 0.250B + 0.5008=)Y t = Xt
(1.0 - 0.251B + 0.479B=)Yt — (l.lO)Xt
(1.0 - 0.274B + 0.507B=)Yt = (1.051)Xt
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an impulse response function by polynomial division. The 
step response is obtained by summing these impulse 
response weights. Columns 2 and 3 are the impulse and 
step responses obtained directly by the correlation method 
before and after differencing input and output. As 
expected the results obtained after differencing are of 
much higher quality. For these differenced results note 
that while the step response is reasonably close to the 
results of Box and Jenkins, the impulse response weights 
are more oscillatory. This is due to the fact that a 
large number of impulse response weights are estimated 
individually rather than a few parameters of a 
parsimonious model. This is a criticism of the 
correlation method raised by Jenkins and Watts (1968, pp. 
423-4) .
In order to smooth the impulse response weights 
obtained by correlation after differencing two methods 
explained below were employed : Fit 1 and Fit 2. Both 
methods start from the assumption that the final model 
form is known. This is also assumed by the final 
efficient procedure advocated by Box and Jenkins which 
also assumes a known noise structure of the residuals.
The assumed form was that of the final Box and Jenkins 
model.
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(1.0 + g,B)yt => (fo + fiB + f=.B=)xt-= (4.13)
This structure was postulated by Box and Jenkins from 
impulse response estimates obtained by the correlation 
method, thus it is not unfair to assume its knowledge for 
purposes of comparison. Fit 1 and Fit 2 then use a 
commercial nonlinear optimization program, SRG2 (Lasdon, 
1980), to minimize the following objective functions over 
gi, fo, fi, and fs using all the impulse response weights 
available from the correlation method using differenced 
data as data points to be fitted.
K
Fit 1 : J = 2 ( hj - ttj )== (4.14)
J —O
K J J
Fit 2 ; J = 2 ( 2 (hi) - 2 (Tti) )= (4.15)
J —O jL—O ±-»0
where : h± => Impulse response weights estimated by
correlation method 
Tti = Impulse response weights calculated from 
fo, fjL, fz, and gju
The Fit 1 objective can be thought of as an attempt to fit 
each individual impulse response weight in the least 
squares sense, whereas the Fit 2 objective is to fit the 
step response at each lag in the least squares sense.
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Column 2 on Table 4.14.B utilizes Fit 1 and column 3 
Fit 2. Note that the oscillatory nature of the impulse 
response weights has been eliminated and that there is 
close agreement of both the step and impulse response with 
that obtained by Box and Jenkins by the AIMPE and ASMPE 
criterion. Since the actual impulse and step responses 
are not available in this case the Box and Jenkins result 
is assumed to be exactly correct for calculation of these 
criteria.
Table 4.15 shows another comparison using the 
simulated series of Appendix AlO.l in Jenkins and Watts 
(1968). These are artificial data generated from a second 
order linear system with a second order autoregressive 
input in which white noise interference is present in the 
output measurement. A spectral density of the differenced 
input done in the same way as for Figures 4.2.A-J is shown 
in Figure 4.8.C. The correct impulse and step responses 
can be calculated and are shown in column 1. The results 
of the parametric method, which is similar to the method 
of Box and Jenkins is shown. Direct results by the 
correlation method using differenced input and output data 
(Jenkins and Watts do not difference in their application 
of the correlation method) are shown as well as those 
resulting from smoothing using the Fit 1 and Fit 2 
criterion as described for Table 4.14.B. Note that the
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spectral density of the input after differencing roughly 
resembles white noise (at least neither low or high 
frequencies predominate), thus differencing does seem 
appropriate. Again the model form assumed for Fit 1 and 
Fit 2 are the same as that assumed for the parametric 
method estimates. Note that while the direct estimates of 
the impulse response weights by the correlation method are 
definitely inferior to the parametric method, the results 
after either the Fit 1 or the Fit 2 procedures are about 
the same in quality as measured by the AIMPE. This is 
probably due to the fact that this is just another way to 
obtain a parsimonious model. The direct method and both 
Fit 1 and Fit 2 all outperform the parametric method fay 
the ASMPE criterion in determination of the step 
response. The AIMPE for the direct calculation of the 
impulse response is 9.0%. This is consistent with the ICR 
obtained which was 6.5.
4.17 Use of Impulse Confidence Ratio (ICR) in Determining
Quality of Impulse Response Weights 
The Impulse Confidence Ratio is plotted against the 
AIMPE in Figure 4.9 for all tests in this chapter in which 
the input spectral density function approaches that of 
white noise after differencing. Left out are the tests of 
Section 4.5 with the AR(1) input with -- 0.4, Section 
4.6, and the tests of Section 4.12 with white noise
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Figure 4.9 ICR as a predictor of average impulse mean 
percent error (AIMPE)
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superimposed on the input. Included are tray 10 and 
reboiler temperature results for all the other tests.
Note that even the results utilizing the data from Jenkins 
and Watts discussed in Section 4.16 appear to fall on this 
plot. The ICR appears to be a good rough measure of the 
accuracy of the estimated impulse response weights as 
measured by the AIMPE when the differenced input 
autocovariance structure (as measured by the spectral 
density) is suitable. Generally an ASMPE of less than 107. 
is good enough for control design purposes. Usually the 
AIMPE and the ASMPE are of the same order of magnitude, 
thus, this corresponds approximately to a requirement of 
an ICR of 10 or more. Note that in the case of white 
noise measurement error in the output the ASMPE is far 
less sensitive than the AIMPE. Use of the ICR will 
unfortunately lead to rejection of data with this 
characteristic when in fact it could be usable.
Figure 4.9 is only valid for inputs which are not 
associated with the output by feedback (inputs which are 
not manipulated to control the output). These types of 
inputs are dealt with in the next chapter.
4.18 Summary
It is suggested that for impulse response 
determination by the correlation method it is best to use 
differenced disturbance and output data. This method is
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shown to yield results superior to that obtained using 
undifferenced data with disturbances having a random walk 
character at the frequency of covariance sum accumulation 
such as the actual plant data analysed in Chapter 3. An 
additional advantage of using the differenced data is that 
it usually may be assumed to have a mean of zero whereas 
means must be calculated when using undifferenced data.
Impulse and step response estimates obtained by the 
correlation method were found to be insensitive to sample 
time, truncation point, and varying disturbance 
structure. An unmeasured disturbance input correlated 
with the input for which a response is being sought was 
found to most seriously effect results. Measurement 
errors of a white noise character were of little 
consequence if in the input but had a much more serious 
effect when on the output, particularly on the accuracy of 
the impulse response estimates.
It was shown that the impulse response for two 
measured inputs (correlated or not) could be obtained 
simultaneously by the correlation method in a way very 
similar to that used for identification of the response of 
a single input. This is an effective way of handling two 
measured disturbances which are dependent.
The correlation method impulse response weight 
estimates are less accurate than those found by the 
methods advocated by Jenkins and Watts, In one example,
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however, two alternate methods (Fit 1 and Fit 2) of 
further processing these direct impulse response estimates 
were shown to yield impulse response weights very close to 
those obtained by Box and Jenkins and equivalent in 
accuracy to those obtained by Jenkins and Watts on 
examples presented by these authors. Even the direct 
correlation method impulse response weights (those 
obtained without any further processing) when summed 
yielded a step response which compared well to those 
obtained by these authors on both examples.
For suitable inputs the Impulse Confidence Ratio 
(ICR) presented in Chapter 2 was demonstrated to be an 
effective indicator of the accuracy of the impulse 
response weights found by the correlation method in an 
open loop environment. The input can be checked for 
suitability through calculation of spectral density. 
Spectral density plots which have a white noise character 
are suitable. Neither of these calculations require any 
data beyond that required to estimate the impulse response 
weights.
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IDENTIFICATION IN THE PRESENCE OF FEEDBACK BY CORRELATION
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter the correlation method is shown to 
be an effective method for finding open loop impulse 
response functions in the presence of feedback. It is 
shown, however, that direct application of the correlation 
method as in Chapter 4 leads to a biased estimate of the 
impulse response weights if feedback and a sufficiently 
large disturbance are present. An indirect method of 
applying the correlation method (called the closed loop 
method) which does not suffer from bias in this situation 
is presented for both a single input, single output system 
and a dual input, dual output interacting system such as a 
dual composition controlled distillation column. A 
criteria is proposed for determining when the closed loop 
method will give accurate results. This is important when 
utilizing data from ordinary plant operation for 
identification.
5.2 Identification in the Presence of Feedback
It has been shown previously (Touchstone 1975, p.
103) that identification in the presence of feedback 
without the presence of an independent external signal
1:7
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exciting the output is, in most cases, impossible. 
Touchstone (1975) shows that excitation of the set point 
provides the necessary independent signal. Unfortunately, 
even in the presence of such a signal, the correlation 
method, if applied directly as in Chapter 4, will lead to 
a biased estimate of the impulse response weights. If y t 
is the differenced output at time t, Xt the differenced 
input at time t, hi the impulse response weight at lag i, 
and et that portion of the differenced output attributable 
to measurement noise and unmeasured disturbances at time 
t, then the relationship between yt, Xt, and et can be 
written :
a XH + E (5.1)
where
[ y 1 ; y= ; y-3, ... yw 3
X i  X o  X — ±  X — s; . . .  X i  — k :
X z  'Ax X o  X — i  . . .  Xc s —k:
X N  X w — 1  Xl M—3  X m —3  . . .  X m —k ;
= [ e 1, e^!, B3 , ... eN 3
=■ [ ho, h.L, htT2 , ... hi<: 3
The subscripts on y , x , and e refer to the sample number
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with 1 being the current value at the start of the test. 
Now multiply through by X"^  and, with the assumption that 
X"^ X is of full rank, multiply through by (X‘^ X)~^ to 
obtain :
149
(X^^)-iX^O = H + (X-^X)-^X^E (5.2)
or
H = (X-^X)-^X'^fl - (X'^X)-^X'^E 
The bias term is - (X"^X)“^X^E or :
(5.3)
bias = - (X'^X)”^
■ -
>lx X z X  3  . . . X m Bx
Xo X.i X  32 . . . X I M —  i. e s
• . .
• . .





s w «» ( 0 ) 
S w .t» ( i )
s„c(K)
(5.5)
The assumption is made in converting Equation 5.4 to 
5.5 that the covariance sums s>.«(k) (defined in Chapter 4) 
do not depend on the starting point of the sum. Clearly 
the expected value of the term X"^ E and therefore the bias
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is zero if Xt is independent of et. This is usually the 
case if the system is open loop. (An exception is when an 
unmeasured disturbance is partially correlated with the 
measured disturbance of interest. This case is discussed 
in Section 4.14.) In the presence of feedback that 
portion of xt not due to set point changes depends 
directly on et due to the action of the feedback 
controller and the bias will be significant if the 
magnitude of the effect of the disturbance and/or 
measurement error (et) is significant.
5.3 Identification by the Closed L o o p  Correlation Method
An algorithm may be derived for determining the open 
loop impulse response (Gp(B)) of a manipulated variable 
(Xt) being used for feedback control of the output 
variable, given the feedback controller and the closed 
loop impulse response weights of the effect of the set 
point (Rt) on the output (Yt).
Figure 5.1 shows such a system. Note that the 
feedback controller is broken into two parts (C(B) and 
3(B)). This is to accommodate industrial control 
algorithms which treat set point change generated errors 
differently from those caused by movement in the output 
variable. Referring to Corripio (1982, p. 65) the basic 
industrial feedback algorithm would be represented by :
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» Y.
Vt= Load disturbance at time t 
F = Feedforward control element 
Yt= Controlled variable at time t 
C, S = Feedback control elements 
Gf>, Gv = Transfer functions 
Rt= Set point at time t
G, S , C , and F elements are all functions of the backward 
shift variable B.
Figure 5.1 Block diagram of a simple process with 
feedback and feedforward controllers
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>!t = Kc ( Et — Et—1 ) + K c T / T i  ( Et ) (5.6)
+ K c T o / T  (Et - 2Et-i + Et-= )
where : Et = Rt - Yt
Ke, TI J, To = Controller gain, integral time, 
and derivative time 
T = Sample time
Xt = Differenced manipulated variable at 
time t
For Equation 5.6 C(B) and S(B) would be written s 
C(B) =  (l-B)-i^ (K c  + K c T / T i  + K c T d / T )  - ( K c  +  2 K c T d / T )  B
+  ( K c T d / T )  B =  ( 5 . 7 )
S(B) = (l-B)-i (K c  + K c T / T i  + K c T d / T )  - (K c  + 2 K c T n / T )  B[^ (K
+  ( K c T d / T  ) B = ( 5 . 8 )
In an algorithm eliminating the derivative kick caused by 
a set point change, C(B) would remain the same and S(B) 
would become :
S(B) => (l-B)-i| (K c  + K c T / T i )  -  ( K c )  B I ( 5 . 9 )
In an algorithm eliminating both the derivative and
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proportional kick on set point change, C(B) would again be 
the same and 3(B) would become :
3(B) = (l-B)-i^KcT/Tij (5.10)
In order to use the closed loop impulse response 
weights to find the open loop impulse response first solve 
the closed loop system in Figure 5.1 for Yt in terms of 
Rt.
S(B)Gp(B)Rt - C(B)Gp(B)Yt = Yt (5.11)
S(B)Gp(B) Rt
Yt = --------------------- (5.12)
( 1 + C(B)Gp.(B) )
Now multiply both sides through by the differencing 
operator (1-B) to obtain :
S(B)Gp(B) rt
yt = ---------------------- (5.13)
( 1 + C(B)Gp(B) )
where : yt, rt => Differenced output and set point 
or :
yt = Hyr-(B) rt (5.14)
Hyr-(B) is the closed loop pulse transfer function relating 
Rt to Yt (or rt to yt). It may be found using Equation
5.1 if the rt are substituted for the >it in the X vector. 
The advantage is that in this case the bias will be zero
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as the set point signal will, be independent of the 
disturbance and measurement error (et) and the 
expected value of the covariance sums of Equation 5.5 will 
be zero. Thus the procedure to estimate Gp(B) would be to 
first find Hvr-(B) with the correlation method. This may 
require a test in which the set point is varied purposely 
if it does not vary significantly during ordinary plant 
operation. Gf=(B) is estimated from Equation 5.15 which is 
found from Equation 5.11 using the substitution of 
Equation 5.14.
H y r ( B )
Gp(B) => ---------------------   (5.15)
( S(B) - Hyr(B)C(B) )
5.4 Demonstration of the Advantage of the Closed Loop 
Correlation Method
An evaluation of the performance of the direct and 
the closed loop correlation methods as the number of 
samples is increased was made in an example where an 
unmeasured disturbance signal with a significant effect on 
the output variable (compared to the set point changes) 
was present. The linearized distillation model described 
in Section 4.3 was used. The object was to identify the 
transfer function for the effect of the reboiler duty on 
the reboiler temperature while using the duty to control 
the reboiler temperature. In these tests a feed
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composition disturbance was present with an AR(i) 
structure with = 0.99 and with a white noise signal of 
magnitude 0.001337 used as the excitation, at. One 
realization of this disturbance signal and its closed loop 
effect on the reboiler temperature without set point 
changes are plotted in Figures 5.2.A and B. The Reboiler 
temperature controller set point was manipulated as in 
Figure 5.2.C. The time between set point changes was set 
to allow the system to settle prior to the next set point 
change. For all three of these plots the value plotted is 
the deviation of the variable from its value at time 
t = 0.0. Referring to Figure 4.1 only the controller 9=- 
Ca was on ; Si-Ci, Fi, and F= were off. Levels in the 
tower accumulator and tower bottom were assumed to be 
perfectly controlled. The tuning for Sa-Ca was Kc = 1.73 
%/% and Ti = 3.49 minutes. These are the Ziegler-Nichols 
constants. The controller was of the type where both 
proportional and derivative kick is eliminated. Feed rate 
was constant. The covariance sum accumulation period 
began 32 minutes (or 60 samples) after excitation of the 
model began. After this point samples were taken every 32 
seconds. Covariance sum data were gathered for 26 lags 
(K = 26). The equations of Figure 2.5 were used to find 
the closed loop impulse response weights and Equation 5.19 
used to convert this into the open loop impulse response.
Results for each method with 650 and 2420 samples
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Figure S.2.B Closed loop reboiler temperature response to 
above feed composition signal without set 
point changes
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Figure 5.2.C Reboiler temperature set point signal used 
for high noise bias tests
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are shown in Table 5.1.A. The results are an average of 
results found with each of five different realizations of 
the disturbance. As expected the direct method results 
are inferior to those of the closed loop method and show 
no improvement with an increased number of samples due to 
biasing. The closed loop method results show no bias and 
improve as the number of samples increases. The 
calculated step responses for the tests in which 2420 
samples were taken are shown in Figure 5.3.A for the 
direct method and in Figure 5.3.B for the closed loop 
method. Note the consistent bias of the calculated 
results for the direct method. The Impulse Confidence 
Ratio (ICR) can be used to evaluate the value of a set of 
data given a measure (R) of how tight the feedback 
controller is tuned. See Section 5.9 and Figure 5.6 for 
details.
Table 5.1.B shows the results of a test which 
repeats the tests of Table 5.1.A with 650 samples except 
that this time the set point changes are ten times greater 
and very large compared to changes in the reboiler 
temperature due to the feed rate disturbance. As would be 
expected in this situation in which the relative noise 
level is greatly reduced, the direct method results 
improve considerably and are, in fact, almost as good as 
those of the closed loop method.
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Table 5.1.A Comparison of direct and closed loop






- Closed loop method - 





9.1 7.0 28.8 1.5
3.9 3.0 55.0 1.6
The critical ICR for AIMPE < 10% from Figure 5.6 is about
18.
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Table 3.1.B Comparison of direct and closed loop
correlation method - low noise intensity
No. of Direct method - Closed loop method -
samples AIMPE ASMPE AIMPE ASMPE ICR R
650 1.7 0.9 1.1 0.8 262 1,7
The critical ICR for AIMPE < 107. from Figure 5.6 is about 
19.
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5.5 Benefit of Including Disturbance Data
Results of both methods can be greatly improved if 
the feed composition disturbance is measurable by 
including this variable using the equations of Figure Al.i 
which are the correlation method equations for two 
inputs. This is demonstrated by repeating the high noise 
intensity tests of Section 5.4 with 650 samples. These 
results are shown in Table 5.2. Since there is no 
unmeasured disturbance effects on the output, the direct 
method bias disappears and both methods give results of 
about the same accuracy. This method has the added 
benefit of allowing identification of the closed loop 
impulse response of the output to the disturbance in the 
case of the closed loop method and the open loop impulse 
response of the output to the disturbance in the case of 
the direct method. It is described in Chapter 6 how to 
convert the closed loop impulse response of the output to 
a disturbance into a feedforward controller in impulse 
form.
5 .6 Effect of Feedforward Compensation of the Disturbance 
The closed loop method improves if the disturbance 
has effective feedforward compensation even if the 
disturbance is not included in the analysis. The direct 
method does not improve because it considers changes made 
in the manipulated variable by the feedforward controller
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Table 9.2 Comparison of direct and closed loop
correlation method - high noise intensity 
feed composition data included
No. of Direct method - Closed loop method -
samples AIMPE ASMPE AIMPE ASMPE ICR R
650 2.2 1.1 0.9 0.5 324 1.7
The critical ICR for AIMPE < 10% from Figure 5.6 is about 
19.
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which have no effect on the output variable due to the 
cancelling effect of the disturbance. This is 
demonstrated by again repeating the high noise intensity 
tests of Section 5.4 with 650 samples. The results are 
shown in Table 5.3. In these tests the correlation method 
equations of Figure 2.5 for one input variable are used as 
in Section 5.4. The feedforward controller used is 
-Of=-ca(B)/Ge3 (B) (see Figure 4.1) where the transfer 
functions G^cztB) and Gz^fB) are the best FOPDT 
approximations of the transfer functions in Table 4.3.A.
5.7 Effect of Location of Steps within Calculation Period 
and other Cautionarv Notes Relating to the Closed 
L o o p  Correlation Method
The closed loop correlation method requires complete 
knowledge of the control structure and tuning constants. 
The covariance sum accumulation sampling should be done 
immediately after all controllers have processed. The 
feedback mode and tuning constants cannot change during 
the covariance sum accumulation period and the manipulated 
variable must not encounter an output limit. It is also 
desirable that the time horizon of the identification (K * 
sample time) exceed the settling time of the closed loop 
response, although even if this is not the case accurate 
results can be obtained (albeit with greater apparent 
noise interference) if set point change effects do not
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Table 5.3 Comparison of direct and closed loop
correlation method - high noise intensity, 
feedforward compensation
No.of Direct method - Closed loop method -
samples AIMPE ASMPE AIMPE ASMPE ICR R
650 22.8 29.3 1.0 0.5 147 1.7
The critical ICR for AIMPE < 10% from Figure 5.6 is about
19.
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overlap (the output has time to reach each set point 
before another change is made).
It is also very important that the period over which 
the covariance sums are accumulated encompass both cause 
and effect for all step changes in the set point. The 
reason for this can be understood by reference to the 
equations of Figure 2.5. If all step changes are 
separated by time periods exceeding the time horizon over 
which cross covariances are summed (maximum lag # sample 
time) then the closed loop impulse response is :
St-v* ( k )
hk = ------- (5.16)
Sr-r-(O)
Srr(k), Sry(k) = Autocovarlancs sum of differenced set
point and cross covariance sum of 
differenced set point and differenced 
output at lag k
hk = Closed loop impulse response weight at lag k
The notion of auto and cross covariance really only 
applies for a stochastic input. Starting and stopping 
points for a stochastic set point input could be arbitrary 
as the contribution to the auto and cross covariance sums 
at each sample is approximately constant. In the case of 
a set point change, however, while contribution to the 
cross covariance sum is spread out during the period after
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the change, contributions to the autocovariance sum of the 
differenced set point signal occur only at those discrete 
times when the set point is changed. Thus, if both the 
cause (the contribution to Srr(O)), and the effect (the 
contributions to Sry(k)) of a set point change are not 
included in the summing period the impulse response weight 
which is the ratio of these two quantities will be 
distorted.
Four tests were conducted to illustrate the 
importance of including both cause and effect during the 
covariance sum accumulation period for a nonstochastic 
input such as a set point. Figures 5.4.A-D show the set 
point signal for four tests with starting and stopping 
points for the covariance sum accumulation period marked. 
Tests were conducted in the same way as in Section 5.4 
with the following differences : no noise was present, 
only 600 samples were taken, and the set point signals of 
Figures 5.4.A-D were used. Table 5.4 shows the accuracy 
of the calculated open loop response found from each set 
point signal.
Figure 5.4.A shows a signal in which the first set 
point change is just before the covariance sum 
accumulation begins and, thus, is not included in the 
autocovariance sum of the differenced set point signal.
Its effect, however, occurs during the covariance sum 
accumulation period and is included in the cross
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Table 5.4 Comparison of direct and closed loop
correlation method - effect of location of 
set point steps (refer to Figures 5.4.A-D)
Set-point Direct method - Closed loop method -
signal AIMPE ASMPE AIMPE ASMPE ICR R
A 33.9 42.8 134 81.8 28.1 1,8
B 1.3 0.4 0.2 0.0 529 1.7
C 1.3 0.4 0.2 0.0 529 1.7
D 15.5 19.8 37.5 33.7 25.5 0.3
The critical ICR for AIMPE < 10% from Figure 5.6 is about 
19 for tests A-C and about 11 for test D.
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covariance sum of the differenced set point and output.
As a result the calculated open loop impulse response 
weights are very inaccurate. The signal of Figure 5.4.D 
reverses the situation also leading to poor results.
Figure S.4.B and C set point signals are the same except 
that they are offset in time such that both the cause and 
the effect of the set point changes are included in the 
covariance sum accumulation period. The results are 
excellent for these tests. Note that the direct method is 
less affected by the timing of the set point changes.
5 .8 Determination of the Open Loop Impulse Response
Functions for Two Manipulated Inputs in an Interactive 
Svstem with Feedback and Decoupling Elements
In Appendix V equations are developed which can be 
used to solve for the open loop manipulated variable 
impulse response functions Gii, Giz, Gzi, and G23 of the 
interactive system of Figure 5.5 from the closed loop 
impulse responses of the two controlled variables to set 
point changes in the two feedback loops. This is 
accomplished by solving equation V-17 for 63.1 , V-18 for 
Gizi, V-19 for G2 1 , and V-20 for G2 2 .





D = Decoupling element G = Transfer function
C, S = Feedback control elements Rt=> Set point at time t 
Yt= Controlled variable at time t
G , C, S , and D are ail functions of the backward shift 
variable B .
Figure 5.5 Block diagram of 2x2 interacting process with 
dual feedback control, and 3 simplified 
decoupling scheme
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Gii = -( HiiCi - Si )-^   ^Hii + ( HiiCiDai - SiD=i ) G,
+ HiiCzDisGai + HiiCaGsæ + ( C3S1 + HiiCiCsDizDsi 
“  S i C h D j 2 i D i s  —  H i i C i C z  ) G 1 2 G 2 1  +  ( C 3 S 1 D 1 2 D 2 1
+ HiiCiCœ — C3S1 — H11C1.C33Da.3Ds1 ) GiiG; (5.17)
Gi3 — “ ( H 13C 1D3I “ S3 ) +  ( H 1 3 C 1  —  S 3 D 1 3  ) G ]
+ H 13C3D13G31 + H13C3G32 + ( C 1C3D 13D31H13 
— H13C 1C3 ) G 13G31 + ( C1C3H 13
”  C 1 C 3 D 1 3 D 3 1 H 1 3  ) G i i G s (5.18)
G31 ™ “ ( H31C3D 13 — Si ) + H31C1G11
+ H31C 1D31G 13 + ( H31C3 — S1D31 ) Gs:
+ ( H31C 1C3D13D31 — C 1C3H31 ) G13G31
+ ( C 1C3H31 — H31C 1C3D 13D31 ) G 11G33 I (5.19)
G33 — — ( H33C3 — S3 ) ^ H 3 3  +  H : zCiGii + HsæCiDsiGi:
+ ( H333C3D 13 — S3D13 ) G31 + ( S3C 1
+ C1C3D 13D31H33 ~ C 1S3D31D 13 — C 1C3H33 ) G13G31 
+ ( C 1S3D 13D31 + C1C3H33 - C 1S3
C 1 C 3 D 1 3 D 3 1 H 3 3  ) G 1 1 G 3 3 (5.20)
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In all of the above equations all variables are functions 
of the backward shift variable B. H±i(B) and Hxa(B) are 
the closed loop impulse response weights of Ya. to set 
point changes in the Yi and Yz loops respectively. Hzi(B) 
and Hzz(B) are the closed loop impulse responses of Yz to 
set point changes in the Yi and Yz loops respectively. 
These are found through using the equations derived in 
Appendix I and shown in Figure AI.l.
As the coefficients and the variables are 
polynomials in the backward shift variable, it is not a 
trivial exercise to solve these nonlinear equations. 
Results in this research were obtained by an ad hoc method 
which may not be generally effective. If the variables 
and coefficients were constants rather than polynomials 
one method of solution would be the Jacobi method using 
Aitken's extrapolation to accelerate convergence of the 
solution (Jones, 1984). This involves making a starting 
guess for each of the unknowns then using the above 
equations to solve for new values for each of the 
unknowns. This is done once more using these updated 
values so that three values, or iterates, of each unknown 
are available (for unknown x; Xx_z, Xx-i, Xx). Aitken's 
extrapolation is used to obtain an estimate of the 
converged solution for each unknown (for unknown >; ; x*).
It assumes that the relationship between the errors of
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successive iterates is linear :
e± + i = ae.iL (5.21)
where :
Bi = >ii. - X* (5.22)
where :
>!* = Converged solution for unknown x 
One can combine these equations to obtain
Xi+i = axi + b (5.23)
where :
(5.24)
b = Xi_i - axi_2 (5.25)
It can be shown using 5.21 to 5.23 that an estimate 
of the converged value of the unknown x (x*) is :
b
X* = ---  (5.26)
1-a
For this problem the same procedure was followed except 
that the extrapolation for each of the impulse responses 
was performed for each weight individually rather than for 
the polynomial as a whole. The initial values for the
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open loop impulse response weights were assumed to be 1/K 
or -1/K (the sign of the response was assumed known) where 
K+1 is the number of weights in the impulse response 
function sought. The extrapolated values were used to 
obtain two new impulse response iterates using Equations 
5.17 to 5.20 and then the extrapolation repeated on an 
individual impulse response weight basis. Twenty 
iterations of this three step procedure were sufficient 
for convergence of all the impulse response weights in the 
cases tried in this research. To prevent instability, 
when a was between 0.95 and 1.05 or the denominator of 
Equation 5.24 was less than a small fraction (0.000001 was 
used) the new extrapolated value for the weight was set 
equal to the last estimate. While this method is not 
shown here to always converge on the correct solution, the 
solution obtained can be checked by substitution into 
Equations 5.17-5.20.
In Chapter 7 an example is presented which utilizes 
these equations.
5.9 Use of a Closed Loop Impulse Confidence Ratio (ICR) in 
Determining Qualitv of Open L o o p  Impulse'Response 
Weights Obtained bv the Closed Loop Correlation Method
A closed loop Impulse Confidence Ratio can be 
defined by using Equation 2.36 substituting the maximum 
closed loop impulse response weight for hmp>' . Note that
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the requirement that the input have a white noise 
autocovariance structure should be satisfied when the set 
point is operator manipulated as his set point changes 
will appear (after differencing) as isolated impulses at 
infrequent intervals (relative to the time horizon K#T). 
For single input, single output feedback it was found that 
the AIMPE of open loop responses obtained by the closed 
loop correlation method were generally 10.0% or less 
(indicating an acceptable result) when the closed loop ICR 
exceeded a level dependent on the tightness of the 
controller tuning. A good measure of the tightness of 
controller tuning is the ratio of the maximum absolute 
closed loop impulse response weight to that of the open 
loop response (R) or :
hmcr
R => ---  (S.27)
hm<=>
hmc= == Maximum absolute closed loop impulse response weight 
as a fraction of the absolute value of the sum of 
the closed loop impulse response weights
hoio == Maximum absolute open loop impulse response weight 
as a fraction of the absolute value of the sum of 
the open loop impulse response weights
The larger R is, the more tightly the controller is tuned.
A plot of the closed loop ICR required (or the critical
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ICR) for 10% AIMPE versus R is shown in Figure 5.6. This 
plot was found by extensive testing with the linearized 
distillation model of Section 4.3 with many different 
feedback controllers controlling both the tray 10 and the 
reboiler temperature. It is felt that it should apply to 
any system in which the open loop responses can be 
modelled reasonably well with FOPDT transfer functions, 
however, this is not proved. Note that all of the results 
for the closed loop method detailed in Tables 5.1-3 are 
consistent with this plot. The location tests, however, 
while showing a lower closed loop ICR for tests A and D, 
still give results which are worse than would be expected 
by the above criterion. This problem could be prevented 
by not allowing the covariance sum accumulation to begin 
until no set point change had been observed for at least K  
samples and not allowing it to end until no set point 
change had been observed for at least K samples. Overall, 
however, the closed loop ICR was found to be an effective 
method of screening results obtained by the closed loop 
correlation method for those worthy of use in controller 
tuning.
No simple method was found for determining the 
quality of the direct method results. In cases where 
biasing was present the ICR would improve with an 
increasing number of samples while the results as measured 
by the AIMPE would not. Controller tuning also affected
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Figure 5.6 Critical ICR (for AIMPE < 107.) as a 
function of R
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the required ICR for a satisfactory result even when 
biasing was not present.
5.10 Use of Results for Tuning Feedback Controllers 
and Decouplers
Once open loop impulse response weights are obtained 
for the manipulated variables, they may be converted to an 
FOPDT transfer function using the process reaction curve 
method described in Section 2.4 or an FOPDT or any other 
transfer function structure using a nonlinear optimization 
as was described in Section 4.16. Once the transfer 
functions are obtained feedback controllers can be 
designed by many methods, some of which are described in 
Section 2.3. Decouplers can also be designed, if desired, 
from these transfer functions. Luyben (1970) describes 
how to design ideal and simplified decouplers. Shinskey 
(1977, pp. 320-321) covers partial decouplers.
5.11 Summarv
The closed loop correlation method is recommended 
over the direct method for determining open loop impulse 
response weights for a variable being used for closed loop 
feedback control of the output variable because it is an 
unbiased method and it is possible to judge the quality of 
the results using the closed loop ICR. These advantages 
are especially important in the analysis of routine
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operating records in which set point changes may be small 
and infrequent. The method has the limitation of 
requiring covariance accumulation sampling at the same 
sampling rate as the feedback control 1er(s ) and, if 
present, the decouplers. It is also necessary that the 
feedback controller modes and tuning not change during the 
test period and that the manipulated variables not 
encounter an output limit. This sort of information can 
be easily historized in most modern control systems.
Other precautions are noted in Section 5.7.
The direct method is simpler but is biased in the 
presence of a significant unmeasured disturbance. The 
direct method could be applicable when all important 
disturbance variables are measurable or a test is made 
with large set point changes. No effective method was 
found to judge the accuracy of the results obtained with 
the direct method.
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CHAPTER 6
FEEDFORWARD CONTROLLER TUNING BY CORRELATION
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter the correlation method is applied to 
the problem of tuning a feedforward controller in a system 
while it is operating with feedback control and possibly 
an existing imperfect feedforward controller. The closed 
loop ICR introduced in the last chapter is suggested as a 
criterion for determining when the result will be a 
feedforward controller superior to that operating when the 
test data were accumulated. The method is extended to 
tuning feedforward controllers in a 2x2 interactive system 
such as a distillation tower with dual composition 
control.
6 .2 An Algorithm for Closed Loop Tuning of a Feedforward 
Controller in the Presence of Feedback
In an industrial situation it is desirable to be 
able to tune or retune a feedforward controller without 
turning off the feedback controller it is associated with 
and preferably without turning off the feedforward 
controller being tuned (if it exists). This situation is 
illustrated in the block diagram in Figure 5.1. Assume 
that the disturbance is such that it can be approximated
183
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well by a train of pulses with the same width as the 
sample time. If this is the case the discrete transfer 
function (or the pulse transfer function) for both the 
manipulated and disturbance variable can be found by 
taking the z transform of the product of the Laplace 
transfer function of the process and a zero order hold 
or s
G(z-^) = ZCHo(s)G(s)] = Z
(1 - e--T) G(s)
(6 .1)
where : Z[] is the z transform of the quantity enclosed 
by the brackets
Ho(s) = Laplace transform of a zero order hold
G(s) = Laplace transform of the process
G(z-i) = Process pulse transfer function
T a Sample time
For consistency with previous chapters B is used in place 
of the z transform variable z"^ in the remainder of this 
chapter. From Figure 5.1 :
Yt = Gv(B)Vt + Gp(B) ( F(B)Vt - C(B)Vt + S(B)Rt ) (6.2)
Assume no set point changes (Rt = 0) and multiply through 
by the differencing operator (1-B) to obtain :
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yt = B v ( B ) V t  + Bf.(B) ( F(B)vt - C(B)yt )
or
( Bp(B)C(B) + 1  ) yt = ( Bv(B) + Gp F(B) ) Vt (6.3) 
where : yt = Yt - Yt-i




( Bv(B) + Bp F(B) ) 
( Bp(B)C(B) + 1 )
(6.4)
then s
yt =■ Hvv(B)vt (6.5)
It is desired to find the perfect feedforward controller 
(F'(B)) or -Bv(B)/Bp(B). Solve 6.4 for F'(B) to obtain :
F'(B) = F(B) - Hyv(B) C(B) +
Bp(B)
(6.6)
It is clear from Equation 6.5 that Hy^(B) is the closed 
loop impulse response of the differenced output yt to the 
differenced disturbance Vt. It is found through the use 
of the correlation method using differenced input and 
output data as described in Section 2.5. In order to be 
usable in most industrial control computers the best fit
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of the impulse feedforward controller of Equation 6 . 6  to 
the form of a lead/lag controller must be found. The 
discrete transfer function G(B) for a first order plus 
dead time process is :
(1- 6 )
G(B) =   (6.7)
(1-6B)
where ; 5 =
k , T, @ = Process gain, lag time, and dead time 
(expressed as the number of samples)
A typical industrial discrete feedforward controller 
results from the perfect feedforward controller design 
(-Gv(B)ZGp(B)) when first-order plus dead-time discrete 
transfer functions are substituted for Gv(B) and Gt=.(B) to 
give s
k v ( l - 6 v ) ( l - 8 p B ) B * v ~ i
F'(B) = - ------- ---------------
ki=»(l— 6i=) ( 1— G v B )B^p
or
Kp (1-Gi.o ) ( 1-6u d B ) B*^ P
F'(B) = -----   (6.8)
(1— 6 i_d )( 1— 6i_oB )
where : 8p = e~'^'"v , tf> = Manipulated variable transfer
function lag
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Sv = 5 Tv = Disturbance variable transfer
function lag
6i_o = f Ti_d = Feedforward controller lead
time
6i_o = e“"^ '"n.6 , Ti_Q = Feedforward controller lag
time
kp, kv = Manipulated and load transfer function 
gains
Kr = Feedforward controller gain
0R = - 0p>5 Feedforward controller dead time
In this research the fitting of the impulse feedforward 
controller resulting from Equation 6.6 to the lead/lag 
form was done by using the Fit 2 criterion of Equation 
4.15 in Section 4.16 and using the standard nonlinear 
optimizer GRG2 (Lasdon 1980) to find the best choice for 
the feedforward controller gain, lead, lag, and dead time.
6 .3 Sensitivity of the Feedforward Controller
Tuning Algorithm to the Accuracy of the Assumed 
Manipulated Variable Transfer Function
The usefulness of Equation 6.6 would be limited if 
it required a perfect manipulated variable transfer 
function. Even if a very good estimate is obtained at one 
time it may no longer be a good estimate if operating 
conditions change. The linearized distillation model of
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Section 4.3 was used to study the effect of errors in the 
assumed gain, time constant, and dead time of an FOPDT 
representation of the manipulated variable transfer 
function. Referring to Figure 4.1 only the feedback 
controller for the reboiler temperature, Cz-Sz, and a 
feedforward controller for compensating the reboiler 
temperature for feed rate changes (Fz) were used, all 
other controllers shown were in manual. As in all other 
tests in this research, perfect control of the overhead 
accumulator and reboiler levels was assumed to be 
maintained by manipulation of top and bottom product rates 
respectively. The feedback controller for the reboiler 
temperature was chosen to be a PI controller tuned using a 
digital formula for Ziegler— Nichols quarter decay ratio 
tuning (Corripio 1982). This led to a PI controller with 
a gain of 1.73 %/% and an integral time of 3.49 minutes. 
These control constants were used for all tests. In all 
of the tests feed rate was the disturbance for which 
feedforward control was sought. The feed rate disturbance 
had an AR(1) stochastic structure with fa. = 0.99 and with 
the standard deviation of the white noise series exciting 
the process set at 8 Ibmol/hr. The column reflux and feed 
composition were held constant. The reboiler duty was 
manipulated by both the feedforward and feedback 
controllers as shown in Figure 4.1.
Each test was carried out by first subjecting the
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column simulation at time = 0 to the disturbance signal 
described above without any feedforward control. The 
correlation method utilizing differenced input and output 
as described in Section 2.5 was used. Covariance sums to 
lag 26 for 600 samples were gathered after a allowing the 
system to equilibrate for 32 minutes (or 60 sample 
periods). The equations of Figure 2.5 were used to 
calculate the impulse response of the output to the 
input. The impulse responses obtained were not open loop 
responses and so were not directly usable for feedforward 
design. Equation 6.6 was used to obtain a feedforward 
controller in impulse form with various Ge2 <B) 
assumptions. This result was converted into the standard 
lead/lag form using GRG2 minimizing the Fit 2 criterion of 
Section 4.16. With this first approximation of a 
feedforward controller (in lead/lag form) in service the 
test procedure was repeated. An impulse response was 
obtained as before and used with Equation 6.6 to 
reestimate an improved feedforward controller. The 
quality of control was measured by calculating the 
variance of the reboiler temperature around the set point 
as a percentage of that with only the Ziegler— Nichols 
feedback controller in service without any feedforward 
control action.
Table 6.1 shows the effect of large positive and 
negative errors in the assumed manipulated transfer
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Table 6.1 Effect of poor estimate of gain on
estimated feedforward controllers
Percent of no 
Est L/L Feedforward control 1er feedforward reb.
gain Lead Lag Dead time temp, variance 
(%/%) (min) (min) (samples) Imp. FF L/L FF
Correct : k = 2.616 %/%, t = 5.26 min, 0 = 0.78 min
1st est. 0.391 0.357 1.084 0 3.13 1.33
2nd est. 0.398 1.600 2.423 0 0.22 0.03
High gain : k = 4.000 %/%, t = 5.26 min, 6 = 0.78 min
1st est. 0.395 0.116 1.157 0 12.15 3.48
2nd est. 0.387 0.138 0.870 O 1.63 1.63
Low gain : k = 1.500 %/%, t = 5.26 min, 0 = 0.78 min
1st est. 0.386 4.889 5.000 0 12.61 5.24
2nd est. 0.403 1.147 1.807 0 0.89 0.30
L/L feedforward controller from FOPDT fit of Gi_ and Gzz.
0.427 5.26 7.05 O 1.09
No feedforward controller 100.00
Feedforward with best gain but no dynamics 10.94
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function gain. About 88% of the potential benefits of 
feedforward control are obtained in a first estimate of 
the feedforward controller in both cases. After fitting 
the impulse feedforward controller to the lead/lag form 
the result improves even further. When the assumed gain 
is low (1.5 %/% versus the actual 2.616 %/%) a second 
estimate obtained with this first estimated controller in 
service results in a feedforward control action superior 
to that obtained from a feedforward controller designed by 
using the standard design equation -Gerr(B )/Gse with 
correct FOPDT representations for Gerr(B) and Ga=(B).
This is due to the fact that Ge r r (B) and Gs e (B) are 
actually second order transfer functions. When the 
assumed gain is high (4.0 %/%) the results using the 
second estimate of the feedforward controller are slightly 
inferior to that obtained using a feedforward controller 
found from the standard design equation. The fitting of 
this second estimate of the feedforward controller to the 
lead/lag form improves the results significantly when the 
assumed gain is low but not when it is high.
Table 6.2 shows the effect of large positive and 
negative errors in the assumed manipulated variable 
transfer function time constant. In the case of a high 
assumed time constant (8.0 minutes versus the actual 5.26 
minutes) the first estimate of the feedforward controller 
in impulse form provides 97% of the potential benefits of
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Table 6.2 Effect of poor estimate of Gzz time constant
on estimated feedforward controllers
Percent of no 
Est L/L feedforward controller feedforward reb.
Gain Lead Lag Dead time temp, variance 
(%/%) (min) (min) (samples) Imp. FF L/L FF
Correct G22 : k = 2.616 %/%, t = 5.26 min, 0 = 0.78 min 
1st est. 0.391 0.357 1.084 0 3.13 1.33
2nd est. 0.398 1.600 2.423 0 0.22 0.03
High T : k = 2.616 %/%, t = 8.00 min, 0 = 0.78 min
1st Est 0.440 11.11 14.73 0 3.00 2.12
2nd Est 0.398 1.807 2.536 0 0,31 0.23
Low T ! k = 2.616 %/%, T = 3.00 min, 0 = 0.78 min
1st est. 0.401 0.101 1.011 0 16.10 2.74
2nd est. 0.397 2.190 2.934 0 0.89 1.33
L/L feedforward controller from FOPDT fit of Gi_ and G33 
0.427 5.26 7.05 0 1.09
No feedforward controller 100.00
Feedforward with best gain but no dynamics 10.94
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feedforward control. The results improve to almost 987. 
when this impulse form is fitted to the lead/lag form. A 
second estimate of the feedforward controller in both the 
directly obtained impulse form and the fitted lead/lag 
form provides a feedforward control action superior to 
that obtained using the standard design equation. When 
the assumed time constant was low (3.0 minutes), the first 
estimate of the feedforward controller in impulse form 
provided about 84% of the potential benefits of 
feedforward control. This improved to better than 97% 
once fitted to the standard lead/lag form. A second 
estimate improved results to about the same as with a 
feedforward controller obtained from the standard design 
equation. The fitting of the second estimated impulse 
feedforward controller to the lead/lag form in this case 
did not improve the result.
Table 6.3 shows the effect of large positive and 
negative errors in the assumed manipulated variable 
transfer function dead time. In the case of a high 
assumed dead time (1.5 minutes versus the actual 0.78 
minutes), the first estimate of the feedforward controller 
in impulse form provides about 88% of the potential 
benefits of feedforward control. The results improve to 
over 95% when the controller is fitted to the lead/lag 
form. A second estimate of the feedforward controller 
improves the results only slightly. In the case of a low
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Table 6.3 Effect of poor estimate of G2 2  dead time
on estimated feedforward controllers
Percent of no 
Est L/L feedforward controller feedforward reb. 
Gain Lead Lag Dead time temp, variance 
(%/%) (min) (min) (samples) Imp. FF L/L FF
Correct Gzz : k = 2.616 %/%, t = 5.26 min, $ = 0.78 min 
1st est. 0.391 0.357 1.084 0 3.13 1.33
2nd est. 0.398 1.600 2.423 0 0.22 0.03
High dead time : k = 2.616 %/%, t = 5.26 min, O = 1.50 min 
1st est. 0.398 0.522 1.810 0 11.82 4.35
2nd est. 0.390 0.397 1.342 0 3.42 2.29
Low dead time : k = 2.616 7-/7., t = 5.26 min, O = 0.00 min
1st est. 0.397 4.678 4.967 1 24.14 4.36
2nd est. 0.487 22.10 30.00 1 3.72 3.67
L/L feedforward controller from FOPDT fit of Gi_ and 822
0.427 5.26 7.05 0 1.09
No feedforward controller 100.00
Feedforward with best gain but no dynamics 10.94
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assumed dead time (0.0 minutes), the first estimate of the 
feedforward controller in impulse form provides about 76% 
of the potential benefits of feedforward control. The 
results improve to over 95% when the controller is fitted 
to the lead/lag form. A second estimate of the 
feedforward controller improves the results only slightly.
In general, even when a correct FOPDT approximation 
was used for the manipulated variable transfer function, a 
second re-estimation of the feedforward controller 
resulted in an improved design. The form of Equation 6.6 
is such that the feedforward controller is only changed by 
an amount proportional to the closed loop impulse response 
of the output to the disturbance and roughly inversely 
proportional to the estimated manipulated variable 
transfer function, Gp. Thus, if a first approximation of 
the feedforward controller improves the disturbance 
compensation and reduces the magnitude of H y v ( B )  the 
effect of an error in Gp is reduced. Note that even a 
best FOPDT fit to a second order transfer function is only 
an approximation.
It is interesting to note that in all of the above 
tests the first estimated feedforward controller gain was 
very close to that obtained from the standard design 
equation with the correct FOPDT representations for Ghrr 
and G22 even when the assumed manipulated variable 
transfer function gain was incorrect. This phenomena can
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be explained by applying a step input to both sides of 
Equation 6.6 then applying the final value theorem. The 
value obtained on each side is the steady state gain of 
the feedforward controller. In terms of the backward 
shift variable, B , the final value theorem is expressed 
as :
lim f(nT) = lim (l-B)F(B) (6.9)
n ——> œ B ——> 1.0
Assume that there is no existing feedforward controller. 
Apply a unit step input to both sides of Equation 6.6 by 
multiplying both sides through by 1/(1-B) and apply the 
final value theorem. Equation 6.6 becomes :
Calculated (1-B)
Steady State => —----




B — > 1.0
Hyv(B) is the closed loop impulse response of the output 
to the disturbance. The actual, but unknown, Gf-(B) is 
replaced with Gg (a guess). Referring to Equation 6.5, 
Figure 5.1 and assuming no set point change :
6 v ( B )
Hvv-(B) =
1 + C ( B ) G r ( B )
Note that as B — > 1 . 0 ,  G g ( B )  = k g ,  G v ( B )  = k v ,  
and Gr (B) = ki=-. Therefore as B — > 1 . 0  :
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Hyv(B) = (6.11)
where : C(B) = ( + C^B + C^B= )
(1-B)
Now substitute for G q ( B ) ,  G v ( B ) ,  G e ( B ) ,  and C( B )





( 1 + (Ct+Czi+C? ) kp
(1-B)
(Ci+Cz+Cæ) 1
  +  _
( 1 - B )  kg
B — > 1.0
(6 .12)
With a feedback controller as B — > 1.0 the RHS of 
Equation 6.12 becomes :
-kv
kp
Without feedback control ( Cj. => Cs =« C3 = 0.0 ) 
the RHS of Equation 6.12 becomes :
- k v
With feedback present the correct feedforward gain should 
be obtained despite a poor guess for the manipulated 
variable transfer function, whereas without feedback the
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feedforward gain accuracy depends directly on the accuracy 
of the assumed manipulated variable transfer function 
gain.
6.4 Use of a Closed Loop Impulse Confidence Ratio (ICR)
in Determining the Quality of a Feedforward Controller 
Estimate
As in Chapter 5 a closed loop Impulse Confidence 
Ratio can be obtained from Equation 2.36 by substituting 
the maximum closed loop impulse response weight for hmp'. 
In this case closed loop is intended to mean with feedback 
and feedforward controller modes as they were when the 
test data were gathered. It was found by extensive 
testing with the linearized distillation model of Section 
4.3 that an ICR exceeding 10.0 indicated that the new 
estimate of the feedforward controller would provide 
performance superior to that of the feedforward controller 
utilized during the period in which data were gathered. 
Sometimes an ICR as low as 2.0 was all that was necessary 
for an improvement. A higher ICR was required when most 
of the response consisted of a few large impulse response 
weights as opposed to it being spread among many about the 
same size. Note that this criterion is only meaningful if 
the disturbance is white noise in character after 
differencing.
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6.5 Some Cautionary Notes Relating to the Correlation 
Method for Feedforward Controller Tuning
Many of the restrictions noted in Chapter 5 apply :
1) The method requires sampling for covariance sum 
accumulation with the same sampling time as for the 
feedback and feedforward controllers.
2) The sampling should be done immediately after these 
controllers have run, accepted set point changes, 
and adjusted the manipulated variable accordingly.
3) The feedback and feedforward controller modes and 
tuning cannot change while data are being gathered.
4) The manipulated variable can not reach an output 
limit while data are being collected.
5) The closed loop ICR will not be an effective indicator 
of feedforward controller quality unless the 
differenced disturbance is white noise in character.
6.6 Extension of Method to a Svstem with a Complex Control 
Scheme and Interactions between Control L o o p s
Appendix VI shows a derivation of a feedforward
tuning scheme for the 2x2 interactive process and complex
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control scheme of Figure 6.1. Given knowledge of the 
manipulated variable transfer functions (Gii(B), Giz(B), 
621(B), and 622(8 )) and the disturbance transfer functions 
(6iv(B) and 6zv(B)) the proper design for the feedforward 
controllers (Fi(B) and Fs(B)) are (see Appendix VI) :
( 62v (B)6i2(B) - 6iv(B)6=2(B) )
Fi(B) = --------------------------------  (6 .13)
( 622(8)611(8) - 612(8)621(8) )
( 61^(8)621(8) - 62^(8)611(8) )
F2(8) = -------   (6 .14)
( 622(8)611(8) - 612(8)621(8) )
Utilizing the equations of Figure 2.5 and the correlation 
method, closed loop impulse responses for the tray 10 
temperature and the reboiler temperature to feed rate 
disturbances can be found for the system with any or all 
of the controllers shown in Figure 6.1 in service. 
Improved feedforward controllers (F'i(B) and F'2 (8 )) are 
then given by (see Appendix VI) 5
( H2v(8)6i2(8) — Hiv(B) 6 2 2 (8 ) )
F'i(8) = Fi(8) + --------------------------------
( 622(8)611(8) - 612(8)621(8) )
- Ci(B)Hiv(8) - C2(8)Di2(B)H2v(8) (6 .15)
( H i v (8)62i(B) - H 2 v ( 8 ) 6 i i ( 8 )  )
F'2(8) = Fs(8) + --------------------------------
( 622(8)611(8) - 612(8)621(8) )
- C2(8)H2v(8) - Cl(8)821(B)Hiv(B) (6 .16)
In Chapter 7 these equations are applied to an example





Vt = Disturbance at time t G = Transfer function
C, S = Feedback control elements Rt= Setpoint at time t
Yt= Controlled variable at time t D = Decoupling element
G, C, S, and D are all functions of the backward shift 
variable B .
Figure 6.1 Block diagram of 2x2 interacting process with 
dual feedback control, a simplified decoupling 
scheme, and feedforward control




The correlation method as described in this chapter 
is an effective method for tuning and retuning feedforward 
controllers in a typical operating situation in which a 
feedback controller would be in operation perhaps in 
conjunction with the imperfect feedforward controller 
being retuned. The method does not require exact 
knowledge of the manipulated variable transfer function to 
be effective. In addition by calculating the closed loop 
ICR one can determine, without gathering any additional 
data, the quality of the feedforward controller which is 
calculated. The method is extended to a 2x2 interactive 
system.
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CHAPTER 7
TUNING A NONLINEAR 2X2 INTERACTIVE SYSTEM USING THE 
CORRELATION METHOD : AN EXAMPLE
7.1 Introduction
In this chapter the correlation method as developed 
in the previous chapters is used to tune controllers for a 
nonlinear model of a distillation column. Feedback 
temperature controls are developed for both the top and 
the bottom of the column along with feedforward 
controllers to compensate for feed rate changes. It is 
demonstrated that using closed loop data typical of 
ordinary operation, feedback and feedforward controllers 
can be designed with the correlation method delivering 
performance approaching that obtainable knowing the system 
model.
7.2 Description of Nonlinear Column Model Used
The equations used to simulate the distillation 
model were developed as described in Appendix III with the 
following differences :
1. In order to obtain transfer functions roughly the same 
as has been used throughout this work the diameter of 
the tower was increased from 5.15 feet to 12.00 feet.
^03
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The holdup in the overhead accumulator and the reboiler 
was assumed to be 150 Ibmol rather than 30 as was used 
previously. Note that in order to get the simulation 
developed in Appendix III to run on ACS in the LSU 
computer it had to be slowed down by dividing all 
derivatives by 5.0.
2. Rather than assuming a constant no-overflow holdup on 
each tray, the no-overflow holdup was calculated using 
an assumed weir height of 3 inches. Note that liquid 
density will vary with composition and temperature.
3. The components being separated were propane and n- 
butane (hypothetical components were separated 
previously).
4. The simulated column had 20 trays to permit a better 
split of the components and to be a more realistic 
representation of a typical refinery column.
The differential equations representing the distillation 
column were solved using ACSL (Advanced Continuous 
Simulation Language) (Mitchell and Gauthier, Assoc., Inc., 
1981). Table 7,1 shows the steady state conditions of the 
column. Table 7.2 shows the response of the column (in 
terms of open loop gains) to plus and minus steps in feed
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Table 7.1 Steady state conditions for nonlinear 
distillation model
Feed rate (Ibmol/hr) : 2400
Feed composition (mol fraction propane) s 0.500 
Reflux rate (Ibmol/hr) : 1700 
Reboiler duty (mbtu/hr) : 18756










Accumulator 150.0 108.9 0.933
Tray 20 22.9 115.0 0.844
Tray 19 22.4 122.2 0.749
Tray 18 22.0 129.3 0.664
Tray 17 21.6 135.0 0.599
Tray 16 21.4 139.1 0.554
Tray 15 21.2 141.8 0.526
Tray 14 21.1 143.5 0. 508
Tray 13 21.1 144.5 0.498
Tray 12 21.0 145.1 0.492
Tray 11 21.0 145.5 0.488
Tray 10 25.1 145.7 0.486
Tray 9 25.0 147.1 0.472
Tray 8 24.8 149.1 0,452
Tray 7 24.7 152.2 0.422
Tray 6 24.4 156.3 0.382
Tray 5 24.1 161.7 0.332
Tray 4 23.8 168.3 0.274
Tray 3 23.5 175.4 0.213
Tray 2 23.2 182.4 0.155
Tray 1 22.9 188.8 0.104
Column reboiler 150.0 194.1 0.062
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Table 7.2 Open loop gains of nonlinear distillation 
model responses to plus and minus steps
2p6
Tray 20 (top tray) liquid temperature 
Disturbance
+150 Ibmol/hr feed rate 
-150 Ibmol/hr feed rate 
+150 Ibmol/hr reflux 
-150 Ibmol/hr reflux 
+2000 mbtu/hr reboiler duty 








Reboiler liquid temperature s 
Disturbance
+150 Ibmol/hr feed rate 
-150 Ibmol/hr feed rate 
+150 Ibmol/hr reflux 
-150 Ibmol/hr reflux 
+2000 mbtu/hr reboiler duty 
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rate, reflux, and reboiler duty from this steady state 
operating point. The size of the steps used cover the 
range of operation of the example problem discussed later 
in the chapter. Note that the column is nonlinear around 
this operating point.
Average FOPDT transfer functions for the effect of 
feed rate, reflux, and reboiler duty on tray 20 
temperature and reboiler temperature are shown in Table 
7.3.A. These were obtained by averaging the column 
response to plus and minus 1% of range steps around the 
operating point of Table 7.1. The gains of these transfer 
functions are in terms of % of range/% of range. The 
Fit 2 criterion of Chapter 4 and the nonlinear 
optimization program GRG-2 (Lasdon 1980) were used to fit 
the average responses over the first 51 32-second 
samples. These average FOPDT transfer functions are often 
referred to as "actual" column transfer functions in the 
remainder of the chapter. The steady state gains (also 
shown in Table 7.3.A) were used to calculate the relative 
gain matrix shown in Table 7.3.B. Note by comparing 
Tables 7.3.B and 4.3.B that this column is somewhat less 
strongly interactive than the column of Chapter 4.
As before it was assumed that level control in both 
the reboiler and the overhead accumulator is perfect and 
is accomplished by manipulation of the bottom and top 
product flow rates respectively. The block diagram of
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Table 7.3.A Transfer function matrix for nonlinear
distillation model at conditions of Table 7.1
Average FOPDT 











Reboiler duty to 
reboiler temperature
( Gsm )









(8.756s + 1) 
+2.292 
(6.305s + 1) 
-1.198 




Feed rate to 
reboiler temperature 
( Gd 2 )
—1é 560 ■1.618
(9.509s + 1)
Variable definitions and assumed instrument spans s
Tray 20 liquid temperature 
Reboiler liquid temperature 
Feed rate to column 
Reflux rate 
Reboiler duty
Span = 40 °F
Span = 40 *F
Span = 3000 Ibmol/hr
Span = 3000 Ibmol/hr
Span = 32500 mbtu/hr
All gains are in %/% using above indicated spans,
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Table 7.3.B Relative gain matrix for nonlinear
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Figure 7.1 describes the arrangement of the other column 
controls which it is desired to tune.
7.3 Tuning of the Nonlinear Column Model by the 
Correlation Method
It is desired to develop dual composition controls 
for the column of Section 7.2 in which composition will be 
controlled indirectly by controlling reboiler and tray 20 
liquid temperature. Often in industry one composition is 
more important to control than the other. The bottom 
product composition is considered to be more important in 
this example. It is also desired to design feedforward 
controllers for handling feed rate upsets. It is assumed 
that no disturbances except feed rate variations are 
present. A typical starting point in developing advanced 
controls for an industrial column is a single feedback 
control loop controlling one column product quality. It 
is assumed in this example problem that initially a 
feedback controller controlling reboiler temperature is 
present (C^-S^ on Figure 7.1) in which Sœ is designed to 
prevent derivative but not proportional kick. This 
controller is PI and has been tuned conservatively with a 
gain of 1.0 and an integral time of 5.0 minutes. This
compares with Ziegler-Nichols tuning constants of 2.43 %/% 
and 3.21 minutes respectively. There is assumed initially 
to be no feedback control of the top product quality or







Vfe = Feed rate at time t 
C, S = Feedback control elements 
Yit= Tray 20 temp at time t 
Yzit = Reboiler temp at time t
G = Transfer function 
Rt= Set point at time t
G , C , S, and are all functions of the backward shift 
variable B
Figure 7.1 Block diagram of nonlinear distillation model 
with dual feedback and feedforward control 
elements
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any feedforward controllers for feed rate disturbances. 
Figures 7.2.A-E show the activity (in terms of the 
deviation from the initial steady state values of Table 
7.1) of feed rate, reflux rate, reboiler temperature 
controller set point, tray 20 temperature and reboiler 
temperature during the period in which data were 
gathered. The feed rate, reflux and reboiler temperature 
set point signals were chosen to be typical of what might 
be seen in a plant. The only compromise was to make the 
reflux and reboiler temperature set point changes center 
around the operating point of Table 7.1 to make 
performance comparisons with controllers designed using 
the actual transfer functions of Table 7.3.A meaningful.
As in previous chapters feed rate was assumed to be a 
first order autoregressive stochastic signal :
Vt - 0.99Vt-± = at (7.1)
where Vt is feed rate before differencing and at is a 
white noise signal. The average magnitude of at was set 
to 8 Ibmol/hr. The value of the feed rate was updated 
every 32 seconds.
The correlation method was applied by collecting the 
appropriate covariance sums starting 32 minutes after 
beginning to excite the column model with the input feed 
rate signal. As it was desired to tune feedback and 
feedforward controllers simultaneously the equations to be
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Figure 7.2.B Reflux rate (Ibmol/hr), deviation from 
initial conditions
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Figure 7.2.C Reboiler temperature set point <*F), 






Figure 7.2.D Tray 20 temperature (»F), deviation from 
initial conditions
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Figure 7.2.E Reboiler temperature (°F), deviation from 
initial conditions
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solved for both the reboiler temperature and the tray 20 
liquid temperature are for three input variables (feed 
rate, reflux, and reboiler temperature set point). These 
equations are shown in Figure 7.3 for one output 
variable. Note that there are two output variables, Tray 
20 temperature and reboiler temperature, for which closed 
loop impulse response functions must be found. To solve 
for the six closed loop impulse response functions 
required, only 15 sets of covariance sums were gathered as 
the r matrix is the same for both output variables. As
throughout this work, all variables were differenced. The
covariance sums were gathered for 51 lags to ensure that
the closed loop settling time for responses of the
reboiler temperature and tray 20 temperature had been 
exceeded for both of the nonstochastic inputs (reflux and 
reboiler temperature set point). Covariance sum 
accumulation continued for 1200 32-second samples or a 
total of 640 minutes.
Once the equations of Figure 7.3 were solved for the 
closed loop impulse response weights, Equations 7.2-5 were 
used to solve for the open loop manipulated variable 
transfer functions Gii, Giz, and Gse. These were
obtained by simplifying Equations 5.17-20 by setting Dis, 
Dsi, and Ci to zero. Si was set to [1.0,0.0,0.0,...3 to 
properly account for direct input of reflux rate changes 
without a top composition controller. In this case the





Biafcï ( Û  ) S b > A  ( JL ) « « « S b « . ( K )
B a I=> ( 1  ) S a *  b  ( 0  ) ■ ■ ■ 3 fcD^a ( K “ 1  )
S a b ( 2 )  3 A b ( l )  m m  m 3 b ï « t (  K ““ 2  )
S w a f c > ( K )  3 « i b > ( 0 )
ü.
S«y(0 )
B«\v ( 1 ) 
S«y(2)
S^y(K )
S = Covariance sums (see Equations 2.30 and 2.31)
Figure 7.3 Equations for finding impulse response weights 
for y (Hyu, Hy„, Hy=) for three inputs 
(LI, X , z )
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iterative method for solving these equations discussed in 
Section 5.8 was not required.
2.18
Gii = ( 1/Si ) Hxa. + H
CsSiGiiGææ (7.2)
G i3 ~ ( 1/Ss; ) Hiz! + HizCæGæ (7.3)
G21 — ( 1/Si ) Hh 3l + HæiCæGz: (7.4)
G: '( HzæCæ [ h,. (7.5)
As in Chapter 5 the H's are the vectors of closed loop 
impulse response weights found by solving the equations of 
Figure 7.3. If the system had had only one output 
Equation 5.15 would be used for this step.
The calculated open loop manipulated variable 
impulse response weights are summed to form step responses 
and plotted against actual step responses of the column at 
the operating point of Table 7.1 in Figures 7.4.A-D. The 
AIMPE and ASMPE criterion are shown in Table 7.4. Note 
that the AIMPE for G n  and Grss are roughly what would be 
expected given their closed loop ICR and R value (see 
Equation 5.27 for the definition of R and Figure 5.6 for a
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Figure 7.4.A Open loop step response of tray 20
temperature (7. of range) to a 17. (of range) 
change in ref lux rate
Actual — — — Calculated
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Figure 7.4.B Open loop step response of tray 20
temperature (7. of range) to a 1% (of range) 
change in reboiler duty
Actual Calculated





Figure 7.4.C Open loop step response of reboiler
temperature (7. of range) to a 17. (of range) 
change in reflux rate
Actua1 — — — Calculated
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Figure 7.4.D Open loop step response of reboiler
temperature (% of range) to a 1% (of range) 
change in reboiler duty
Actual — — Calculated
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Table 7.4 Impulse confidence ratios (ICR) for closed loop 
impulse responses and accuracy of calculated 












33.3 16 4.0 1.2
Reboiler duty 












( Ge e )
107.9 28 0.7 0.7





Feed rate to 
reboiler 
temperature 
( Ge v )
31.: 2-10
Critical ICR - For feed rate, the ICR which should be
exceeded for improved feedforward control
- For reflux and reboiler duty the ICR which 
should be exceeded to obtain an open loop 
response with an AIMPE equal to or less 
than 107.
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plot of critical ICR for AIMPE < 10.0 versus R). The 
nonlinear optimization package GRG2 and the Fit 2 
criterion of Chapter 4 were used to find the best FOPDT 
fits for each of the manipulated variable open loop 
impulse response vectors. These are shown in Table 7.5 
along with the best FOPDT fits of the actual transfer 
functions at the operating conditions of Table 7.1.
The next step was to use these results to develop 
feedback controllers by Luyben's BLT tuning method (Luyben 
1986). The calculated FOPDT transfer functions of Table 
7.5 were used to obtain Ziegler-Nichols tuning constants 
by applying equations presented by Corripio (1982, p.
69). The factor F (defined by Luyben to adjust the 
Ziegler— Nichols tuning constants) was adjusted to 1.48 to 
obtain the recommended closed-loop log modulus (see 
Equation 2.7) of 4 db for a 2x2 system. As suggested by 
Luyben, the tuning constants for tray 20 control were 
adjusted by an additional multiplicative factor (2.0 was 
used) to take into account the fact that it was the less 
important feedback loop. The equations used to obtain the 
PI constants for the two feedback controllers Ca.-Sj, and 
Cz-Sæ were :
K z —N
Tray 20 : Kc =   (7.6)
F%2.0
Ti = F*2 .0#Ti,z_N, (7 .7 )
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Table 7.5 Comparison of calculated and best FOPDT fits 
of actual manipulated variable transfer 
functions
Actual Calculated
Ref lux to 
tray 20 temperature
(Gil)










(8.756s + 1) (8.632s + 1)
+2.292 +2.252
(6.305s + 1) (6.622s + 1 )
-1.198 e-=; . £>S>«u -1.312 e=- 3 1 vu
(6.266s + 1) (6.701s + 1 )
+3.385 e-'> > CU 6 «0 +3.339 e--'>
(8.022s + 1) (7.963s + 1)
All gains are in %/% using spans of Table 7.3.A.
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Kz—M
Reboiler : Kc =   (7.8)
T T. — F#Ti(z—N) (7 .9 )
Kc is controller gain and Ti the integation time. BLT 
constants obtained, both with the calculated and the 
actual transfer functions, are shown in Table 7.6.
The final step in the tuning process was to find the 
proper feedforward controllers. The ICR's calculated for 
the feed rate to tray 20 temperature and feed rate to 
reboiler temperature closed loop impulse response weights 
are sufficiently high (see Table 7.4) to allow feedforward 
controller estimates. Equation 6.15-16 were simplified 
due to the lack of any decouplers and any existing 
feedforward controllers to the following :
( H=v(B)Gi=(B) - Hiv(B)G==(B) )
Fi(B) = ------------------------------------ (7 .10)
( G==(B)Gii(B) - Gi=(B)G=i(B) )
( Hiv(B)G=i(B) - Ha^(B)Gii(B) )
F=(B) = ------------------------------------ - C=(B)H=^(B)
( G==(B)Gii(B) - Gi=(B)G=i(B) )
(7.11)
The above equations give feedforward controllers in 
impulse form. If the system had had only one output 
Equation 6.6 would have been used for this step. The 
response of these calculated feedforward controllers to a
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Table 7.6 Comparison of BLT feedback controllers based on 
calculated manipulated variable transfer 
functions of Table 7.5 to those based on the 
FOPDT fits of the actual transfer functions
Gain Integral time 
(%/%) (minutes)
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+17. of range step change in feed rate is shown along with 
the step response of feedforward controllers calculated 
using the actual transfer functions of Table 7.3.A in 
Figures 7.5.A-B. Note the close agreement. GRG2 and the 
Fit 2 criterion of Chapter 4 were used to find the best 
lead/lag fit of each of these controllers, these are shown 
in Table 7.7.
7.4 Performance of the Calculated Controllers
The performance of the calculated controllers was 
evaluated by subjecting the column model to the same feed 
rate disturbance without any reflux or reboiler 
temperature set point changes and summing the square of 
the deviation from the steady state conditions of Table
7.1 of the tray 20 temperature and the reboiler 
temperature over 600 32-second samples. When feedback 
controllers were tested their set points were set to the 
steady state values of the tray 20 and reboiler 
temperatures. The results are shown in Table 7.8. The 
calculated controllers gave performance equivalent to 
controllers found knowing the column model dynamics. As 
in Chapter 6 the simplification of the feedforward 
controllers to the lead/lag form did not hurt their 
performance.
It is interesting to note that the ICRs and the 
accuracy of the results are not as high as one would








Figure 7.5.A Tray 20 temperature feed rate feedforward 
controller response in % output to 1% (of 
range) step change in feed rate
Best — — — Calculated





Figure 7.5.B Reboiler temperature feed rate feedforward 
controller response in 7. output to 17. (of 
range) step change in feed rate
Best — — — Calculated
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Table 7.7 Comparison of calculated feed rate feedforward 
controllers (in lead/lag form) to those based 
on FOPDT fits of the actual transfer functions 
of Table 7.3.A
Gain Lead Lag Dead time
(%/%) (min) (min) (samples)
Feed rate to tray 20 
temperature t
actual 0.725 0.20 2.02 1
calculated 0.717 0.17 1.68 1
Feed rate to reboiler 
temperature :
actual 0.735 0.23 2.27 O
calculated 0.725 0.19 1.89 O
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Table 7.3 Performance of controllers found by the 











Calculated BLT feedback, 
no feedforward
0.071 123
Calculated BLT feedback, 0.0021
calculated feedforward (impulse)
1.7:









Performance is in terms of percent of the initial variance 
of the controlled variable with no feedforward, no 
feedback control of tray 20 temperature, and a 
conservatively tuned feedback controller on the reboiler 
temperature.
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expect considering the large amount of data gathered and 
the fact that the only active disturbance, feed rate, was 
accounted for. It was also found that the ICRs and the 
accuracy of the results improved slightly when the changes 
in reflux and reboiler temperature set point were reduced 
by half. It appears that nonlinearities, therefore, have 
the effect of increasing the apparent noise level in the 
system. This has been reported previously (Godfrey 1969).
7.5 Summarv
In this chapter it is demonstrated for a 2x2 
nonlinear interactive system that, using closed loop data 
with disturbance and set point changes typical of ordinary 
industrial operation, dual feedback and feedforward 
controllers can be designed with the correlation method 
which will deliver performance approaching that obtainable 
knowing the system transfer functions. In addition the 
ICR again proved to be a good indicator of the quality of 
the results. The effect of the non linearity on both the 
value of the closed loop ICRs and the accuracy of the 
results appears to be similar to that of increasing the 
unaccounted for noise level in the system.
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CONCLUSIONS
The goal of this research was to find ways to use a 
process control computer to aid in the tuning and retuning 
of feedback, feedforward, and decoupling control elements 
in complex combinations with minimum disruption to plant 
operations. This research has provided original equations 
which relate the closed loop impulse response of an output 
to set point changes (obtained by the correlation method) 
to the open loop impulse response in the case of inputs 
manipulated by feedback controllers or decouplers. Many 
methods exist utilizing the open loop response for 
designing feedback controllers and decouplers. This 
research has also provided original equations which relate 
the closed loop impulse response of an output to a 
disturbance to an improved feedforward controller in 
impulse form. These two sets of equations are applicable 
to a 2x2 interactive process such as a distillation column 
with or without dual feedback elements, feedforward 
controllers, and partial or simplified decouplers. Less 
complex processes and/or control schemes allow the 
equations to be significantly simplified. The only 
application of these equations in this work was to two 
similar distillation column simulations, one of which was
294
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nonlinear.
In Chapter 3 a thorough study of eight real 
disturbances from a refinery light ends plant is provided 
which, besides being useful in this research, should be 
useful to others wishing to simulate a real plant control 
environment.
In Chapter 4 the correlation method of impulse 
response identification in open loop was extensively 
tested with a linear model of a distillation column for 
sensitivity to problems which would arise in a plant 
environment. Differencing of input and output prior to 
determination of the impulse response was found to greatly 
improve the accuracy of results using inputs with the same 
stochastic structure as the eight real plant disturbances 
studied. Subsequent tests using differenced input and 
output with an input typical of these plant disturbances 
showed the method to not be sensitive to covariance sum 
accumulation sample time, truncation point, varying input 
stochastic structure, and white noise error in the input 
measurement. White noise errors in the output and 
unmeasured disturbances were found to have a more serious 
effect. Also, as would be expected, the length of the 
covariance sum accumulation period had an effect. In 
cases where the differenced input had a roughly white 
noise character, as shown by the spectral density found 
from the autocovariance function of differenced input, the
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accuracy of the calculated impulse response could be 
predicted a priori using the Impulse Confidence Ratio 
(ICR) which is proposed in this research.
The correlation method of determining impulse 
response weights has been criticized by Jenkins and Watts 
(1968) because the model obtained has too many 
parameters. They recommend the parametric method in which 
a model form with only a minimum number of terms is 
fitted. They show by example that this approach yields
more accurate impulse response weights than the
correlation method. It is shown in Chapter 4, however, 
that the step response obtained by summing the correlation 
method impulse response weights is more accurate than that 
obtained from the parametric method in this same example
problem. The impulse response weights obtained by
correlation can be improved to about the same quality as 
in the parametric method by fitting them to a parsimonious 
model of the correct form.
In Chapter 5 equations are derived relating the open 
loop impulse response for a variable manipulated by 
feedback and decoupling control elements to the closed 
loop impulse response of the output to the set point 
(found by the correlation method). This method was found 
to be unbiased when an unmeasured disturbance was present 
in contrast to a method in which the open loop impulse 
response was found in one step by the correlation method
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using differenced input and output directly. In a number 
of tests with the linear distillation model the method was 
found to be significantly improved by the presence of an 
effective feedforward controller on the disturbance or by 
including the disturbance as an input when applying the 
correlation method. The ICR was shown to be a useful 
measure of the accuracy of the calculated open loop 
impulse response. Note, however, that one must be careful 
that the covariance sum accumulation period includes both 
the set point changes and their effects or the resulting 
impulse response calculated may be distorted. This 
distortion will not be predicted by the ICR.
In Chapter 6 equations are presented relating the 
closed loop impulse response of an output to a disturbance 
(found by the correlation method) to an improved 
feedforward controller in impulse form. Effective 
feedforward controllers were found without set point 
changes to the related feedback loop if the manipulated 
variable transfer function was known. Good controllers 
were found even when the assumed manipulated variable 
transfer function was significantly in error. The ICR was 
again shown to be a useful measure of the quality of the 
calculated controller.
In Chapter 7 a nonlinear model of a distillation 
column was used to simulate the tuning of dual temperature 
feedback controls with feedforward compensation of feed
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rate disturbances utilizing data gathered over one period 
of typical operation. Section 7.3 describes, step by 
step, the application of the methods of this research to 
this problem. The resulting controllers gave results 
equivalent in quality to those obtained knowing the column 
dynamics.
The correlation method as applied to controller 
tuning in this work requires auto and cross covariance 
sums of the differenced inputs (or set points) and outputs 
which can easily be calculated on-line with most current 
process control computers. It does not require that 
individual samples of inputs and outputs be saved. The 
method has the advantage of not requiring any open loop 
testing or test signals. In the case of feedforward 
controllers no disturbance inputs to the process beyond 
those already present in the system are required. If the 
manipulated variable transfer function or functions are 
known, no set point changes are required. No set point 
changes need be induced (although they can be) for 
feedback tuning if set points are changed sufficiently as 
a result of routine operation. This research introduces 
the Impulse Confidence Ratio (ICR) as a method for 
determining the value of results. This criterion was 
successful with the distillation models used in this 
research in screening results to weed out those obtained 
from data sets in which the signal to noise ratio is too
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low t o  be u s a b l e .
F u r t h e r  work would  be u s e f u l  i n  g e n e r a l i z i n g  t h e  ICR 
c r i t e r i o n  t o  any i n p u t .  As i t  i s  t h e  t e n d e n c y  i n  p o w e r f u l  
modern d i g i t a l  c o n t r o l l e r s  t o  run  c o n t r o l  l o o p s  a t  much 
l e s s  th a n  t h e  r e q u i r e d  s a m p le  t i m e ,  i t  would  be v e r y  
b e n e f i c i a l  t o  show t h a t  d a t a  can be g a t h e r e d  a t  a sample  
t i m e  g r e a t e r  th a n  t h a t  o f  t h e  c o n t r o l l e r .  A l s o  more work  
w i t h  o t h e r  n o n l i n e a r  s y s te m s  w ou ld  be u s e f u l .
The b e s t  a p p l i c a t i o n  f o r  use  o f  t h e s e  m ethods  i s  in  
a s t r u c t u r e d  c o n t r o l  e n v i r o n m e n t  i n  w h ic h  t h e  e n g i n e e r  
c h o o s es  among s t a n d a r d  c o n t r o l  a l g o r i t h m s  (s u c h  a s  P ID  
f e e d b a c k  and l e a d / l a g  f e e d f o r w a r d )  and i n  w h ic h  t h e  
c o m p u te r  has e as y  a c c e s s  t o  c o n t r o l l e r  i n t e r c o n n e c t i o n s ,  
modes, s a m p le  t i m e s ,  and t u n i n g  c o n s t a n t s .  U l t i m a t e l y  one  
c o u l d  e n v i s i o n  a system i n  w h i c h ,  t r a n s p a r e n t  t o  t h e  
c o n t r o l  e n g i n e e r ,  t h e  n e c e s s a r y  c o v a r i a n c e  sums a r e  
g a t h e r e d  a u t o m a t i c a l l y  on a r e g u l a r  b a s i s  f o r  a c o n t r o l  
lo o p  o r  scheme f o r  a s e t  number o f  sam p les  ( 6 0 0 - 1 2 0 0  would  
be a p p r o p r i a t e ) .  A t  t h e  end o f  t h i s  p e r i o d  t h e  c o v a r i a n c e  
sums would  be ta k e n  by a u t i l i t y  program w h ic h  wou ld  f i n d  
t h e  c l o s e d  lo o p  i m p u l s e  r e s p o n s e  f u n c t i o n s ,  d e t e r m i n e  open 
lo o p  i m p u l s e  r e s p o n s e s  o r  f e e d f o r w a r d  c o n t r o l l e r s  ( i n  t h e  
c a s e  o f  d i s t u r b a n c e s )  and e v a l u a t e  t h e  a c c u r a c y  o f  t h e  
r e s u l t s  t h r o u g h  t h e  use o f  t h e  IC R .  R e s u l t s  w i t h  t o o  low  
o f  an ICR w o u ld  be th ro w n  o u t .  R e s u l t s  o b t a i n e d  f ro m  d a t a  
s e t s  i n  w h ic h  c o n t r o l l e r  modes o r  t u n i n g  c o n s t a n t s  changed
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d u r i n g  c o v a r i a n c e  sum a c c u m u l a t i o n  w o u ld  a l s o  be th ro w n  
o u t  as  w e l l  as  t h o s e  i n  w h ic h  a m a n i p u l a t e d  v a r i a b l e  h i t  
an o u t p u t  l i m i t .  T h o s e  r e s u l t s  d e t e r m i n e d  t o  be 
a c c e p t a b l e  would  be used t o  u p d a t e  t h e  c o n t r o l l e r s .  N o t e  
t h a t ,  a l t h o u g h  many s e t s  o f  d a t a  w o u ld  be th row n o u t ,  
s i n c e  o n l y  r o u t i n e  o p e r a t i n g  d a t a  a r e  u s e d ,  t h i s  i s  n o t  a 
s e r i o u s  d e f i c i e n c y .
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APPENDIX I
DERIVATION OF CORRELATION METHOD EQUATIONS FOR TWO 
OR MORE INPUT VARIABLES
Assume M i n p u t  v a r i a b l e s  (Xm) and o u t p u t  v a r i a b l e  
( y )  a l l  d i f f e r e n c e d  d t i m e s  s u f f i c i e n t  t o  make a l l  
s t a t i o n a r y .  A l l  v a r i a b l e s  a f t e r  d i f f e r e n c i n g  a r e  assumed  
t o  h ave  z e r o  mean. The  M i m p u l s e  r e s p o n s e  w e i g h t  v e c t o r s  
(H L )  a r e  s o u g h t  r e l a t i n g  t h e  i n p u t  v a r i a b l e s  t o  y as  i n  
t h e  f o l l o w i n g  e q u a t i o n .
y t  “  hioXjL-t + h i i X i t —1 + . . .  + hiK:Xa.-fc—K + ( I —1)
hs’oXa-t + h s i X a t —1 + . . .  + h z ^ X s t —K + ...
hMoXMt + h|vtlXM-fc—I  + . . .  + hMKXMt—K + S t
w h e re  : K => T r u n c a t i o n  p o i n t
e t  = N o i s e  t i m e  s e r i e s  a f t e r  d i f f e r e n c i n g  d 
t i m e s
To f i n d  t h e  b e s t  Hm i n  t h e  l e a s t  s q u a r e s  s en s e  f o l l o w  
J e n k i n s  and W a t t s  ( 1 9 6 8 ,  p p . 1 3 2 - 1 3 5 ) .  D e f i n e  t h e  
f o l l o w i n g  v e c t o r s  :
= [ y ± , y = , y 3 , . . .  yw ]
H"*" = [ h i o ,  hi jL,  . . . ,  h i K ,  h z o ,  hi2x, . . . , h ^ x , . . .  hMx ] 
E""" , ea, B3 , . . .  On ]
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Gt: ™ C M 1,-t — O Xlt— 1 • » ■ X & t —K • ■ ■ XMt —# X M t —"1 m m m Xf-l-fc —K 3
E q u a t i o n  I - l  can be w r i t t e n  f o r  a l l  N s a m p le s  as  :
n = XH + E ( 1- 2 )
I f  b o t h  s i d e s  a r e  m u l t i p l i e d  by X"^  1 - 2  becomes :
X^ Si => X^ XH + X-^ E ( 1 - 3 )
The X"^E t e r m  can be d r o p p e d  i f  t h e  e ' s  a r e  n o t  c o r r e l a t e d  
w i t h  t h e  in d e p e n d e n t  v a r i a b l e s .  I f  t h e  a s s u m p t i o n  i s  made 
t h a t  t h e  c o v a r i a n c e  sums S w « (k )  and s ^ y ( k ) ( d e f i n e d  i n  
S e c t i o n  2 . 5 )  do n o t  depen d on t h e  s t a r t i n g  p o i n t  o f  t h e  
sum ( w h i c h  i s  a good a p p r o x i m a t i o n  f o r  s t a t i o n a r y  s e r i e s ) ,  
th e n  f o r  two i n p u t  v a r i a b l e s  (w h e re  >tx =» x and xz  =» z ) 
t h e s e  e q u a t i o n s  a r e  shown i n  F i g u r e  A I . l  w h e re  T i s  t h e  
m a t r i x  X"^X. The l e a s t  s q u a r e s  e s t i m a t e  H ' o f  t h e  
p a r a m e t e r  v e c t o r  H can be found  by s o l v i n g  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  
e q u a t i o n  :
H' = ( X ^ X ) - i X ^ O ( 1 - 4 )
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The c o v a r i a n c e  m a t r i x  (C )  o f  t h e  e s t i m a t e d  p a r a m e t e r  
v e c t o r  i s  :
C » cr= ( 1 - 5 )
The d i a g o n a l  e l e m e n t s  o f  t h i s  m a t r i x  g i v e  t h e  v a r i a n c e s  o f  
e a c h  i m p u l s e  r e s p o n s e  w e i g h t  and t h e  o f f - d i a g o n a l  e l e m e n t s  
g i v e  t h e  c o v a r i a n c e s  be tw ee n  e ac h  p a i r  o f  w e i g h t s .  cr= i s  
t h e  v a r i a n c e  o f  t h e  r e s i d u a l s  e t .
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ft = (X^X)H =  T H
r>.>. 1 r  K as H v x
—  —  — 39 — f — —  - -
ft K V 1 r== Hvas
r M  N r „ .
S k m ( X )  «■ s „ m ( K ) Sw 35 ( 0 ) S z x ( 1 )
Sx>f(0) m » S m x ( H :-i) 3x æ ( i ) S x x ( O )
:- 2 ) B x  a: ( SI ) B x z ( 1)
Su m ( K - 1 ).. s „ « ( 0 ) S « = ( K ) S x z (K—
■  S  2 S  w  (  K  )
. s = * ( K - l )  
. s=M(K"2)
s z M ( 0 ) 5mz(1>) U m Swz(K)
Szm(<1) Szm(O) »■ Smz(K'*JL) 
5=^(2) Ssm(1) ■■ Swz(K"2)
Saeh<(K) S x h ( K “ JL ) « «  S z k ( O )
Szz(O) Szx(l) ■■ Saz(K)
S z z ( l )  S z z ( C î )  mm S = % ( K ™ 1 )
S z z ( 2 )  S z z ( l )  mm S z z (  K “" 2  ) 
S z z ( K )  S z z ( K ™ l ) # »  S a - z ( O )
S x y ( O )
5 x y ( l )
S x y ( 0 )  
S x y ( 1 )
h x o  
h x  a.
h x o  
h x  a.
ft K V  ™
S x y ( K )
f t x y  =
S x y ( K )
H y x  =>
hxx:
H y x  =
h x K
F i g u r e  A I . l  E q u a t i o n s  f o r  f i n d i n g  i m p u l s e  re s p o n s e  w e i g h t s  
( H v « 5  H y=)  f o r  two i n p u t s  (%, z )
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INFORMATION USED TO F IND STOCHASTIC MODELS OF OTHER 
SEVEN PLANT TIME SERIES
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APPENDIX III 
ACS DISTILLATION MODEL
1. Distillation Simulation - General Description
The tower was assumed to have 10 trays, all with 
100% efficiency, a condenser, and a reboiler. The tower 
was assumed to be 5.15 ft in diameter. A bubble point 
feed consisting of two hypothetical components was 
assumed. The relevant properties were calculated as s
Tb r a 202.0 - 144.0*X + 48.0*X= (III-l)
RV = 2.75 + 0.768X (111-2)
SV a 1.6224 - 0.2756&X (II1-3)
where a Te>r => Mixture bubble point (»F)
RV a Mixture relative volatility at bubble point 
SV a Mixture volume (ft=/lbmol)
X a Mole fraction of more volatile component
Enthalpies were calculated with a reference of liquid at 
25 *C using the following relations :
HVu. a 5202.9 + 15.881*T + 0.01340*T= - 1.8037%10-^*T=
(III-4)
271
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HVm => 7358.0 + 21.1108T + 0.01716&T= - 2.3307&10-^%T=
(III-5)
HLi_ = -2027.8 + 24.69&T + 0.02425*7= (III-6)
HLm = -2458.1 + 30.52*7 + 0.02165*7= (II1-7)
where : HVu, HVw = Enthalpy in btu/lbmol of pure light and
heavy component vapor 
HLi_, HLm = Enthalpy in btu/lbmol of pure light and 
heavy component liquid
In all of the above equations 7 is in ®F. 7he mixture 
enthalpies were found by blending the results from the 
above equations by mole. 7hese hypothetical components 
are roughly based on propane and n-butane. 7he relative
volatility relationship was adjusted to obtain a 
reasonable split in only 10 trays as this was the maximum 
that could be modelled practically on the ACS system. 7he 
mixture volume is at 25®C and does not consider the effect 
of temperature.
7he feed tray was assumed to be tray 6 (with tray 1 
the bottom tray and tray 10 the top). A total condenser 
was assumed with the reflux returned at its bubble point. 
For a typical tray the relevant differential 
equations are :
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dMi. =» Li+i - Li + Vi_i - Vi + mqF + n(l-q)F (III-8) 
dt
d (MiXi) = Li*iXi+i — LiXi + Vi—iYi—i — ViVi (III—9) 
dt
+ mqFxpr + n(l—q)Fyp
d(MiUi) = Li^ihi^i - Lihi + Vi-iHi-i - ViHi (III-IO) 
dt
+ mqFhp + n(l—q)FHp
where : Li = Molar flow rate of liquid from tray i 
Vi = Molar flow rate of vapor from tray i 
Mi = Moles of liquid holdup on tray i 
hi = Molar enthalpy of liquid leaving tray i 
Hi => Molar enthalpy of vapor leaving tray i 
Ui =a Internal energy of liquid on tray i 
F = Molar feed rate
q = Feed quality (1.0 = all liquid, 0.0 = all 
vapor)
X = Mole fraction of component in liquid
y = Mole fraction of component in vapor
m = Feed tray ? ( 1 == yes, 0 = no)
n = Tray above feed tray ? (1 = yes, 0 = no)
Using the chain rule for differentiation and 
Equation 111-9 an equation for dx/dt is obtained :
dXi = d(MiXi) - XidtlL (111-11) 
dt dt dt
Mj
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Because internal energy changes on each tray are 
very small compared to latent heat effects the left hand 
side of Equation 111-10 was assumed to be zero.
For the overhead accumulator Equations III-7 to 10 
become s
dM^ = VN - R - D (III-12) 
dt
d(M«Xm) = Vioyio - Rx« - Dx« (111-13) 
dt
d(MUUm) = VioHio - Rh« - Dh« - Qc (IIIr-14) 
dt
where s R =» Molar flow rate of reflux
D = Molar flow rate of distillate
Qc = Condenser heat removal rate
for the reboiler equations 111-7 to 10 are :
dM« = Li - B - Vn (III-IS) 
dt
d ( Mr Xf! ) = LiXi — Bx r — VmyR (III—16)
dt
d(MnUR) = Llhi - Bhf, - Vr Hr •+• Or (III-17) 
dt
where : B = Molar flow rate of Bottoms
Q r  = Reboiler heat addition rate
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The no-overflow hold up in each tray was assumed to 
be 4.0 Ibmols. The vapor suspended in the liquid at any 
time was assumed to have a negligible effect on the liquid 
density. Any holdup above 4.0 Ibmols was assumed to 
generate downflow according to the Francis weir formula 
(Luyben, 1973) t
Vi = 3.33D(Zi)=/= (III-18)
Vi = Liquid overflow in ft=/sec 
z = Height of liquid over weir in ft
D = Length of weir in ft
The vapor flows were found using Equations III-IO 
and 17, setting the left hand side of the equations to 
0.0.
The calculations were sequenced in the following
order in the simulation for each time step :
1) Calculate liquid flow rates.
2) Calculate relative volatilities and then the vapor 
compositions throughout the column.
3) Calculate the temperature of each tray as well as that
of column bottom and the accumulator assuming each to
be at its bubble point.
4) Calculate the enthalpy of the vapor and liquid for
each tray as well as for the accumulator and column
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bottoms.
5) Calculate the vapor rates throughout the column using 
Equations III-IO and 111-17 setting the left hand side 
to 0.0. Equation 111-14 was not used, as the condenser 
was assumed total and no vapor leaves the accumulator.
6. The derivatives dM/dt, d(Mx)/dt, and dx/dt were then 
found and values of M and x throughout the column 
predicted for the next time step using Euler's 
method.
2. Distillation Simulation - ACS Implementation
Control loops in ACS can be thought of as small 
computer programs which run at regularly scheduled 
intervals. ACS allows the option to calculate a 
measurement for a control loop using a general algorithm. 
These are written in a language resembling assembly 
language. Control loops need not take any control action. 
ACS allows the control loops to be scheduled at a desired 
frequency and allows the loops to be sequenced to run in a 
desired order.
In the LSU system the maximum practical loop 
frequency of every 4 seconds was used. Using the Euler 
method for integration this is equivalent to a 4 second 
step size. Individual loops were set up for each tray's 
liquid holdup, vapor flow rate, liquid flow rate.
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temperature, and liquid composition. The reboiler and 
accumulator were handled similarly. The calculations were 
sequenced as noted previously. Because of the large time 
step size of 4 seconds, it was necessary to slow down the 
simulation by a factor of 5.0 to keep it stable. This was 
done by dividing the calculated derivatives by 5.0.
Taking this slow down into account the ACS simulation 
matched a FORTRAN simulation of the same column. Switches 
were provided to initialize the simulation and to start it 
up.
3. Impulse Response Identification bv the Correlation 
Method
Implementation of the correlation method on ACS 
required only 5 control loops :
1) A counter to determine when a test was complete.
2) A difference-deiay loop which found the difference 
between the present value of the independent variable 
from the last sample and saved 26 past values of this 
difference (K = 26) in 8 associated data blocks.
3) A difference loop which found the difference between 
the present value of the dependent variable from the 
last sample.
4) Covariance calculators which calculated the 27
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covariance sums as in Equations 2.29 and 2.30 for as 
many samples as dictated by the counter. The product 
sums were stored in 14 data blocks associated with this 
point.
Once a test was complete, the auto and cross covariance 
sums were used with the equations shown in Figure 2.5 to 
find the impulse response. This was done by manually 
entering the covariance sums into an IBM PC. It required 
about 1 minute to calculate a 27 lag impulse response 
result in a machine without the benefit of an 8087 math 
coprocessor. This process could certainly be automated in 
an industrial environment such that a FORTRAN program 
could be triggered to pick up the data directly from the 
covariance calculators and process it on demand.
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APPEN D IX  IV
TEST PROCEDURE USED FOR IMPULSE AND STEP RESPONSE 
ESTIMATION BY THE CORRELATION METHOD
The standard procedure used for estimating impulse 
response weights for one disturbance input with the 
distillation column model described in sections 4 . 2  and 
4 . 3  was to begin to gather the covariance sums required 
for the test in question 32  minutes (simulation time) 
after beginning to excite the column model with the input 
signal. The equations used to obtain the impulse response 
weights are shown in Figure 2 . 5 .  Equations 2 . 2 9  and 2 . 3 0  
were used to calculate the covariance sums required by 
these equations. Input and output were differenced once 
and the mean of these differenced series assumed to be 
zero.
K is the largest lag for which covariances sums are 
calculated. It should be set such that KÜtT (T is the 
sample time used for data accumulation) is roughly the 
settling time for the response being sought. Where not 
otherwise noted K was set to 26  and T to 3 2  seconds. The 
sample time was picked to be 32 seconds because this is 
about the sample time that would be used for the 
controllers on a real column with dynamics similar to the 
simulation as it is roughly 1/10 of the dominant time
279
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constant of the column reboiler duty - reboiler 
temperature transfer function. Sample times greater than 
this would cause digital feedback controller performance 
to degrade relative to an analog controller. K was set at 
26, although K)KT is therefore somewhat less than the open 
loop settling time of the reboiler duty - reboiler 
temperature loop, because this was the maximum that was 
convenient for the tests made with the ACS model of the 
column and because it proved to be satisfactory. Note 
that Equations 2.29 and 2.30 require at t=l that values 
for X back for K samples be available when covariance sum 
accumulation begins. N in Equations 2.29 and 2.30 was set 
arbitrarily at 600 when not otherwise noted as this is of 
the same order of magnitude as the length of most of the 
example series analysed by Box and Jenkins (Box, 1976).
Disturbance inputs used were stochastic. Where not 
otherwise noted the structure of disturbance inputs was :
(1.0 - $iB)Xt = at (IV-1)
This is a first order autoregressive (AR(1)) process. B
is the backward shift operator where BXt = Xt-i. at is a
realization of a white noise process which is 
characterized by a mean and a standard deviation. Where 
not otherwise noted when feed rate was the disturbance the 
standard deviation of at was set to 8 Ibmol/hr and the 
value of the disturbance calculated every 32 seconds in
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the simulation. is the parameter which characterizes
the process. As § x approaches 0.0, Xt approaches white 
noise. As approaches 1.0, Xt approaches a random walk 
or integrated white noise. Where not otherwise noted the 
disturbances used in this work utilized §i = 0.99 which is 
close in character to the real disturbances analysed in 
Chapter 3. Where not otherwise noted no noise was added 
to either the input or output to simulate measurement 
error. When noise was added to either input or output 
five repetitions of each test were made using different 
seeds for the white noise used to generate the input (or 
output) and noise signals. The results reported, in these 
cases, were the average result of the five tests.
In the simulation where not otherwise noted the 
input/noise signal updating, control action, and the 
covariance sum accumulation occur sequentially at the same 
instant every 32 seconds simulation time.
All tests assume a steady state reference point as 
shown in Table 4.1. Level control is always assumed to be 
done by manipulation of the top and bottom product rates. 
It is always assumed to be perfect.
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APPENDIX V
DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS TO BE USED TO OBTAIN OPEN LOOP 
IMPULSE RESPONSE WEIGHTS IN A CLOSED LOOP INTERACTIVE
SYSTEM
All variables in the following derivation are 
polynomials in the backward shift variable B except Yit, 
Yst, Rit, and R=?t: which are the deviation from steady 
state of the controlled variables and their set points at 
time t. Refer to Figure 5.5 for a block diagram of the 
system.
Assume no disturbance is present ( Vt = 0 ). The 
following equations may then be found from Figure 5.5 for 
Yit and Yat :
Yit = SiGiiRit - CiGiaYit + S=GiaR=t - C=Gi=Yat (V-1)
+  S a D  G 1 JL. R  z; tr. ~  C:sD .1. ;>G .1. .1. Y’s t +  S .xDr.a.i.G i. rj'R .i,-1-.
“  C  i D s i . G i . s Y  1 1
Yrat — S Griji.Ra,-t — CiGæiYit •+• SrsGïïjrsRsM?. ~ C^^ææYzt (V—2)
+  S æ D i z G æ i R æ t  —  C:aD.t. r.aGr„’j. Yra-t, +  S i D z t G æ z R i t  
—  C  .1. D  X G  z Y1 f.
Rearranging :
( 1 + CiGii + CiDaiGia ) Yit= + ( C=Gi= + C=Di=Gii ) Y=t
=  ( S i G i i  +  S i D = i G i =  ) R.,.t +  ( S = G i =  +  S = D i = G i i  ) R = t
( V - 3  )
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( CiGsi + C1D21G22 ) Y m  + ( 1 H- CeBse + CsDxeGsi ) Yrat 
“ ( SiGzi + S1D21G23 ) Rit + ( SsGaz + S^DizG^i ) Rat
(V-4)
Or :
AiYit + AaYat => AæRit + A^Rat (V—5)
BiYi-t + BaYat ^ B^Rit + B^Rat (V—6)
where :
Ai => 1 + CiGii + CiDaiGia
A3 ™ SiGii + SiDaiQia 
Bi « CiGaa. + CiDsiGaa 
B3 “ SiGai + SiDaiGaa
Aa ™ CaGia + CaDiaGii 
A4 ® SaGia + SaDiaGii 
Ba ®* 1 + CaGaa + CaDiaGai 
B4 “ SaGaa + SaDiaGaa.
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Yife =S3
( B 3 A 3 “  B 3 A 3 )
R a . f c  +
( B 4 A 3 “  B s A - ^ v )
( A s B a . — A 1 B 3 ) ( A s B a . “  A i B z )
(V-9)
38
( B i  A 3 —  A a . B 3 )
R a . f c  +
( B a .  A ^ -  B w » A a . )




Yi-t ™ HiiRi-t + HiaRnt





( B.3A3 “■ B3A3 ) 
( A3B1 — AiBz )
(V-13)
Ha.3
( B4A3 “ B3A4 ) 
( A3 B 1 — A 1 B3  )
(V-14)
H31
( B 1.A3  “  B3 A 1 ) 
( AsBa. — Aa.Bs )
(V-15)
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( B1A4 — B4A 1 ) 
( AhBi — Ai.Be )
( V - 1 6 )
The H's can be found by the correlation method. H u  and 
H ie are the closed loop impulse responses of Yit to Rit 
and Yit to Rst respectively. Similarly Hex and Hs e  are
the closed loop impulse responses of Yst to Rxt and Yst to
Rst respectively.
Now rearrange V-13 to V-16 to a more convenient form 
for finding the manipulated variable transfer functions 
Gil, Giej Gsij and Gee given the H's and the knowledge of 
the tuning for the feedback controllers C x and Ce and the 
decouplers Die and Dei.
B3AE ” BeAs = CESiGlEGEl + CESiDsiGxEGEE + CeSxDx3GxxGex 
+ CeSxDxeDexGxxGee — SxGxX — SxCeGxxGee
— CeSxDxeGxxGeX “ SxDsxGxffi — CeSxDexGxsGs2
— Ce S xDx sDe x Q x e Gex
— Ce S xG x hGej. + Ce S xD x s Ds x G x lOœE "" SxGxi
— Ce S xG x x Ge E — S xDe x G xE — Ce S xD x e De x G x eGe X
Ae Bx — Ax-Bs ™ C xCs Ge x G xE + C xCe D x e G x xGex + Ce C xDe x G x eGe e 
+ C xCe D x e De x G x x Ge e  — 1 — CxGxX — C xDe x G xE
— Ce Ge e — C xCe G x x Ge e  — C xCe Ds x G x e Ge E
— Ce D x eGsx — C xCe D x e G x xGex — C xCe D x s De x G xssGex
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=■ CiCsGsiGaLs» + CiCaDisDaiG j. iGsœ — 1 — C i G n  
~ CiDæiGiæ ~ CzG=z — Ca.C3G 11.G3s 
—C3D 13G31 — C1C3D13D31G 13G31
B 4 A 3  —  B 3 A 4  =  C 3 S 3 G 1 3 G 3 3  +  C 3 S 3 D 1 3 6 1 3 G 3 1  +  C 3 S 3 D 1 3 G 1 1 G 3 3
 ^ + C3S3D 13D 13G11G31 — S3G 13 “ C3S3G13G32
~ C3S3D 13G 13G31 — S3D13G 11 — C3S3D13G 11G32
“ C3S3D13D13G11631
“ ■" S3G13 ~ S3D13G11
B1A3 — B3A1 = SiCiGiiGsi + C1S1D31G1iGs e + C1S1D31G12G31
+ C1S1D31D31G13G33 — S1G21 “ S1D31G33
— CiSiGiiGai “ C1S1D21G11G33 — C1S1D31G13G31 
“ C1S1D31D31G13G33
=» — SiGsi — S1D31G33
B 1 A 4  “  B 4 A 1  =  C 1 S 3 G 1 3 G 2 1  +  C 1 S 3 D 2 1 G 1 3 G 3 3  +  C 1 S 3 D 1 2 G 1 1 G 3 1
+ C1S3D13D31G11G33 “ S3G33 “ S3D13G31
■“ C1S3G11G23 — C1S3D13G11G31 — C1S3D31G13G33
■" C1S3D13D31G13G31
C1S3G13G31 + C1S3D13D31G11G32 “ S3G33
— S3D 13G31 — C1S3G11G33 “ C 1S2D13D21G 12G31
Rewriting V-13 to V-16 substituting for Al-4 and Bl-4 :
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“Hii “ ( H ijuCjl - Si ) Gii + ( HiiCiDsi — SiDzi ) Giz
+ HiiCzDizGzi + HiiCzGza + ( CaSi + HiiCiCaDisDsi
“ SiCaDsiDis: — HiiCiCm ) GisGsi + ( CsSiDimDsi
■*■ HiiCiCæ — CsSi “ HiiCiCzDiæDzi ) GiiGss
(V-17)
~Hi2 = ( HizCi — SzDi2 ) Gii + ( HisCiDai — Sa ) Gis
+ HiaCaDiaGai + HiaCaGaz + ( CiCaDiaDaiHia 
“ HiaCiCa ) GiaGai + ( CiCaHia
~ CiCaDiaDaiHia ) GiiGas (V—18)
—Hai —  HaiCiGii + HaiCiDaiGia + ( HaiCaDia — Si ) Gai 
+ ( HaiCa “ SiDai ) Ga= + ( HaiCiCaDiaDai 
“ CiCaHai ) GiaGai + ( CiCaHai
“ HaiCiCaDiaDai ) G ü G a a  (V—19)
—Has “ HaaCiGii + HaaCiDaiGia + ( HaaCaDia “ SaDia ) Gai 
+ ( HaaCa ~ Sa ) Gaa + ( SaCi
CiCaDiaDaiHaa “ CiSaDaiDia “ CiCaHaa ) GiaGai 
+ ( CiSaDiaDai + CiCaHaa — CiSa
“ CiCaDiaDaiHaa ) Q ü G a a  (V—20)
To solve for Gii, Gia, Gai, and Gaa isolate G n  on the 
left-hand-side of Equation V-17, Gia on the left-hand-side 
of Equation V-18, Gai on the left-hand-side of Equation V- 
19, and Gaa on the left-hand-side of Equation V-20 as is 
done in Equations S.17-20. The method of solution is 
detailed in Section 5.8.
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APPEN D IX  V I
FEEDFORWARD CONTROLLER TUNING BY CORRELATION IN A 
2x2 INTERACTIVE SYSTEM WITH FEEDBACK AND DECOUPLING
ELEMENTS
All variables in the following derivation are 
polynomials in the backward shift variable B except Vt= and 
Yit and Yzt which are the deviation from initial state of 
the disturbance and controlled variables at time t . Refer 
to Figure 6.1 for a block diagram of the system.
1. Derivation of the Ideal Feedforward Controllers 
for an Interactive Svstem
Assume no set point changes and no variation in any
load disturbance except V. Since the feedforward 
controllers are ideal assume no deviation from set point 
for Yi and Y = . The following equations can then be 
written relating Vt, Yit and Yzt :
Y i t  =" ( G i v  +  F i G i i  +  F æ G i z  ) Vt. ( V I - 1 )
Y s t  ™  ( G s h v  +  F æ G s æ  +  F i G s i  ) V t  ( V I — 2 )
Since Yi = Ys = 0 for all times t , IV-1 and IV-2 become :
0 = G.1.V + FiGii + F=Gi= (VI-3)
0 ~  Gsv + FsGzs + FxGsi (VI—4)
238




F i  => ---------------------  ( V I - 5 )
Gii
Substituting into VI-4 :
GivGsîa. F2G12G21
0 => Gzv + F2G22 — —— — — — (VI—6)
Gii Gii
Solving VI-6 for Fz one obtains :
( GivGsai — GavQii )
(VI-7)
( Gz=Gii — G 13G21 )
and on substitution of VI-7 into VI-3 one obtains :
( GzvGiz — GivG^sj )
F i  =  ---------------------------------- ( V I - 8 )
( GzzGii — GiaGzi )
2. Derivation of the Tuning Formula for Feedforward 
Controllers in an Interactive Svstem with Feedback 
and Decoupling Elements
Again assume no set point changes and no variation 
in any load disturbance except V. This time relax the 
assumption of no deviation from set point for Yi and Yz. 
The following equations can then be written relating Vt, 
Yit and Yat :
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Yit = ( “CiGii — CiDaiGiz )Yit + ( —CzGiz — Cz Di z G ü  )Vzt 
+ ( Giv + FiGii + FzGiz )Vt (VI-9)
Vat = ( —CzGzz — CzDizGzi )Yzt + ( —CiGzi — CiDziGza )Yit 
+ ( Gzv + FzGzz + FiGzi )Vt (VI—10)
Multiply both Equations VI-9 and VI-10 through by (1-B) 
so that Vi, Ya, and V become the differenced quantities 
Yi I, ya, and v, then define Hiv and Hzv such that
yit = HivVt and yzt = HzvVt and substitute for yit and
yat to obtain s
Hiv = ( —CiGii — CiDsiGiz )HiV + ( —CzGiz — CaDizGii )Hzv 
+ Giv + FiGii + FzGiz (VI—11)
Hzv = ( —CzGza — CzDizGzi )Hzv + ( —CiGzi — CiDziGza )Hiv 
+ Gzv + FzGzz + FiGzi ' (VI-12)
Note that Hiv and Hzv are the closed loop impulse 
responses of yi and yz to v which can be found by the 
correlation method. Now multiply Equation VI-11 through 
by -Gaa to get VI-13, and VI-12 through by Giz to get 
VI-14 :
—HivGaa “ ( CiQüGza + CiDziGizGza )Hiv (VI—13)
+ ( CzGizGza + CzDizGiiGza )Hzv 
— GivGza — FiGiiGzz — FzGizGaa
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Ha>vGa.æ ™ ( "CæGasGis " C2D 12G21G12 )Hmv (VI—14)
+ ( —C1G21G 12 “ CiDaiGœaGis )Hiv
+ GsvGiz + FaGaaGiæ + FiGziGiæ
Now add VI-13 and VI-14 to get :
H^vGis — H x v Gh 2 = ( CiGiiGss + CxDzxGiaGaz (VI—15)
“ CxDaiGffiffiGiffi — CxGæxGiz )Hiv + ( CaGxzGaa 
+ Ce D xsjG x iGs s — CzGszGxz — CæDizGzxGxz )Hzv 
+ GavGis + FæGssGxz + FxGaiGxa — G i v Gœ s
— FxGixGzs — FzGxzGsz
or simplifying :
Hs vGie — HxvGzs “ ( CxGxxGss — CiGsiGia )Hiv (VI—16)
+ ( CgDxsGxxGæa — CzDxzGziGiæ )Ha«v< + GzvGiz 
+ Fi( Ge i G ie — G x i Ge e  ) “ G i vGe e
Now divide both sides by ( Ge s G h  - Ge x G x e ) and 
substitute in Equation VI-8 with F'x indicating that 
this is the ideal feedforward controller as opposed to 
Fi which is the actual feedforward controller.
( He v G i e ~ H x vGe S ) ( Ge v G xe — G i vGe 3 )
Fi + Ci,Hxv
( GssGxx G x eGei ) ( G x x Ge e — Ge i G xs )
+ C e D x e He v (VI-17)
o r
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( H s ï v G i œ  “  H i v G z z  )
F'i =" Fi +  -------------  ' — CiHiv — C2 D 1 2 H 2 V
( GzzGii — GizGzi )
(VI-18)
Similarly :
( HivGsi. - HavGij. )
F ' 2! = Fz + ----------  — CgHav — C 1 D2 1 H 1 V
( G22G11 — GizGzi )
(VI-19)
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